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The papers included herein represent the views of the individual writers; and are not nec-
essarily reflective.of the New Jersey Department of Higher Education's position on issues. s!elated 10 bilingual education. . r
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- INTRODUCTION'

6

The enactment of Title VII of E.S.E.A. in 1968 generated
substeintial efforts devoted to the,preparation of personnel
to instruct children of limited English proficiency through
bilingual education programs. In addition, colleges and
universities throughout the United States have'initiated

* 'programs using a bilingual instructional approach to provide
glreater access `higher educatiion to students whose native

language is other than English. These two types of programs -
'bilingual teacher preparation and bilingual postsecondary
education - constitute bilingtal.higher education in NeW Jersey.

..'

Since bilingual higher education in New Jersey, as well
as in the gaited States, is at an early stage of development,
there is a need to analyze the various dimensions underlying
policy formulation and program implementation. Accordingly, in
August, 1979 the New Jersey Depaftment of Iligher Education
sponsored its annual Bilingual Higher Education Summer Institute
at Seton'Hall University.

.
.

The purpose of. the Institute was to provide a forum for
p.rofg-ssional exploration and discussion of social science

t

'.issues affecting bilingual higher education. Consistent with
this purpose, the Institute focused on socio-olinguistic

4anthropological, social psychological, pedagogical, and socio-
political-economic considerations.related to the implementation
of such programs.

This Report of the Institute Prodeedings. contains the
papers presented by thirteen of the invited speakers. Each
paper indtades.an analysis of particular factors which influence
the form and quality of bilingual higher education policy and
instructional programs. In addition,, the authors offer specific,
recommendations regarding the direction research should take
and/or the practices that seem to be most effective in bilingual
higher education.

A IP

While this report of the proceedings .comes two yeas after
. the event, we hope it will serve Aas a useful resource document
for institutions of higher education which,share the goal of
serving our bilingual and potentially bilingual student population.
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FOREWORD

In the last two decades our ointry has begun to recognize
the needs of ethnolinguistic minority populations, especially
in the area of education. Legal mandates'sudh as Lauv. Nichols
have reaffirmed the rights of these groups to obtain-equal
educational opportunities. While muc,h has been accomplished
to educate children of limited English proficiency, re need
to direct greater,efforts to malting higher education more acces-
sible to ethnolingUistic minority groups.

Durilig the last two years, the New Jersey Department,of,
Higher Education.,has undertaken a series of endeavors in bilingual
higher eddcation to define our goals and mission in this area.
The proceedings of the Bilingual Ifigher.EducationSummer
Institute reflect our concern with the issues which affect the
implementatiOn of bilingual higher education programs'in New
Jersey. It. represents an attempt to'clarifj these issues in
order to,formulate effective policy.

The 1980's will he a challenging time for all of us in
e,,ducation who must address complex problems with limited resourdes.

We hope the Institute Prop'eediRgs,!although issued two years
after the actual institute, will stimulate the development of
innovative approaches to meet, this challenge. The content of the
papers have withstood the test -of time, and while new developments
have occurred in, the field, they have not invalidated' the concepts
contained-within the Institute Proceedings.

f

T..5dward'Hollander
Chancellor

August, 1981
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"FOUNr5ATfONS OE BILINGUAL EDUCATION"

A. INTRODUCTION

1. Some definitkens

7, 4

mo by: Mg. E. Glyn Lewis
Wales,'United Kingdom

Bilingual education is an institution, and like most
- institutions it embraces a'vElety of appoaches and what the

institution ds intended to promote is open to,a variety of Inter-
pretationS. This is true of all institutions - the Christian
Church has a diversitl, of forms, the Constitution can be interpie-
ted in more than one way, and a political institution, whether it
is a Tarty the legislature speaks with several voices. Similarly
the-insti n which we call. 'bilingual education' is not a simple
or uniform da um: according to .circumstances it can be interpreted ,

as possessidg several equally appropriate forms, and several aims'
(some of them incompatible with other equally valid aims). The -.
same form of bilingual education may have advantageous consequences
in bne set of circumstances, and advefse consequences in another.
For this, reason, while it is.convenient to speak of 'bilingual educe-,
tion' in global terms it is necessary to remind ourselves that this
is an over simplification, and thwt, in part,.it 'would be more
satisfactory alwayb to speak of"the education of bilingual children',
since this places the, emphasis where it belongs - on the individual
child rather than the institution.

Nevertheless, although our cc:Icp.rn is with a feria of bilingual
education wchich'is appropriate to an individual, and therefore to
some extent different in each case, thee are some generaliiations
which we are permitted to make. The most obvious of these, is that
a bilingual education implies imparting,a.knowledie of and an oppor-,
tunity to use at least two languages., This necessary element in the
foundation of bilingual education is self-evident,.and though some
of the 'implications of the terms. 'knowledge' and 'use' of two
languages pare debataele we need not elaborate upon-them at 'this, stage,
since other fundamental elements require'prior consideration. For
instance, we need to consider what we mean by the term 'foundatiohs'
'iiself in this case: Are they simply the basic requirement of
bilingualibm per se -"namely the ability to use two lang.trages? 016

do 'foundations' mean'what is required to provide a particular type
of bilin'igualeducation, in which case 'foundations' would include

re
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not only the pre-requisite of bilingualism, bUt the purlioees
which bilingualism is to be put - theaiths and goals which a
bilingual education'is meant'to achieve? Unless we interpret the
term in

.

the simplest waY Ito 'mean the knowledge and use of two
languages the foundations of bilingUal education consist not only of
fa Sts but fantasies, hopes'.and ideals, and-it is difficult to dis- .

-tinguish between%them and the facts. _In.determining a policy.fer
Ot-in shaping a programme of bilingual education, what is rightly or
wrongly believed about bilidgualism is as impOrtarit as what'is known
for certain. Education is not a Science though it tries to make use
of soientifiq data. Like politics it is the 'art of the possible' -
it achieves what those Who determine policy and .those who influence
the policy makers want and,find it possible to achieve. The results
of bilingual education programmes cannot be evaluated in abstract
and absolute terms like the results of a scientifid experiment._ The
environment of a scientific 'experiment is controlled inoucha Way,
that it does not enter into thecaiculations of the.result: it can
.be ignored. In any, form of education the environmentis parit,and
parcel of.the process which is'being examined or.promoted. Educa -ice
tion does not mould men in the, abstract but, in and for a given
society. Coniequently, the nature of that sooiety, its hopes-and
Jeers, its history as well as its current social, ecorfomic and de-
mographic charactenKstics are.aspects of.the foundations of any
bilingual education that the societyseeks to.promote% The foUndh-
tions af bilingual education in'theUnited States are different from
those of bilingual gduaationin the4Soviet Union because"the,social'
philosophies as well as other -characteristics of the two countries,
,differ.

B. Bilingual Education - A Characteristic o; odrpizatiion .

1. thesleveloping founeatkons'of Bilingual Education
. .

. , .
.

In addition to the simtile'fact that bilihgual education is
founded on the knowledge and.Use of two languages, there is,a second
generalization which is true of.all farms of bilingual eucation'which
is inculcated,fn the publia schooltsystem it is a IforM of education
'which is meant to enabae ',ndividuals and groups to-Idive in a modern-- '

\qk
izing or an already modernized society. Not allIfoets of bilingual >

education have"been based on this requirement. The history of this
form of education goes back to.Babylilan times.= And from that time %

,--.to the Rgnaissamce, few if any codn es failed t9 effer examples of

i

bilingual education' - but the programmes were restricted to an
elitist group, scribes, priests end the servants of roya households
to begin with,%and later the servants-of rich merchants.s. There was
never art question'of a general paKticipation in bilingual eduation.
Bilingual educd itidn,as we doncev4 it, is the consequenCe of modern-
ization and Modernization iS-the se-oncrIllffient of )he foundation of
contemporary bilingual education everyWhere. As :modernization develops'
in a particular.country, scthe type 'of bilivguaideducation hich is
apprOpriate,V that soCiety Changes. The nature of the folindations
chanse,becoming more comprehensive as the particular society advan.ces.
Jxist as bilingualism itself,aS a linguistic phenomenon; is an aspect .

o social change, so bilingUal education, as in institutional phenomenon,

'4
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reflects the nature of the change which 'is Occurring or has already
occurred. With changes in the level of modernization go shifts in
the'.importance attached to existing scientific disciplines as well
as the development of new disciplines which help to establish the em-
pirical bases of bilingual education. To some' extent, therefore, one
may attribute changes in the foundations to changes in the importance

4 of the disciplines used to examine the nature of bilingualism. So far .
as bilingualism is concerned, the first discipline fundamental to the
earliest attempt to give a sound foundation to bilinguakism was meta-
)1bysics or theology or myth, with which was associated the 'View that
bilingualism was a pathological state.: Vestiges of such prejudices may
be thought by some to be embedded in the theories of Whorf, though he
did attemp6 to validate his hypotheses by empirical investigation using
the discipline of linguisktics. A great 'deal of the, unwarranted mystic-
ism which is associated with bil.ing'ualism and which may colour many of
the fantasies connected with bilingual-education ohxes,something to the
survival,of mystical and metaphysical approaches.

As'societies advanced, such mythological and metaphysical
foundations were discardredin favour of scientific foundations exem-
plified by the attitudes of the Sophists, brought up in a multilingual
world dominated by interacting''Gfeek and Latin as well as Greek and
eastern mediterranean languages.' These efforts were directed to re-.
moving the study of languages from the realm of mythology. Examples
of the earliest movements in this direction are found, in the Uprk of
,Quntilian who had pertinent thing; to say 'about the interactioh,or in-,
terference of Greek and Latin during the early years of a Roian child's
education; while the remarks of St. Augustine oh what might be regarded
as an early instance of an 'immersion.' programme whereby the early ed-
ucation of the child was in his second'Anguage, are well known. Bt.q it

ot until the change from philology to linguiStics and t1 weamr,410.1,
intr duc*on.ofstrictly mathetaatical,concepts in analyzing language_
contact that the explanation of'bilingualismv.nd therglorer some of 'the
foundations of bilingual education acquired a scientific bias. This
cage is characterized by studies of substratum, borrowing, phonologi-
cal.and other forms of 'interference' and language change.' Cassirer
argues (Cassirer, 1953) that- following the,rd4inement of 'the quanti-
tative approach, in epistemology a 'new force. begins tb emerge. Bio-_
logical thought takes precedence' and the psychological study of man
claims attention. So far as concerns bilingualism, this development
is characterized by. an interest in the general laws Which govern learnr
ing and particularly the learning of languages, together with an apprais-

s' al of the consequences:for cognitive developienti-,the maturation of
personality. and emotional stability of the simultaneous acquisition of
more than one language. This phase bh.iles on the earlier quantitative
mathematical phase and the instruments which were developed during
that first phase such.as intelligence test, scales of linguistic '
background, word counts, etc. These developments determined the
direction of research which are the foundations on which. bilingual
education is.bnilt. As these apprOaches fulfilled their promise,, so
new approacheS were designed using other disciplines; and we have
witnessed during the last three decades a shift of disciplined in the
study of bilingual education from quantitative psychology to social quali2
tative psychology, -to anthropology; sociology and itical.science.

discipline contributes a new element to the foundations of bi-ch
ingual education, and to the explanation of its consequences.

13
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However, it would be erroneous to claim that changes in the
foundations occur because new d iisciplines beCome avails e: in .

fact, the disciplinary shift itself is a reflection of s mething
more fundamental, namelyla change in the structure and n ture of
society. The societal changes to which we refer can be.regarded as
aspects of the modernization of society, and we shall d-i-s-aus.s....cha.nges
in the foundations within the framework of modernization theory, ,

This is inevitable since the *issues of bilingual education, as we
know it, arise only when a society is in process of change from 4
a traditional to a post-traditional state. Bilingualism itself as
a linguistic phenomenOn may" be widespread a'nd may have been so for .

several millenia;but,it is only when a'society is on the move socially.,'
. 'politically, economically and demographically that bilingualism needs'

to be institutionalized within the,,, system of government, and therefore
,within'educatign. institutiogs.

.11 .-

2.' Aspects of Modernization,
1

w

The process of modernization has been detcrihed and analysed
from several standpoints. Pye and Rostow emphasize modernizatiOn ,

as the establishment of national identity; for Silvert, it is.the
rationalization and secularization of authority; Deutsch regards
modernization as a p'rocesg of mobilization as well as the differ- .

entiation of social roles with a high degree of specialization in
the functions of institutions and individuals. For Almond and VeTba,
modernization means, the development of mass participation and the
emergence of political awareness among those masses. This is also
the view of.Eisenstadt., For Rokkan and Bendix, modernization is
synonymous with the "formation of a centre and a governing elite. .

All these scholars identify different aspects of e same procets,
bpt they do not all appear simultaneously or fro the beginning of
the process. Lerner has adopted a four stage mode in considering

,, modernization in the Middle East and Turkey. First, urbanizatton,
then in turn, the development of literacy, the spread of mass media
and finally, increased political par icipation. This is' a highly

;
simplified model, hut it serves to pr vide a frame within which we
can analyze some oS the problems thrown up at particular points Of
the proCess in most countries.

=, t.

.
, 40

4 Identify4g and distinguishing the sucdessive stage is imi)or-
ant from the standpoint of bilingual education because each stage

makes different demands on the develOpme t of language polity and
necessitates a reconsideration of the fo ndation of such a policy.
As society moves.from one state to the next, there is a fundamental
Paradigmatic shift.' a

, )

1(a). Revolution of Sensibility

The first stage of modernization in ,Britain, following
the centralization of territorial and political control, was the re-
volvtion sensibility which accompanied technological and scienti-
fic.change.. Because of the close relationship between, the internal
colonization of .Celtic lands and the external colonization of the
United States, mainly by the same groups, and partly because the
first stage of-American immigration drew upon populations which were

14
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sent from countries only slightly behind Britain in the advance to-
wards modernization, namely Holland, and Germany especially, the
first stage of modernization within the United States replicated that-
of Britain. .The revolution in sensibility was,due in large part to
the vast extension of knowledge as well as a change in attitude to
the kind of knowledge that was considered, relevant. It was know-
.ledge which reflected and was,yroduced by revolutionary technologies!
-and by scientific advances which were to a considerable degrde dis-
continuous with everyday or normal experience. This new knowledge
was abstract in nature and expression, best.exempl'ified by mathematics
and physics.

The massive accumulation of knowledge which,was discontin-
ous from'everyday experiende, together with its dependence on the
ability to handle new techniques, made the.traditional.educational
institutions, the home and the church, outmoded: Education became
a specialized activity which had to be formalized in.a new institu-
tion-the public school. So far as the heterogenous areas of Britain
were ,concerned, the territorial control exercised from an external
centre by an alien elite meant that education was synonymous with
the use of Englishrea,foreign language to the Celtic minorities.
The same was true 9f the Russian Empire and continues to be the case
in the Soviet Empire where the lingua franca, Russian, is foreign to

many nationalities. Neitertheless, other considerations necessitated
the use of the mother tongueythus justifying the creation of-at
least anoincipient.system of bilingual education. Experiehce rein-
forced the'early realization that the lingua franca, English or Russian,

could not guIrantee mass literacy. The furfdamental democratization
of social consciousness also gave a new prestige to the vernacular
independently of its usefulness in initiating literacy. ',Simultane-
ously, the Protestant Reformation emphasized the need fo.r such-liter-
acy. All these considerations came to be regarded as the Coundatdon
of bilingual education during that.first stage.' However,, the verna-
cular, though necessary, entered into the scheme of things simply in
order to facilitate later the better understanding and use of the lingua

'franc.

This transitional type of bilingual education was reinforced
bythe kind of sensibility which modernization produced. Rationality,
rather than sentimental attachment to or continuity with tradition,
together with efficiency and utility, were the main criteria of -

releVance. The aims of accumulating knowledge, contrary'to the
philosophy of the past, came to be the promotion of change. Francis
Babon maintained that 'to generate change and superinduce a new
nature or natures on a given body is the labour and aimof human
powers'. Associated with the rationalistic and utilitarian app'roach
to langtage usage, two other aspects of the modernizing spiIit assumed
significance - scientific scepticism and the demystification of
sanctified_institutions% of which the native language, like.religion
itself, was among the most prominent. With the new spirit went a
distrust of the intangible. Legitimacy was transferred from tra-
ditional and humanistic values to these new scientific guidelines.
All these prdmoted the lingua franca as the foundation of the educa-
tion of minorities since the lingua franca represented the new spirit
which the peripheral languages and vernaculars failed to do.'

15
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(b) Industrialization

40 The'most salient aspect of the next Stage of modernize-
tibn is industrialization accompanied, by, urban growth. These two
aspects pdinted to the need for literacy and since this was most
easily achieved initially in the vernacular, industrialization gave kA
a new status,tp th latter. The achievement of literacy is one of the
fundamental promises of bilingual education and in a heterogenous
society this literacy,involves both the lingua franca and the native
language. Formal popular eduction is the result of industrialization
and is an attempt to satisfy,_in the first instance the need for a
'minimally literate and numerate work force, so that.industrial ,pro-
gre0 is facilitated and,public order maintained during rapid urban-
iza0.on. In Wales, which became a major centre.of the world wide
industrial revolution of the 18th and 19th centuries, the need to use
the non-English vernacular, namely Welsh, was recognized quite early
as a means of prom6ting the modernization of Britain. It was observed
that "a country which did not permit the use of the vernacular is
liable to suffer from evil conditions ... whereby the majority of our
countrymen are ignorant of the very language of the laws they are
meant to obey ...% Punishment and rewards are alike esoteric and con-
sequently alike unirifluential upon those who most require their
help" (Tremepheerd, 1839). To be literate to ,the point where they
could be a usable and docile force, able .to understand the laws Which

.--, goyerned their social mobilization, the masses had to be taught their
mother tongue as well as English. At this stage of modernization, there-
fore, bilingual education was synonymods with the a quisition of

e. ,English as a .second language, ,in additiol to the other tongue. The -,

problem was to arrange the curriculum in such a wa as to give pre-
cedence to English without losing the advantages which accured from
acknowledging the mother tongue. This,is the main thrust in the
Soviet Union at the present time, as it was a century ago in Britain
and still isloto some extent, ih the United States with its TESOL
programmes. The fundamental paradigm of bijingual education at thig
stage of social development was linguistic.

/
Industrialization created more problems than could be

-satisfied by the growth of literacy in either language or both. It
meant the dislocation of populations from their safe environments
and the creation of rootless proletariats. Disturbances'occurred in
the new steel and mining townships of South Wales and these pointed
to the importance of_education in socializing and assimilating masses
belonging to different language groups, whiCh; because of the effect
of, external influence on administration and-industry, were-also
members of different social classds. One of the pioneers of public
education, Kay Shuttleworth, in a memorandum to the Privy Council
maintained that a 'small band -of teachers would be morel effective in
containing the disruptions than a regirdent of soldiery" (Minutes of
the Privy Council- Committee for Education). The Prime Minister,
Disraeli, saw the issue as the creation of 'one nation' where there
were at that time-'two ... between whodi there is nq intercourse and
no sympathy, who are ignorant of each Others' feelings, thoughts and
habits as if they were dwellers in different zones or inhabitants of
different planets, formed by different breeding ... ordered by
different manners and governed by different laws (Disraeli: Sybil,
1846). He was referring to divisions between the rich and poor in

IA A16
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Britain generally but, to a considerable extent, this division coin-
cided with differefices betWeen the-ethnic groups-Welsh'and English.
At this stage of modernizatiOni the foundation Of bilingual education
was both linguistic (as in'the previous phase) and cultural. In
Britain, where the curriculuin of the schools, was determined by.the
School Codes formulated centrally by the Board of'Education, cultural
assimilation was promoted liy the obligatory` study of selected English
literarY texts, uniform for the yhole country and for all ethnic groups.

L
(c) Role Differentration'and,Specialization 4

Another aspect of modernization, reflected in the next
phase and made necessary by the growth f technology and industria-
lization, .s the differentiation of the roles of institutions and
individuals in the complex society. In.traditional societies,a
single institution like the family or the church has to carry many
social responsibilities. ,With modernization and increased social
complexity, such undifferentiated role appropriation could not be
maintained'and social roles were separated and designated as the
responsibility-of specialist agencies, increasingly under the control
of a central government. Differentiation and specialization of
rolev--...bes,ome the marks of this fourth stage of modernization and
of the cbkresponding phase of bilingual education. In Britain a
paradigmatic shift occurred from emphasis on the three R's (read-
ing, Writing and ArithmAdc), which were based on entirely objective
criteria, to the three.A's.(Age, Ability and Aptitude), which signi-
fy a shift towards a. recognition of individual differences requir-
ing individually differentiated education. It was a shift,with
which tile' name of John Dewey was associated.

no
15aradigm,fundamen-

tal to this stage of bilingual education was no longer linguistic or
cultural but psycAological. Bilingual education was judged by its
luccess or failure in neutralizing the alleged psychological handi-
cff)s of bilingualism or in:ensuring that the possession of,two
lahgugthes promoted a richer and more rounded person.

,
The phase§ we have described have been prepakatory

to the stage at which most modernized countries, such as Britain,
the USSR and the United,Stateshave now arrived - na'xnely, that of
mass participation intthe social and political scheme of things-
The'achrevement of this goal depends on the satisfaction of the

,f earlier goals, literacy, some degree of nationar consensus about'
social values (involving assimilation), an acceptance of the personal
integrity of any individual, as well as theioawareness of social and

whichhich is'commensurate wit a high level of indivi-
dual confidence based on that sense of p sonal integrity. Such

.-.. an,awareness Of cultural issuesj.e identified with an intensification
of one's ethnic affiliations and origins. So'that bilingual education
is judged by its' success or failure in promoting .participation in
the activities of the, ethnic group and contributing'to as well as
maintainingiits,cultural heritage. The paradigm has shifted from
the ipycAologicai to therethnic. The rationale is no longer simply
linguieticv.orsimply cultural, or simply psychological but all .

these as preconditions of the emergence of a new rationale associated '

with the concept of cultural pluralism.
y

/

j
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C. Bilingual Education and Ethnicity
p

1. Introduction

When we have regard to the international literature on
.bilingual education, the ethnic rationales which are formulated 'as.
foundations. for bilingual education are varied and contradictory
bdt, generally speaking,°they resolve themselves into the followN
propositions. Ftrst, bilingual' education helps tob,

a

establish or,Ee-
establish ethnic identity, sometimes referred to s developing among
minority groups an appropriate self-image. Durihg the controversies
regarding the choice Of language, Zaugen points to the desire of the
folk elite in Norway for a bulwark against 'indiicriminating accep-
tance of mass culture'. The cultivation of New Norwegian grows from
the need "to preserve among us,anythihgthat ... has native distinc-
tiveness" (Raugen,1966, 286). This is in linewith the argument in a
far different country and ,in relationship to bilingual-education
specifically. In Malaya various 'reports published between 1956 and
the beginning of this decade stress the importance of such an
education as a 'major component in the building of Malaysian national
consciousness'. Those who have observed the process in Malaya find
it 'abundantly-clear that ethnicity is at the heart of the meaning
of. education' in that country (Nash, 1967, 6-'7).

In other cases the propositions in'respect of bilingual
education concern individuals .rather than the group itself, stress-
ing the need to regard the system of education as a means of enabling
the-student to adjust to his complex social and cultural environment.
Coser, following George Simmel, maintains that the conflict, which.is
inevitable in situations where languages and cultures interact 'is a
form of socialization' (Coser, 1964, 28), that the conflict.of values
often revealed in such situations helps in the establishment of group
identity and to maintain the satisfactory functioning of groups.
'Only where there 'is conflict is'behaviour conscious, and only there
are the cohditions for rational conduct present' rs(Coser, 1964, 20).
Consciousness of ethnic identity enables one to adjust rationally
to complexand often potentially divisive situations.' Such a view
of 'ethnic identification' is not shared by other commentators. For
instance, the 1969 Cannes conference on'related topics (Taijfel, ]970)
seemed to suggest that the orientation of education to the-establish-
ment of group identity tends to facilitate ethnocentrism.

Other.aspects of the ethno-cultural rationales have to do
with the inherent value of the traditions which are candidates for
maiptenance, and which are often assumed to e.synonymous with the
concept of the "ethnic group": Religio and nguage are identified
more frequently thanmostzother aspects as elements of a tradition.
However, it is not so much the content of traditions which are of
general interest 'but theirl)functions. Content can.vary from group
to group while the fundtiohs of traditions remain ttie same. During
.6derpizationg an era of radical discontinuities in- 'almost all
aspects of social- life, when such.discontinuities,are not simply
experienced but sought with increasing persistance, continuity has
Acquired a meaning.whieh more ana more individuals are coming to

I
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appreciate, especially if those individuals are involved in such
discontinuities as profoundly ae,are members of ethnic groups moving
out of a traditional way of life. Tradition and the maintenance of
tradition can, in such circumstan es, be inherently valuable. Further- f

more, as Weber insisted, tradition is an important source of authority
and this too, in a rapidly changing, world, appears to those involved
in such change to be eminently deSirable. Not only is tradition a
form of authority but the nature of the tradition, the content or the
pattern of the culture which is comm nicated'to succeeding. generations,
is the criterion of legitimacy. Tra ition is the authority for be-
having the certain ways and the'legitimate behaviors are those which
tradition offers. Finally, tradition is an available consensus.
'Agreement among people is necessary fo the minimum of comfort and
convenience, and, while agreement is n rurally opento be modified,
it is always useful to have a consensUe from which to inaugurate
-whatever modifications may be necessary. Of course, all these func-
tions are performed by tradition in monolingual societies,with fairly
uniform cultures. But they are far more important in such complex
sop-reties where languages and cultures interact and conflict, and
where, because of the changes brought about by such interactions,
some means of guiding and possible controlling the rate of change
may be necessary. Bilingual education, in so far as it draws atten-
tion to tradition, offers this advantage.

e

';2. Weak arguments for relating ethnic culture and language
L...

It appears. that ethnic, and cultural arguments for the.develop-
ment of bilingualeducation are based on one of the following proposi-
tions: first, however we definvit, biculturalism offers scme advan-

,.

tagesfin the system of educatiod and a kndwledge of the two associated
languages, in certain circumstances, may be a means Of acquiring those
advantages. This is -the 'weak' argument Aor bilingual/bicultural
education.

According tb the first; weak, proposition biculturalism may
benefit fromv but need not entail, bilingualism, while according,to
the second, there is a reciprocal entailment. -The-first argument'is
supported by three scondary propositions. First, culture is not a
uniform phenomenon: there are several levels of culture, and language
isdnot equally involved in a knowledge or appreciation of all of
them. A culture consists, first, ofa range,of artifacts which are
marked by the stile of a particular ethnic group.. These artifacts
may lie anywhere'within a range of objects fr m tools, weapons, and
household utensils such as pots and Pans, to hose things which are

,

part of religious ceremonial, and even the buildij4s, in which the
ceremonies are performed. The cultural component of a bicultural
education may be confined to this level and although a knowledge of
the language may be an advantage, some would maintain that it is
ilot a necessary basis for an appreciation of them. Secondj_different
groups are ,identified by behavioural characterietics: greeting

/.customb, medee of expressing sorrow or mourning for,instance, differ
profoundly across cultures. In any programme of bieultural educa-
tion,a knowledge of them would be instilled, although it does not
appear to some ethnologists that .a. knowledge of the langauge, .

especially (at school level, is required to ensure adequate acquain-
tance with them. There are, thirdly, higher levels of symbolic

11
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isagteed, cannot be handled without some use'
anguage. ,ciearly,'the oral traditions of the
s=level'of culture. A fourth level is that on
real forms'.or activities of the group may be

kinship systems and especially the re-
tional asects of the life of the group. Those
ited or restricted concept of the.relationship

of language to.dulttilfe btse part of their, argument on such an
Analysis As.the above. The extent to which the'bilingualVbicultural
education takes account of,the culture, of a group and the extent
to-which t )le learning,of a language max be thought necessary to the
progralhme, will depend,on the culture level with which it is pro-
posed toacquaint the student, No hard andfast rule can be laid
down about the language-culture relationship and, therefore, no
hard and fast definition of a bicultural programme can be proposed.

' Furthermore, even if the content of the bilingual education
includes those aspere--g-of culture which are placed on the third and

of
levels which we have, distinguished, the degree of awareness

of knowledge of them may vary and, at the most elementary, may not
requiie a knowledge oft the language. The corpus of oral traditions
may be explained in and may be translated into another language'.
rt is not.unusual, even in higher education in,the U.S., to adopt
this, practice. Part of the aim of the 'bicultural programme may be
simply to instill some acquaintance with the cultural differences'
of the interacting. groups and an acquaintance with the language
may not be necessary for this purpose. One can maintain that'a
knowledge of the language is nedessary in a bicultural programme
its_Nhat is intended by the latter as a, form of acculturation, and
even in such a case, the extent of passible acculturation may be so
limited that the involvement of language (in the stages of primary
and secondary education) may be limited also. The second, strong
Argument stipulates a necessary relationship between language and
its associated culture. There is no way/ of exploiting the possible
advantages of a bicultural education, it is argled,,unless one
becomes bilingu 1 and there is no way of becoming bilingual unless
one is also bic tura': it i$ argued that all our experienceis
so dhot througW oug with words that it is hardly possible
to d4stinguish between what is derived from words and what is not.
The theme was taken up by Sapir for whom language 'does not stand
apart from and run parA.12e1 to direct experience but completely
interpenetvateswith it. For the normal-person every expereince
real or potential' is saturate446with ver'belism'. He suspected that
'there is little in the functional,side of conscious behaviour in
which language does not play the mcisti,important part'.

3. The Strong Argument

Those who adopt this set of prop ositions concerning the
necessary relationship between bilingual and bicultural education
have nevertheless to account for the empirical evidence. In the
first place, diversities of cultures may co- exist within a single
language. There are many and significant differences between
British, Anglo-American, Canadian, ;Austl.alian and other English -
speaking cultures, which are nevertheless expressible within a
range. of mutually intelligible variants of the Einglishlangualge.

20
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Conversely, homogeneity of culture may go with linguistic diversity.
For instance, Salisbury (1962, 1) writes of the Siane group, of New
Guinea as a gon&rles of culturally similar trkbe,s The same general
culture with local(variations continues"both east and west With no
sharp discontinuities ... But the cultural and interactioa; homo-
geneity contrasts with the linguistic diversity'.

o. These is a.second consideration - intensified consciousness
of cultural distinctiveness may not be correlated with increased
interest in or the use of the associated language. Language is but

l't
one of the comp vents of a culture and but one of the ways in which
it may be symbozed. The Welsh-language has declined at a rate
which ie arguably inversely correlated with the growth in -the-con
prehensiveness as well as the intensity of interest in things Welsh

. among W=elshmen. who would not be able or wish to claim the language.
Their undoubted Welshness may be expressed in a belief in the unique--
neps of their musical talent, or It'may betied tfo an afmoSt obsessive
interest in Rugby4football . Other ethnic groupOsymbolize their
distinctiveness in other ways, the French -in types of food and drink,.
for .instance.

. k .

Third, a...historical cIlltu , though it may be.tied for many
centuries and apparentlysindisso bly to a particular language, may
become independent of it. . The a reciatioft of the ClasSical Belle-
nistic culture no longef requires of necessity a knowledge of, Greek
and Latin. The Christia /Hebraic culture, even among memer'b of the
Catholic Chuich which for over a milienium associated itself. with
Latin,' is independent of any particular language. 'Indeed, its pros-

. elitiiation is seen to be feasible only onthe-basis.of#such a dis='
cassociation., Furthermore, there are non-histdrical cultures whi8h,

though they may begin by. being associated with particular languages,
have growl to be independent of them. The scientific-technological
culture, unlike ethnic or national cultures in any of their forMs, -

has set outleliberately
'90. N

to ensure as much discontinuity as possible
. e ,

between,it and them. This scuientific and technological culture is
generatly identifiedswith the Western world 'but is in -fact a, uniform,
cosmopolitan culture that can be 'found in any part of the world'

,.(Benedict, 164). It is the consequence of new or the re-interPre-
tat4on oA.old knowledge. It is-international not only in' the sense
that ite"content is equally relevant to all societie , but also bepauge
its o 1 14.peratiorLis goyerned by an international network and because-
it has cre.tA for'its own purposes' institutions whic , though hig
centralized, have an international mandate. "Theculture is egVidist nt
from all nat!ional cultures and is equalky_independent of the language
associated with those 'cultures. The fact that English, Fre'nch, '.
Russian or German are the languages associated with the dissentination
of the culture does not derive from the relationship of language to
culture, but in each case is a cdIrgUence of the intermationaligread

1 of those languageg.
.
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D. The Political Foundations
v

-
For the' reasons I have analyze, id, it s doubtful whether the ma n=

tenance of an ethnic culture can be regarded as a becessary foundatidn -

of bilingualism. Consequently, the-argument from ethnicity')has moved
on to a new plane, mot so much cultural pluralism, but political. c

pluralism. . A

1. Introduction 0/ .x CI

Political considerations are not fundamental to all forms of
bilingual education. For instance, bilingual education,providedby''
religious.organizations ds not'motivated by politi6a1 considerations
unless, as in the case-of-the-education of Jews in the-Soviet Union.,
it infringes upon the claims of the political system,, the Party or,
the State. In so far 'as we are concerned with;poPular or mass systems

-..

of, education provided almost exclusively by the State ib some form, o{ .0-,

another, we have to take account of political rationales. .This is
case

,

certainly the case in Israel. In so far as the Hebrew language is
t

.

considered to be a necessary'charateriatic of _the State of Israel, ' 67

the bilingitl characteristics of its immigrantstudentd, is a major con-
sideration in'the provision of education. The closest asociation oi
language with political considerations occurs (in the_ Soyie,t Union .where
bilingual education,, and more partidularly the study ofRussian'among
the 'nationalities', is, regarded as important not to political well
.being only, but to the well being of the Party: 'theseUy Of thp
Russian fanguage is important not only for pedaOgioal reasons but.'
also becaube it is inseparable from the politiCa1 4ori of the'ParW
(Okutucilar Gazetadi. Tashkent, 1967). It is not surprisiiig,there-
fOre,that the highest percentage of bilinguals (L'4.ttitsh/Russian) in

Latvia is to be found among members of the Communist Party (95%) and
the Communist League of Youth (90 %J, ,while among the politically un-
affiliated the proportion is 63% (KholmcgoroV,.1970, 315). Bilingual
education in the Soviet Union is only one aspect of the Political
'Problem of the Nationalities' and the interest in bilinglialish'is
derived from its relevance to the solution of that plartiouftr poli-t
tical lssug: .//

J..

The existence of a'political ratioridtle'for anx form of . '.

education, including bilingual education, does not entail the pOlitic-
ization of pgdagogy. Thus, while no one would deny the Akistece of ',

'political motiveein promoting bilingial education among Chitanod And
Puerto Ricans, the outcome has to be seen as better 'instruction in
English and better opportunities to learn science, other langfiage and
mathematics, because of either' greater competenc4\in English or -.of
the use of the mother tongue. Nevertheless, bilingual educAtion, Alike
mainstream education, is conceived by its propbnents, as wellas''its
adversaries, as be#ng about the redistribution-of p'pwer.,ili theory of.
instruction is a p6litical theory in the proper sense that:it 'derives
from the consensus concerning the distribution of power yithih the
society - who shall be ed cated and to fulfilf'what roles":,' &Bruner:

.i4
'CUlture, Politicb'and Pe gogy, 1968, 69). Haugen reports ti:Yat by --'-'

adopting a'particulat 1 nguage policy, suppvt ?Or Landtmol, 'the
Venstre party struck a blow for rnational sovereignty by giving freer'
reign to Norwegian elements in the language' (Haugen.:1966, 3.8).'
Later the Labor party in Norway argued that 'the language movement is
an important step in the rise of the common people' '(Haugen, 1966, X03).'

'V .
. c, .

,-.
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2. Social Stratification and Bilingual.Education

The acquisition of one language, whatever other language might
be learned, has to be seen as associated with the stratification of
society and the wish to eliminate it altogether or to rearrange the
seretzm---'The desire,. of;those in Paraguay who speak the language, to/
advance the usage of Guarani is partly a consequence of their demand
that speakersof the upper classes.who normally use Spanish should
shed some of'their prestige and infltience. Social stratification assoc..
iat'ed with bilingualism was equally evidenced in 19th Century Poland:
the upper,class preferred Polish, while the peasants preferred Russian
dialects (Chadwickm 1945, 25). In the United States,,the demand for
bilingual education is associated with the enjoyment of a whole set
of Civil Rights guaranteed by the State and monitored by the whole
panoply of the leg wf system.. (A Better Chance to learn, U.S. Commis-
sionon Civil Rights, 1975). But, in turn, the demand for the implemen-
tation of these guarantees (and the cerrplary of bilingual education)\
is but one aspect of the emergence of hitherto depressed groups (ethni"'
or.otherwise) who see'in education, pr2perly adjusted to their charac-
teristic way'of life, a means of accel'rating their emergence. MalherBe
recOunts the riposte of a Zulu chief to whom the advantages of the
vernacular were being elaborated: "Yes, that may be so; but if I know
only my own languagelIam no better than a Chicken scratching around.
fot its food in a narrow pen. If, however,, I know the white man's
,language, I.can soar. Like an eagle". t(Malherbe, Learning English in
a Bilingual Country, 1961, 21). Conversely, it may%be the fear of
their soaring like eagles that accounts for the debilitation of the educa-
tional opportunities offered by the State to such people an education
which, to be satisfactory, would-Be necessarily bilingual. It is equally
true, bothein'the United State$ and the Soviet Union where the reluetance
ofthe dominant ethnic groups't6 learn 'nationality languages' is equally
pronounced, that their lack of involvement in bilingual education is
often due to the fear of granting 'prestige to such languages and, by
implication, to those who speak them. Meeting the demands of the
'nationalities' for a 'truly bilinguil.educatioll' will not affect theme
prestige of the dominant group so long as,the litter remain entirely

3 and uncompromisirigly committedto the Russian or'the English language,
The politioaltrationale for biling6a1 education is unlikely to be real-
ized until the system of education is reciprocif2Irs not simply untila-

.
terally bilingual: the dominant language.wil). remain a status symbol,
as 1."....was in Norman'English, and remains the case in Wales.andSreland,
to day nothing of such largAilconfederations as the 1.15,SR and the USA.

In the last resort, bilingual education is conceived as helping
tOredistribUte power - Politic.al and economic.- Those who ]give in the
Irish Gaelta.gitt and who-learn English To so because it possesses an
economic advantage. In ehe'dnited States,.advocates and opponents of
bilingual educatiqftpften train their arguments on the consideration
of job opportunities - the desire for ox the fear of losing-4obs.

,,In Cl.riada, Lieberson emphasizes there is '.definite evidence of a struC.-
tural pressure towards bilingualism generated by,occupitional demands'
( Lieberson, 1970, 127). These linguistic pressures vary tieeWeeh occupa-
tidnal categories as_well as across languages. Similarly, in the USSR
'the positive role .of bilingualism is indicated by the close correlation
betlween'a more fluent knowledge of Russian and a high level of education
and socio-occupational vertical mobility'. (Gubolgo, 1972, 95).

C
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Mobility both geographic, and socio-occupational are fundamental
rationalesIof a bilingual education. Parents ,elect for Russian
medium schobls,im.the Ukraine or 'in othpr non-Russian speaking areas
because. fluency ineihat.language is nec4ssary to the pursuit of .

higher educatiOn in Universities outside their Republic. The custom
of living on isolated farms in the Soviet Union inhibits the spread
of bilingualism; but more important than ihat,a rural upbringing
creates the desire to become bilingual as means of escape(Kholmogorpv,
1970, 3r6). In Wales, too, the same argument has been advanced As
a,major justification of bilingual edpcaiion4 . Accepting the funda-
mental value of the Welsh language,' leading educationists of the
late 18th and early 19th centuries arglied that English was a liberating

4 ,

force because the Welsh 'have been too-long-pommitted to their lan-
gdage excessively! (Rowlands, 1786). The knowledge of English 'would
liberate the now poor and depressed' monoglot Welshman from his mountain
prison' (William Williams, M.P., 1887). 'The argument was almost
totally economic in its orientation., In securing English, the Welsh
would have 'the opportunity to avoid 'the dirty and arduous labours

4which they are forced to undertake when the prestigious andless
exacting work is Available only to Englishmen and Scotsmen' (Rees,
1858). Almost the same year, a leading religious leader warned-his
compatriots to 'prepare themselves by a superior English education
so that they may notbe.mere,. hewers of wood and drawers of water'
(Kilsby, 1859).

o
3. Unification of the.State - A Negative, Rationale

There are two aspects of the involvement of language in uni-
fication. The first is the promotion of maximum communication, irres-
pective of the political organization of the state. Wherever two or
mote4languages are spoken, a aommon ).anguage is an obvious advantage
and this is true whether ,the state is a completely mbnolithic.organi-
zation with a uniform political system, or a pluralistic and possibly
segmented system. Whatever iappens in Canada, or the United States in
the movement towards pluralism (whether cultural only or cultural and
political), a large number of people will need to know two languages,
one of yhisch is English, 'If we consider within. the Soviet Union °nix
the Russian Republic, the same is true - the members of the small
nationalities s.udh as, the Eleshkirs and Mari, or the Peoples of the
North,' will need to know Russian if they wish to live outside their
restricted enclaves andbe in a.position to profit from industrial and
technological advance. The argument based on political unification
is somewhat different: basically it is identical with the 'melting riot'
analogy: Theodore Roosevelt was among most ,trenchant of its ad-'

vocates in the United States. "Any man who comes here...must adopt
the institutions of the United States and therefore he must adopt the
language which is now the native tongue of her people...It would, be
not merely a misfortune but a crime to perpetuate differences of
language in this country" (1917). This was also the Tsarist approach
emulated by Stalin (in spite of Lenin's critical'comments on ',Great
Russian chauvinism').. Nor, even today, has the approach,been eliminated
in the Soviet dnioh where the diiect and obstensible approach-is tq ip-
sist on thd equality of all languagles, but in fact to promote consid-
erable differentiation of social usage among languages, th9 lAestigious
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dg'ains like science 4ndtechnology being appropriated by Russian
wis, 19751. Nor is the discouragement of national languages in

/the Soviet Union restricted to the Union itself, since the dream of
a 'single, universal lingua franca' is kept alive.and/is part of
the justification of a Federal lingua franca: (Gubolgo, 1972)

vThe vision is more /imited in Wales but, none the less, beguiaing.
A Royal Commission pronounced that "intelligent and educated Welshmen
put .forth the bilingual theory-as a lastresort'to secure the perpe-
tuity of the Welsh language. But such a theory that a whole popula-
tion will for all time keep up, two languages when only one rb,necessary.
to society" is prOof of intellectual' perversity merely (1875). Such
a stance was, supported by some of the Welsh intelligentsia themselves:
Britain should be bound by'a unif6rm language: 'u nder one sceptre, a
Fommon code of laws with common interests it was desirable

,
if but one

common language prevailed'. (Blackwell, 1831). If the Welsh them-4
selves took this vDew,it was not_surptising that the English, even a
great htimanist like Mathew Arnold, should subscribe to it: "Whatever
encouragement individUals may think it desirable to give to the pre -
servation of the Welsh language on grounds of Philological or alitiqu-
arian interest it must always be the desire of a Government to render
its dominions ... homogenous and to break down the barriers to the
-freest possible intercourse betweeh the different parts Of them" 41865).

.1 0
While there is.a considerable emphasis of the positive rationale

of acquiring two languages, there is also a highly negative.strand in
the political rationale the attack upon 'nationalistic pretensions 14
as a means of emphasizing the value of the auxiliary major language.
Arutyunian, the head of the Academy of ScienceS' Instittite of Ethno-.
graphy, following his massive investigation of attitudes antong'Iratars,
don'cludes that one of the most crucial functions 'of teaching and
learning Russian among thosewhomrhe stuctresd is to weaken 'nationalist ( .

prejudices' and national cultural-narriow, mindedness. (Vopzfil., 12/69,
' 129-39). Other writers,take pains to.stress thii opposition to the
retention of national affiliations:

4
'The attempt togrestore obsolete

cultural traditions'and customs of life, to take the'patn, oridealising
the'past', is deplorable since it leads to disunity, (Kommunist, 1966,
5.70-71). In the last resort, however, the view's of the Tpinority
striving to slough off economic subordination whether in Wales, the

' USSR or 'the Tinited S-tates tend to conform to those of the working
classes in *orway reported by Haugen - problems of the mm.AS of com-
munication are secondary when compared with economic welf being:
"What does it matter if ope says 'groten i gryten' or 'grauten i gryta'
(porridge ip the potrko long as the worker hies enough of it".
(Haugen, 1966, 113). The nadir of interest in bilingual educaticn
and of the promotion of Welsh in Britain coincided with the years of
economic depression in the twenties and thirties.

.1
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BTLINGUAL EDUCATiON FOUNDED ON CONCEPTS OF JUSTICE,

---, 22

However,the political argument for bilingual education rests upon .

more fundamental considerations than the economic or the institutional.
The foundation of any,democratic'Pociety is the acceptance of a theory
of distributive justice which sets the rules that detkr.Mine the fun-

.
damental rights and duties of individuals and groups, the so5...tal and
economic eqpalities and ill'equalitiestas well as the expec-eitions"iounded
on them. There are, of ,course, other-fundamental social problems which
affect justifications of bilingual education, for instance the co-'
ordination of the components tthe social system (the way'society hangs
together to achieve,common.ends) in 'a *comprehensible form;,the effici-

owith which it orders i s affairs, as vela as the maintenance or

its Stability. Butte larle peasure of Agreement on conceptione'of
social justice is a prerequisite of a viable community whether it is
ingui-strically homogenwb or not. We cannot iderstand bilingual
educat'i4n withoue'doing'so within the framewsafrk of a4litie4 cept,of social
justice which such an education is meant to ensure. .A system of
education is meant to promote as far as pOssible the fair distribution
of the lgOods' which are produced within that society and these- in the
United States have been set'ou

I

t as 'health, wealth, and the pursuit of
happiness'.

- Butsconcepts. of social justice differ and for that - reason, among.
4others, the form and structure of biringua,1 education 4s weal as it's

sjustifioatio'n will vary: Some'multilinqual societies argue that
justice_is done to the different 9ro-up'slb,when the benefit to society
as a whole is maximized`, when the advantages of the greatest number
of the'citizens of the United States outweighs whatever'disadvantages
may be experienced by,minorities. This has been termed the 'utili-
tarian' concept ,(Rawls, 1973) and according to,itslanguage policy
is justified by the extent to which the country as a whole becomes -

more efficient, 'weglthier, strong2r, more stable and more'congenial;
however, it behaves towards minority groups andth41010nguageso Ts
This is theRi5ncept which governs bilingual education policy and
language policy generally in the Soviet Union. The disftribution'Of
social4roles amok the different langUages is determined not by whether
thetminority grdups and its associated language gains or 'suffers by such
role tdistribution but by whether the Soviet Unionras a whole (in effect .

the State) is a beneficiary. This view has almost always been 1.eld by

colonizing and imperial powers-. Sometimes the State gainS bp' recogniz-
ing the different minorities as was the case with the'Persiand wtho.used
a non - Iranian lthquage throughout their vastoempire.while at the same
time recognizing large numbers of ethnic languages locally. Sometimes
the Suite believes it gains by ignoring the local languages as is, '

generally the case with France, and was the case in the British EmRire
until almost the end of its supremacy, and 11,1s been the case` in the United
States until' recently. The view cannot be dismissed out of hand and
its feasibility is at least arguable. There may be a time in the pro-
cess of nation-building when it is more advantageous even to the minori-

. ties,..immigrants and indigenous alike, that the claims of the State
and the incipient nation should prevail. A,t'suoh a time it may be that
an unequal distribution of obligations and rights is to everyone's'
advantage.

I
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A variant of this 'utilitarian' concept of justice regards all
languages in a plurilingual societyas candidates whose claims have
to be weighed against each other by asking which balance is the most
just at a p'articular time and in respect of specified minorities... There
is no single sailterion for establishing a permanent balance of advant-
age, ,What thiirconcept of justice among components of a society
.envisages is a permanently unstable dguilibrium. Support for this or
that language has to be adjusted continually according to educational
criteria sometimes, at other times, according todemographic or
economic or geographical distribution. This is basically the position
in Switzerland where language frontiers may be adjusted from time to
time as in the case of the Jura Canton.' It is also the case in Belgium.
According to the first principle of social justice and its Variant,
it is possible to justify providing full scale bilingual education for
all, partial bilingual education for only one or two groups of the
refusal of any farm of such education. ,

=40,

The second concept of social justice envisages a completely
different set of possibilitips. According to this concept, justice
is what is inherently fair. All'languages and,all individuals speaking
whatever languages have an innate claim to..have their Tights safe-
guarded in and for themselves albne. The loss or disregard of one
language, diminishing its role or restricting its currency in society
is not made right by the fact that a larger number of people gain a
greater advantage. The smallest and most insignificant language
groups or individuals, like,the largest and most powerful, have A
right to exist and prosper irrespective of'any calculation of profit
and loss. This second principle of social justice between languages
a d between individuals speaking different languages has the advantage
o being unequivocal. It hAs the disadvantage of being utopian, its
realization fraught with difficulties. In spite of this diffidulty
it exerts a powerful influence on linguists since it has a'very close/
affinity to the relativist philosophy of Herber and Humboldt which
sees all languages as unique and therefore of equal value.

There age other fundamental social considerations which derive
from these concepts. For instance, advocates of bilingual education,
while agreeing that all language groups should be treated with
equity, disagree on the question of whether such equality implies
the right to press for the complete reorientation of the overall .

'system of education as it exists: or, on the other handr implies
simply the opportunity to profit equally from the existing system
of education.. The Soviet Union interprets the concept of equal
opportunity in the latter limited sense. In the United States some
ethnic groups or segments of some of them, especially those who are
Spanish-speaking,.adopt 4e former more radical proposition; while
other minorities, especially the descendants of older or more long
standing immigrant grodps of European origin, like the Scandinavians
aid Germans or Dutch adopt the more limited view.

a
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At is open, then, to linguistic minorities in the free world,
in seeking to realize the concept of equality in education to follow
one of three paths.,First,'they can seek totransform the total. main-
stream system so that all education is "reciprocailyzbilinTual. This A

is what has been achieved to a considerable extentin the Welsh
system of British education. SeCond, the minorities can seek to advance
within the existing system while modifying it at.those points where
it concerns them :. this is what is being attempted in.Scotland in
respect of the speakers of Gaelic and of them alone. The disadvant-
age of following this path is tha,t it cannot hope4o offer an inte-
grated system of eduction within the country nor can it offer more
than a series of bilingual programmes as distinct'from'a system of
bilingual education. This, it appears to some, is what is being
attempted in the United States. Third, a minority or minorities can
seek to set up a separate system or separate systems of bilingual
education independently of each other and of the. mainstream system
and so create a'segmented system oreducation as is the case in Bel-

. gium and loa'ks irke being the case in Canada so far as Quebec is
concerned. It also appears to be the aim of some Amerindian groups
in the United States. The justification of bilingual education so
conceived would clearly relate to the political ideas of con-socia-
tional deiocracy or segmented pluralism and would have reverberations
far beyond the area of edlication. Obviously none of these three
alternatives is available in a totalitarian and authoritarian State
like the Soviet Union where the system istuniform albeit uniformly
bilingual, in theory if not in actual fac.t.

Whatever view one takes pf the justification of bilinguirl educa-
tion looked at from the point of view of social equality, Ohere are
different ways of structuring that equality within the system .of
education, and differentsjustifications of the different types of
,structures. kFor instance, equality may mean the complete integration
of the system of bilingual education jilt° the mainstream system
thus ensuring that potentially..the main stream system becomes,

. bilingual. This is the case in Wales where all typgs of school,
elementary, secondary (Modern, Grammar or Comprehensive) as well as
Higher Education, may be bilingual. In theory this is the case in
the Soviet Union also, although practice belies itromise. On the
other hand, bilingual 7Pb(grammes may be s)ructured in such a way
that, though the total system is pluralist, some elements of the
total complex are more prestigiou's than others: different streams
or tricks for different ethnic groups as in the case of South Africa.
In such st situationbilingual education is justified in the sense of

'ensuring separate development - linguistic apartheid. A third method
of resolving the pioblem of equality within the existing structure
of education 4 to ensure 'positive. disciimination' in favour of
groups whb may have been disadvantaged historically. So far as the
Blacks of America are concerned, this policy has b'een implemented
spasmodically and could very well be extended to include groups for
whom a bilingual education, as distinct from minority education, is
relevant. It is implemented in Wales where the schools in thoroughly
weaan speaking areas, which may be regarded as having lOnglstanding
aneacute problems of education because of the incideie of bilingua-
lism and the disproportionate number of small-TuredseTtools, receive

'higher grants and have a favourable pupil teacher ratio. For the same

reasons, teachers are attracted to the heartlands of linguistic. minori-
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ties in the SoViet Union by the offer of highersalaries. The
kind of. structure of bilingual education which has been created
ac-Cords with the kind Of concept of social justice Approved by a
particulai society,. One cannot understand the system of bilingual
education, to say nothing of the curriculum structure and organiza-
tion of a schiol, without`first analyzing the conceptual justifica-
tion.

The considerations that have been advanced so far, to some
extent-abstract and general though they are, do not go to the root
of the justiffcationof bilingual education seen from the standpoint
of theories of social justice. If we are to seek the ultimate jus-
tificafion,we have to ask "Who benefits?" By this we mean not so
much which indiV"idual child so much as what levelof the social strwc-
ture - and specifically whether the tyStem of education is governed
by the needs of individuals or the wishes and aspirations of ethnic
or national groups. Deseriev writing from the Soviet Union argues
that 'language policy should aim at the full development of huMam
beings as well as the full development of each lahguage community
andwregion' ( Deseriev., 1974). The statement is meaningless. Noth-
ing would be more satisfabtory than the achievement of such a double
aim but that consummation isimpossible. The full d'e'velopment of
the one must involve some adjustment of the legitimate demands_of
the other so that the question to be asked is where the main thruit
of the policy should be, whether towards the full development of the .

individual prifarill, or the full development of the group primarily.
In practice it may so happen that a balance is struck which does not
greatly harm individual or group aspirations. Buttunless there is a
clear conceptual framework within which bilingual, education is planned,
oriented towards the one or-the other in the main though not excus-
ively, the result is apt to be unsatisfacto it, to both. So far as
the Soviet Union is concerned, the answer is simple and unequivocal -
the education of the individual is subordinate to the demands and the
needs of the group. The development of the individual is determined
by the characteristics of his group. Deseriev implies that individual
and group aspirations are not qnly compatible but' synonymous; and'
that the consequences of achieving the one Are identical with the
consequences of achieving the other. In fact, so far as concerns a
democratic society, they may be irreconcilable. This is not to sax
that the individual does not benefit from the advance of his group
or that he does not contribute to that advance. But the fact that_
the two entities are in prj.ncipletmutually supportive does not mean
that they should not be considered separately in formulating policy.,
My group affiliation as a Welshman is not all that I am. I claim
the right as an autonomous person to dissent from some of the goals
which the ethnic group may advocate; and even if support the goa."1s,,,
I claim the secondary right to dissent from the structural system
which may be built to achieve those aims: The legitimate aims of .

the individual And the group to which he belongs may not necessarily
coincide,, and when, it comes to the point of deciaion the autonomous
person has the last word. Unquestionably, as John Stuart*Mill argued
',the liberty of the indifidual mustbe thus far circumscribed that, he
must not.make himself a nuisance to other people' (1957 ed). Never -
theless, the thrustof this approach to education and particularly
bilingual eduqation isbest expressed in the words of Walt Whitman: ,

'I swear nothingis good to me now save individuals'.
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Furthermore, whether or not individual and group aspirations are
compatible or coincide in particular instances, the bases on which
individuals and groups claim their right to decide the orientation
of education differ. For the bilingual individual certain rights
(of which the right to determine the appropriete education he should .

receive is fundamental) are based on claims of natural justice. It
is not circumscribed by any cirOumstancei andit is the foundation
on which a democratic society iS built. "The lustification on which
.a group claims the right to determine the orientation of a form of
education is based on several considerations. It.may be enshrined in
a constitution or contract as it is in the Soviet Union, where* the
right to !Maintain and use the ethnic language is guaranteed'in the .

Articles constituting the Union. The claim may be based on political
agreement worked out overa long period of time in the same way as
other agreements are reached in e democratic society, sometimes after
a campaign of militant activism es was the case in Wales at the end
of the last century and even more so in Ireland. It may be based on
treaties made betweemconguered or incorporated minorities and the
State, as was the case with someAmerindian tribes. alit in all these
cases, the claim is determined bY, historical events and is the expres7.
sion of a contingent right, a matter of converition rather than inherent
or natural justice.' Individual may devolve to the group or nation
some of the innate rights they possess, usually so as to obtain greater
security because of the greater leverage a large group may possess
comparedwith individuals. But,sUch devolution is an expedient'and
the right of the individual remains inalienable.

3`!
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"WHAT .ARE THE FOUNDATIONS OF BILINGUAL EDUCATION ?"

'4.A reaction to
E. Glyn Let.iis' paper, "Foundations of Bilingual Education"

By: Armando Cotayo
New York University

a

It is the intent ^df this discussion of Lewis' paper, first, to
analyze its underlying social perspective, its value position, and
the mode of analysisused, Then I shall relate each s- ectibn of the
paper to our experience in'the.United States, raise some fu2'ther

questions, and. finally, suggest what I consider to be collectively
beneficial soCio-educational aims.

1

Lewis defines bilingual education in relative-terms as anip-.
stitution based on aims and goals, the major determinant of 4hich is
the societal,context wherein it exists.'( Bilingual education, thus,
varies according to prevail4g And historical circumstances. Lewis

views bilingUal educatio sS tharacteristic of the process of mo-
dernization, and expl Changes in the structure and nature of 0

society bring abo paradigm shifts, in ,the study of bi-
lingualism and b ling al e on. -These paradigm shifts in turn
affect the foundation cons{. -d. He then analyzes the relationship
of ,bilillgual education to ethnicity and politics /economics. Lastly,
he presents a case for bilingual education founded on/concepts of
justice. Identifying three alternatives akrailable to minorities, he
asserts'that in a democratic society, the fundamental principle of
a bilingual education is the inalienable right cf the, individual to
be educated in his language as well as that of the nation in4which
he resides.

I

Lewis'" assumptions regarding society integrate characteristics'
of the functionalist/co5sensAs perspective and the conflict perspective.
On the, one hand, he views society as being systemic in that the action'

of its parts--in this case, education (bilingual) as an institution- -

serve to satisfy the needs of society as,a Wbole.and, therefore,
function to maintain it. Societal needs satisfied by bilingual ed-
ucation are the need for a literate labor force; the ned to socialize
and assimilate masses belonging to different language groups; theveed
to neutralize allegedly negative psychological consequences of bi-
lingualism--all of the former lead t.g the satisfaction of the need
far mass participation.in theisocial and political scheme of things.
Finally, bilingual education in scomplex societies, where languages and
cultures interact and conflict, serves to affirm ethnic identity, to
guide And control the rate of-,change, and to channel the con ct.

In this latter function particularly, Lewis' interpretati is

characteristic of Coser's'"conflict functionalism",pers ctive (1956).

On the other hand, albeit to a lesser degree, Lewis recognizes
. -

society as a context within which struggles result from inequality
between groups with varied interests-.-namely, subordinate
and driftant groups. Bilingual* education arises in order to
dastribute political and economicI;ower.' FurthermOre, it is the
characteristic.of society, the level of modernization an4 industrial
development:and the social organization which are presented as the
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consequential factors affecting group relations and.l'petsp4ctives,
and thus, bilingual education foundations. Thio latter position is
more characteristic of Marx's and Dahrendorffs conflict model or
theoretical perspective (Turner, l978).

4
AImplicit in this work is a poSitive valuing of change, par-

ticularly in the pursuit of principles of Social justice. Lewise
value position favor's the interpretation of thesocial good as in-
dividual freedom of choice with regard to language and culture, and
he advocates the right to dissent from the goals of any group.
Social problems in his perspective are System dysfunctions, the $

solutions of which are sought through further institutionalization of
social system values. He cites, the example of touth Wales, where the
problem of alienation and dislocation of.- working populations as a re-
'sult of industrialization is thought to be solvable by culturally
assimilating, through education, masses who Speak different language's
and belong to different.social classes. Lewis' 'analysis assumes that
democratic states (pations) and laws are organs of the total society,
acting to promote spore sort of "balanced" common good.., He assumes
that: he acquisition of rights in constitutionally based societies-is
possible in fact, if guaranteed by the "social .contract.'!

In his analysis( understanding is sought through the use of a
theory of modernization, The framework is g four-stag Model 9f .

modernization in the Middle East and Turkey by which histrorically
specific patterns may be identified, lie review's the reaulting'changes
in approaches to the,study of bilingualism and c.n the aims and,goals
of bilingual education in relationto the historical cIrcumst.inces,'
He substantiates his theoretical position with international evidence
throughout! history,

The mode of analysis assudies conditions of objectivity with
regard to that is thqught to be on Vile babis of research and what
actually is in fact; the question of the resarcher'sttheoretical:
perspective is not considered to be significant. Although Lewis ,

recognizes the importance of ideolog and ethnic culture, his analysis
is founded primarily on a social base., The roXe of culture is con-,
sidered to 'be that of establishing group identity and, as a maintainet-
of tradition, as an important source of authority., His analysis be-
gins with factors such as mode of production, gocietal.structures,,
socio-occupatidnal mobility, and political participation orplupalism
as major determinants..., He points to the fact that' socio - political
rationales exist for any form of education, inqluding bilingual;
however, he contends that the "outcome has to be seen as better in
struction in English and'better opportunities to learn" in czIver.
-academic areas: ,,Irthis case, his assumption is conservative. He

considers posslfaithe achievement of educational goals either
simultaneously-,Witli; or prior to, the achievemOt oi pcbliiical goals.

The dominant concept of the analysis, evolutionary modernization,,..'
emphasizes the functional prerequisites for ma4ntenace4of the social.
system..

The definition of bilingu'al education as an institution having

4
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varied forms and aims depending on historical circumstances is dynamic
and encompassing. This definition is particularly useful in that bi-
lingual education is often discusstd as an unvarying ftenomenon. gbw-
ever, further consideration must be giV:en to Lewis',,statergent that all
LOrals and aims may be equally valid depending on the set of circumstances.:

sho'tild be mntioned.that within the same set of circumstances, dif-
ferent actdrs and observers may form different interpretations. With-
in the same reality, it becomes necessary to determine who establishes
criteria for judging the validity ol aims and who benefits from what

\,

is casidered appropriate.

Lewis is in favor of using the phrase "the education of bilingual
children" in order to shift the focus from the institution to the in=
dividual. This approach may facilitate the analytical process; but
we must be cautious not to lose sigh of our reality in the United ,

States, where bilingual education, viewed holistically, is a complex
phenomenon, involving social..institutions other than education;
monolinguals and semilinguals; a very wide range of age; and the
political power of organized groups, rather than individuals achieving
change in favor of bilingual instruction". Lewis rightly-interprets
foundations of bilingual education beyond the prerequisite of bi-
lingualism, to mean the aims and goals intended to be achieved through
this. educational; approach. In our bureaucratic. system of organization,
the transition from the abstractions of researchers, planners, and
policy.- makers "to the much more change-resistant societal reality of .

resource scarcities, vested interests, power relations, and the
cam i-tApIt of individuals and 'collectives to Values th-1 may be in-
con atible with a particular. program" (Etzioni, 1976) make implementation
,highly problematic. Jwould add that the study of foundations of
bilingual education might be better undertaken comparatively by con-
trasting intended goals with calisequenced obtained at varying times
and in different places and circumstances. I am in full agreement
that the societal context of bilingual education must be considered.
Only-if the.economic, politicd1, and social arrangekents, as well as
social policies prevailing, are considered in the paradigm,ccan we

.

expect knowedge gained to be useful to inform theory and to guide practice,

In analyzing the relation-of modernization/industrialization to
bilingual education' in,the United States, one may question whether in
.fact their relationship may be direct but negative, rather than
positive as Lewis contendsat leg:st _in the initial stages of
modernization. As we experienced the trend of change from a traditional'
s9ciety with a rural-based, decentralized economy and ducation
system, to a modern society with a factory-based, more.centralized
urban economy, bilingual 44u-cation--whish had existed here since the
Colonial period (Kloss, 1970; Leibowitz, 1971r--began to cUminish.
Centralization in economics and politics coincided with waves of immi-
gration from Southern and Eastekn Euroge in the 19th century. These. ,

immigrants were different ,in language, religion, culture, and physical
char4teristics from those who had arrived earlier.kBy this time, a,
racist belief system was sanctioned by the Euro-American-community
(Fredrikson, in Mullings, 1978). The ideology of racism had de- 0"

veloped as an organized system of belief in the previous century, to.
rationalize slavery.

37.
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These two forces, the trend in social change toward'entralizatibn
and the prevailing racist an nationalistic ideologies, led to assimi-
lative language and culturaliioolicies in education. Linguistically,
English became the only language used for instruction; culturally,
"assimilation and mericanization included teaching them (the immigrants)
how to speak Engl sh, inspecting their heads for lice, lecturing them.
on cleanliness am& hygiene, teaching them to salute the American flag,
to recite the Pledge of Allegiance, to'sing the National Anthem, 'and'
torevere American heroes" (Ravitch,.1974),. [It is no wonder,' as Julia
Richman pointed out, that the schools/had difficulty :locating the
children oX immigrants, despite compulsory school attendance laws*
(Deffenbaugh, 1914).) .

. '' ..

With further industrial and economic expanskon.during World War I,
there Was an abandonment of bilingual schooling and a decline in foreign
language studies, partly due to the nationalism which prevailed until
shortly after the Second World War (Keller; 1976. Upon the return of
minority veterans from World War Ii, many of them (predominantly Chicano)
began to organize in order to have more political participation and
greater power. This political awareness may have been due, in.part) to
modernization, Accepting the premise. that education was a prerequisite
for entry into the American mainstream, they began to demand special
language-related educational programs (Gonzalez, 1975). This, together
with he challenge posed by the international situation between world 0
powers; the effects of the civil rights-movement; later, the studies
by Peal and Lambert (1962) indicating a positive relationship between
bilingualism and intelligence; Fishman and others (1964) documenting
the maintenance and perpetuation of mother tongues other than English
in this country; and finally, bit of great political significance,
the positive findings of the Coral]. Nay Bilingual School in Miami
(Richardson, 1968) --all led to the second entry of bilingual ed {cation
into the educational history of the United States. Thus, it was not
Until over half a century after this country's modernization that public
bilingual schooling began to flourish.

Socio,-political consciousness and action must be credited with ,
having brought about the reemergence of bilingual education, And'it
is a sociopolitical function that bilingual education has come to serve
Not only are'there demands fdr academic achievement and ethnic identity6
but perhaps just as impop.Lantly, also for respect and.legitimacy for
ethnicity. Considering all the aforementioned circumstances in the
American milieu, it is questionable whether Lewis' theoretical prediction
of bilingual education as a result of modernization would apply in the
U.S. experience,

4

?The influential disciplines in formulating the foundations of Ili,-
linguAl education have been psychology and linguistics, Monolingual
education in this country has also been guided by the paradigm of psy'
chology, explaining educational chievement in terms of the individuals
genetic and cultural characteri tics (ability as measured Ely IQ, and
motivation). As studied, the c usal variables he.ve been the character-,
istics'of the participants involved in the process, rather than the
characteristics of the societal context in which the process takes place
(Pershell, 1977). These notions have led to a policy of equality of
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educational opportunity, resulting in compensatory educational programs.
These programs are intended to compelYSate for supposed socio-cultural
and/or genetic deficits. Public bilingual education 'in the U.S., as
conceived in Title VII'of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act'
of 1968 and its subsequent amendments, falls in this educational cat-
egory. Its major assumption is that introducing the'non=!Eniglish mother-'
tongue in the school provides speakers of that language with an equal
opportunity f\or academic achievement. Moreover, the U.S. Supreme Court,
in Lau v. Nichols (1974),iheld on statutory grounds that "there is no
equality bf treatment merely by 'providing students with the same fa-

114) cilities, textbooks; teachers and curriculum; for students who do not
understand English are effectiVeLy,foreclosed from any meanl.ngful ed-
ucation' "

Since in American society, the importance of academic achievement
is based on the premise that education is related to social position,
providing equal educational opportunity through bilingual education
implies the provision of equaf social (ecAomLs and political) op-
portunity; Bilingual Education is offered for its instrumental value- -
that is, as a means to the achievement of sonTe other good.

it is more recently that researchers in other social science
' disciplines have undertaken the. study of bilingualism and bilingual

education from their perspectives. This is perhaps the reason why
Lewis considers us to Be in the fourth stage of the model, the one
in which literacy, national \consensus about social values (involving
assimilation),,(and. awareness'of social and cultural issues hive been
achieved. He considers awareness of cultural issues to be identified
with an intensification of ethnic affiliations and origins. This
condition bring's,a,bout the emergence of the concept of cultural plu-
ralism. The concept of cultural pluralism o'riginated in thit country

around 1914 through the work of the philoscipher Hbrace Kellen. At

that time,, he commented that "so old-fashioned a teaching is at present__
time nowhere in the U.S. Both British Tories and Americah int'ellectuals

reject it. They reject.it because they find thems. elves all at once_
undermined in all their customary securities--in their securities of
habit, of thqught, of outlook--but_the'shift of the'social facts
upon which tWsecurities were postulated" (Kellen, 1924).

.4Y

Today, sixty-five years later, we may be experiencing a growing
awareness of ethnicity, but the concept of cultural pluralism serves
mainly as rhetoric used to deperibe societal goals. In fact, our
cultural diversity can scarcely' be said to exhibit characteristics ,-

necessary for pluralism. Cultural pluralism must include recognition,.
respect, 'and positive valuing of difference, as well as exclude the
coincidence of characteristics 1.4ith social olass.

Matters of ethnicity and 'bilingual education need further study.
First, ethnicity in the United States cannot be studied as if it were
a uniform phenomenon. The social, economic, and politi°6-al reality of
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4ethnic groups which came to this country voluntarily and have been
able to maintain well-organized communities, despite hon-acceptance,
is not the'same as the reality of groups which became part of the
system in some sort of "conquered" or "colonized" status. Lt follows
that the type of bilitgaal education aa.psociited with these gioups would
needto vary according to their aims. For the organize'dcommur-Aties
which have secured their share of power, ethnocultural maintenance bi-
4ingual education may be functional": However, ,for the powerless, under-
privileged groups, maintenance-type bilingual education may be dys-
functional. The possible effects of segregation or separatism would
,be highly, adverse, economicallx, politically, culturally, and socifelly.

lO
'\The negative rationale for bilinfalism is presented as being)

the unification of the'state, assuming efficiency in communication
and polit al organization. Ftehlan (1978) has addressed similar neg-
ative ar uments,--Claiming disadvantages in the achievement of univer-
salism, fficiency, and freedom. He'rc-atends that "the reason for
stalk ne ative views of bilingualism are not hard to find. They derive
from ponolingual economic, political, cultu'ral, and ideological'in-
vestments or establishments and from-the self7serving world74Iews that
they have foste'red:" That is, it is self-inteiest that underlies suc
justifications. It is crucial that the grOdps most negatiirely affe
by such explanations upholding established policies expose their
legitimacy and act in a politically organized manner to alter them.

-

I shall now, raise some unanswered ques ions related to both the
.sections on ethnicity and politics:

- - Are aims of ethnic cultural maintenance and4aims of
socioeconomic-political tiobility mutually exclusive for
T ups which have become part 'of this system in a con-

ered or colonized status?

- - Are aims .of socioeconomic-political mobility and aims'
of cultural pluralism Viable for allAroups in a recip-

f rocal system of bilirNual educationq or will such a -

reciprocal system promote'bilingualism but leave all
groups-0.n the same socioeconomic-political position?)(

-- Given the wide rpnge of social inequality (including
the three p's: power, privilege, and ffrestige) and,
-further, that particular ethnic groups are located
in the Lower strata of society: .

1) Can their educatipn be considered sepa-
.

-rate iltuom their economics and politics?
and

2) Can a bilingual education alone be ex-
pected to produce academic achievement
without a coordinated policy involving
other socioeconomic-political institutions?

40
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In the lassection; Lewis presents the major concepts of social
justice guiding policy. He out4nes three major alternatives open to
pinbrities, which may,,be classified as conservative, reformist, and
revolutionary. In the conservative alternative, minorities seek to
advance within the existing system. In the reformist alternative,
minorities seek transformation of the total system so that it will
become reciprocally bilingual. The revolutionary alternative would
set up, a separate system.

Our present policy for bilingual education, both at the national
level and in most states, is the conservative alternative. Its man-
ifest goal is the achievement of equal educational opportunity. AA
has been mentioned,, bilingual education is utilized to address in-
directly the issues of social stratFfication _(economic and political)
Psychological,and ethno-cuTitural dimensions are not comprehenaivelY.
and thoroughly considered. Adequate consideration of these dimensions- -
particularly identity and attitude-would not result in displacement
of the mother tongue and culture after a given period of time. The
policy is based on-a utilitaTian concept of justice, which focuses
on the interest of the state as a whole by offering a limited rec-.
'ognition of minority languages. Further, it is based on'an ideology
which assumes that success is directly proportional to an individual's
ability, or "brains:" ,

This policy alternative,. as Fishman (1976b) has pointed out on
the basiA of his international study of bilingual education, is gen-
erally imposed on the "disadvantaged," for whom it is either "mandated"
or ":allowed." In essence, it'inhibits the development of sensitivity
to cultural differences, and ultimately it serves to destroy bilingual-
ii.15m. What is worse, it is doubtful whether. such an approach can a-

; .chieve its' explicit goal of providing equality of opportunity.

The7cevolutionary position, which seeks separate systems, may
in some instances be considered illegal in the United States ("sep-

' agate but equal"). In any case, given the limitations of whAt separa'te'
systems are capable of doing within a highly structured socioeconomic-
politicalocontext, it is wise to be' cautious, for the practice might
lead to future geographic and occupational separatism to the further
diSadvantage of those who are, already underprivileged.

The reformist position, which seeks to transform the .system to
be reciprocally bilingual, may be viable here. There seems to be.growing
awareness of the tact that notions of distributive justice must consider
factors such'as sex,, race and ethnicity. Americans of all hyphenated groupp
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are becoming increasingly conscious that it is not "brains" (ability
-as demonstrated by I.Q. and motivation) but social position (class

or status of origin) which ultimately accounts:fOr'achievement or suc- _
cess (income' and occupational status) in our society (Collins, 1971;
Bowles and Gintis, 1973).

Our existing policy, of equality of opportunity is based on
notions of distributive justice, guided ,by a social, philosophy known
as liberalism (acceptance of private property, private economic motives
and actions, and political and legal equality as central social insti-
tutions). This social philosophy is rooted in biopsychological ex -,'
planations of inequality, expreased in its early forMs by Plato; in
the 17th century, by Hobbes and Locke; in the 18th century, by Saint
Simon and Comte; in the 19th century, by SpeWcer. The'idea that in-
equality stems from differences among individuals is the dominant
theme of American political and social theory. James Madison, for
example, argued in the Federalist paper #10 that government is
necessary because of conflicts over property, and that differences
in amounts and types of property individuals own are due to "diversity
in the faculties of men."

This interpretation of inequality considers Merit an innate
characteristic of the individual, and society's role is only to bring
it out through education and competition. The biopsychological ap-
proach constituted the core of the liberal World view from'the 17th
through the 19th centuries, and was closely related to the needs of
capitalism .(Rossides, 1976).

On the other hand, there is another dominant theme in Western
social theory'which explains inequality as the outcome of sociocultural
variables. It stems from Rousseau's concept-of man in his original
state as being equal to all others, and that only in the society of
others"aoes he develop language, property, law, and inequality. The
basic factors accounting for inequality are the division of labor and
the attendant conventions of property.

The other major representatives of the sociocultural view of
inequality are Marx and Weber. Although there were differences in
their interpretation of the nature of influential social force, they
agreed that' "no such phenomenon as human nature can be identified as
a cause of behavior; what we call human nature is the result of so7
ciocultural forces, and the deep, observable differendes among human

' beings are the result of social stratification, not its cause" (Ros-
sides, 1976). That is,

Social inequality'

Differences among
individuals

o

NOT
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It seems a fairer conceptualization for policy to consider no-
tions of distributive justice based on individuals' and groups' rights
oreentitlements, which would lead to a different interpretation of
equality of opportunity. Historical analysis would be required to
determine the extent to which underprivilegtd minorities have been un-
justly disadvantaged, a the extent to which they should be iaemnified.
Precedenti for idemnificat programs exist in Germany for Jews after
Nazi abyees, and in this Country for American Indians.

\s,cHistor al analysis should begin at the point at which our
society established itself constitutionally as a nation. This approach
is not inconceivable in view of the U.S. Supreme Court justices' opin-
ions in the case of ,Bakke v. the Regents of California. Justices
Brennan, White, Marshall, and Blackmun concluded that the purpose of.'
"remedying the effects of past societal discrimination" is important
enough to warrant "race-conscious admission programs where there is
a sound baiis for concluding that minority underrepresentation is sub-
stantial and chronic', and that this haildicap of past discrimination is
impeding access of minorities to medical school" (Greenwalt, 1979).
Reasoning which includes as essential consideration of past discrimi-
nation would be highly consequential in the determination of affirmative
action policies and, possibly, rectifiEation programs.

These notions of distributive justice would lead to a policy
of equality of results as defined by Coleman (1968). Such pqlicy
would aim for equitably distributed results of academic,achievement
across all racial/ethnic groups in American society, placing the burden
of responsibility on the institution rather than On the individual.
The educational policy would be an. additive one; that is, an enrich-
ment experience for all. It would incorporate additional languages
and cultures into the educational institution, in accordance with, its
foundations of cultural relativism rather than cultural deficit. (see
Figure 1.)

0
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The last path seems to be the most' promising in its potential
to yield positive educational, economic,.and political consequences
for such ethnocultural groups as American Indians,Chicanos (Mexican-
'Americans), and Puerto, Ricans in the United States. Alternatives
totally satisfying aIl.groups, dqminant as well as subordinant, are
unlikely.% However, a commitment to social justice in a democratic
society must seek primakily the greatest benefit for the least advan-
taged. Equality of ieeults cannot prOuppose a rigid interpretation
of equality of opportunity when groups that have been historically op-
pressed or bypassed are,concerned.

Finally, I agree with is that the right of the individual
must be givdn ultimate consid ration. However, when the individual's
right conflicts with that of his group, and the two are irreconcilable,
the Phdividual'S right shOuId be overridden for the socioeconomic and
political adyantage of hii group. This is imply an abstract consid-
eration, for in reality, such has never been the case. Even where bi-
lingual education is required bythe ASPIRA- Board'of Education Consent
Decree (1974) for any student .of limited English-speaking proficiency,
4he pare is of such students are free to "opt out" of.the bilingual
alternative (Santiago de 'Santiago; 1977). However, tite 'conditions of
minority groups in this country are not likely to improve if rugged
individualism is the socio-philosophical foundation of our practice.

A strong emphasis on individual political rights favors the power-
ful who possess, the resources to mobilize in their self-interest. It

aggravates the problem of sociAl inequality and; thus, cannot lead to

a more peaceful socio-political,order.

,
Whether referring to the realm of science, economics, politics,

,
the environment, or education, the condit4.ons of our time are commonly

described as critical. Bilingual education has the ability to nurture
and enrich the lives of individuals and groups, linguistically, cultural-

* lye economically, politically, and aesthetically. It offers' to all the

possibility to live in amore human society, with a more equitable dis-
tribution of "health, wealth,/ and happiness."
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"TgEOREZICAL PERSPECTIVES ON BILINGUAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS*"
4

0,'
By: Dr. Christina Bratt yaUlston.

University of Pittsburg`

What-are the important theoretical and prograMmaiic
dimensions of bilingual programs, and, what are the
theoretical dimensians of the communiltiesin which
the' rograms exist (From Project Ab§tract,National
Institute of Educati n, 1977)

For the purposes of this paper,
q uestion as follows: 441

would dike to rephrase this
r t, C

1) Whgt are the key independent variables or causal factors
'which influence bilingual education prqgrams?L'

. .

education 'program! , ,
O

2) What are the
4.
key, entvariables or outc'omes of bi_linual

.
. IP .' '' . , 4 .

3) What are someOftt. ta''or'interven4ng,variables or fadtors
modifying such ou . 1/2

.. .

44 , . ; , t f , 1 ' .
o '? 7

. ''.. 'Tr` -c:__A.--

.r> INTRODUCTION
-

iS.re ' . , o'

r :g ":"*. . - 1

''' '',
' . w ,:o '. 4 . c %..... .t.

The major point of this paper is that .there 4 no
.0

single/aWer,
to these questions, but rather that the identificattiontha% mportant °

theoretical.dimeneions,"i.e.theindepandentvarot014amd-t
1-

, .

. y v
, .-- ..,.

,

*Re4ision of a. report. presented at the Conferende$ the Diffiensions of '
...

Bilingual Education,. National Institute of Educ on, Washingtqn,
.

D.C.,
.Fefruary 14-15, 1977.

,

.
.

. 5 o tl' .

'"1. In this paper{ I am using the standard U.S. Office of0EducAtion.-
definition of bilingual education: "Bilingual education-is theuse
of two languages, one of which is English, ast mediums of .41sttruction
for the same pupil population in a well-,organized Exagram which
,enoompasses part or all of thy. curriculum and inclfdes elle study o,f -

. .

:..0
th'e history/culture associated with the mother tonge. A campl.ete
program develops and thaintainthe,childrerOs:self esteem and a

. legitimate pride in both cultures.". (Many o the bilinglualeducation
programs in Europe cited by Fishman (1976) fall outside tle scope
of this definition.)' .

41 .
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interpretatiot of outcomes depend on the worldview of the researcher
and the particular theory he employs to explain and predict phenomena.
In this paper Twill attempt to outline some major theories of social
and.educational-"change and to'delineate the identification and inter
pretation of variables ot bilingual education within the framework ofo
each particular theory. In so doing, I am drawi/4 heavily on the work
by R.G. Paulston (1976).

We can probably all agree, on the basic phenomena which form the
backgrclund to.T le VII bili ual education programs in the United States
axd which gave vise to the riginal legislatigp of Titld VII: there are
a number of children from a loviIrsocioeconomic status (US) background
who speak no or poor Englis and who encounter massive school failure
with consequent eaxly scho drop, out and low integ5ation into the
economic life of the natio .2 It is when we. consider why this is so,
what treatment these child en should he accorded, and what outcomes
should follow that consi rable disagreement ensues. Such scholarly
disagreement at times becomes public*(see e.g. the 1976 issues of The
Linguistic Reporter and The TESOL Newsletter; or the Linguistic Society
of America's as well as the American Anthropological Association's_
censure of the work of Arthur Jenson) and divisive:"

\
,

Although other fields of study have looked at scholarly strife with-
in their disciplrines from the notion of Kuhn's paradigm shift (1970), I

know of no attempt to understand the dimensio4s of bilingual education '..

from a conceptual framework of paradigms. By paradigms-, Kuhn Iliea.
"the way a scientific/prof#ssional community views a field of st dy, -)

identifies appropriate problems fdr study, and specifies legitimate
concepts and methods. He .contends'tliat.: -.

N. -

sharedMen whose research is based on paradigms are
committed to thd same rules and standards.'.. and --

cdntinuatiot of a particlar research tradition...
paradigm is a criterion f r choosing problems that,
whilethe,paradigm 25 taken for granted, can be assumed
to have solutions. To a great extent, these are the only
problemsthat the community will admit as scientific or
encourage its members to undertake. A paradigm can even
isolate thacommunity from those socially important
problems that are not 'reducible to puzzle form, because

. they cannot be stated in terms of the conceptual and
instrumental tools the paradigm sdpplies .(Kuhn cited in
R.G.. Paulston .1976:5). ..;

wmpir ,
.. X

. 2 of

I recognize that there are numerous other types of bilingual education
programs, (see e.g. the discussion Of typo es in Fishman, 1976),eaga
but for the purposes of this paper I wil draw primarily on the '

research of bilingual education in North America.
. -

,*
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In other words, it is only through-an.examination of the various
thedreticll)frameworks used to exp"in andqpredict the phenkmena Of
bilingual education.that we can put into perspective the conflicting
or at.V.mes complementary research questions(and the anticipated so-
lutions as they relate'to the dimensions of bilingual educatil5n.

R.G. Pauls2ton, 'drawing on the literature of social and educational
change, posits tWo major paradigms: the functional or "equilibrium",
paradigm and the conflict paradigm (See Appendix A). Theories (which
admittedly Frost and, overlap) that fall within the."equilibrium" paradigm
are evolutionary andneo--evolutionary, structural-functionalist, and sys-
.tem analytical.. Bagi,cally thee theories are all concerned with main-
tainftg society in an equilibrium through .ehe harmonious relationship
of.th4 social components and they emphasize smooth, cumulative change.
.Theoreticalapproaches which fall withtri the conflict, paradigm are group
conflict theory, cultural revitalization theWxy,and an. anarchistic=,

° utopian approach. "Theories which cluster more or less withih the
conflict paradigm emphasize the inherent instability of social systems

9 and ,the.conflicts over yalues, resources, and power that follow as a
neural consequence" (R.G. Paulston 1976:7),. Major issues are -economic
conflict, conflicting yalue and cultdral systems, andlconfLict arising
from oppressive institutions And imperfect human nature.'

. .

Assuredly, all of these theoretical approadhes are riot equally .

represented in the attempts to delimit and comprehend the dimensions
of bilihgual education.. Nevertheless, it is instructive to examine
\studies typical of eachapproach for their underlying assumptions, basic
questions, and punitive "solutions in order to illustrate the basic
premise ofcthis papere namely, that each theory will identify differently
the key variables and their relationships, _and consequently the answers
they seek will differ. Even at tines when the quest-fon remains the
same, -for example, "identify the most effective conditioris fox educating
children of limited English- speakin ability" (Work Statement), the.
goals and the means to those goals ill vary according to the theoretical'
approach. For the pUrpose of illustration, I.have identified a number
of studies which'most clearly exemplify a particular approach. Granted,
a number of studies incorporates aspects from more than one theoretidal
framework, and on the wholeI have tended to avoid'such studies. Further-
more, a very-large number of studies on .bilingual, education are purely

descriptive and atheoretical; such studies I-have ignoied.' It is
readily seenthen that.-this paper does not intend a review of the
literature (fpx that, see Engle 1975;., Fishman 1976 C.B. Paulston
1974a) but rather a selective analysis of.a few _temolate works.

4
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THE EQUILIBRIUM PARADIGM

A. Evolutionary theory

'48

Classical evolutidnary theories are strongly influenced
by Darwin's work on biological evolution and ,seek socio-
logical analogues to the living organism (L. Ward, 1904;.
Pbrsons, 1'964). They are characterizedJby notions of
progress, by stages of development from lower-,to Aighe'r7

ordef forms. Society is viewed as an organism with
specialized structures facilitating survival. Education,
as an "integrative" structure, functions to maintain
stability and.changes from "simple" or "primitive"
forms to' more complex "modern" forms in 'response to
change in other structures. Alas as societies
"progress" or become increasingly differentiated
ails the evolutionists borrow the biologists' exact
til.minology), educational system come under increas-
ing pres'iure to specialize and adapt (R.G,. Pa on
197617).

The4nly theoretical approach relating _to bilingual educatitn which falls
in the evolutionary category is the'genetic theories of Jensen (1969),
Herrnstein (1971), and others. In short, thb geneticists account for
the lack.of school achieverent by students from mii1ority groups, as well
as by those from lower.SES background, on the ground of-these students'
hereditary inferior intelligence quotients (I.Q.). Few issues so well
illustrae the paradigm clash as the debate over I.Q., and to illustrate,
I would like to draw at lengt4orl BoWles, Gintis, and Meyer's critique
(19-75-76 ritten from a group conflict periPectivej of 'both Jensen
and his col eagues and of the structural-functionalists' position on
this issue.

Bowles, Gintis, and Meyer (1975-76 - an adap tion of BoWles and
i

!cintis, 19/5) consider the educational system in le United States as
a mechanism for the reproduction of the social division of labor and
focus their inquiry on the legitimation of this division and on the'
process of'assigning individuals to its various positions. "We'say
that a social process is legitimated when individuals aretsufficientfy
convinced of its inevitability, desirability, or justness that united
class action towards the transform'ation oithe process is rendered
infeasible" (p. 234). They examine this legitipation function within
what t1T label technocratic-meritocratic illeology which, as they define
it, corresponds fairly closely to the structural-functionalist position:

-The elducational system legitimates economic inequality
by providing an ostensibly open, objective and merito-
cratic mechanibm for assigning individuals to unequal

ft economic positions. Indeed, the more meritocratic'the

r- ?
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A.

educational process appears, he beXter.it -serze.s.:M.e
legitimate inequality. For the educational system
fosters and reinforded the belief that economic succes
depends on the possession of technical and cognitive
skills -- skil-ls which it is ,organized . provide jn
an efficient, equitable and unbiased manner on the
basis of the Ineritocratic principle (p/2-34).,

49

They cite (p. 237) the conclusion that Davis and Moore reach in "their
highly influential "functional theory of st:ratifioation":, "Social in-
equality is thus an unconsciously evolved device by which societies
insure that the most-important poption-S are conscientiously filled by
the most qualified persons" (Davis and Moore in Bendix clad Lipset,

'1966). Bowles, Gintis and Meyer go on to argue against glich an in-
terpretation: educational tracking based on competitive grading and
objective test scores is only tangentially related to social efficiency.
Nowhere are the notions of meritocracy seen more clearly, they continue,
than in the recent I.Q. debate:betweeh the geneticists and the structural-
functionalists where 4'is assumed that I.Q. is an important indicator
of economic success, an assumptiOn the authors consider faulty.

C.

The authors point out that the major periods of liberal educational-
reform have been marked by a lack of concern#with genetically inherited
characteristics when the major problem rather was perceived to be one c

of structuring an environment that would.peomote rather than retard
individual growth. "Yet the demise of each liberal reform movement
has been, greeted by a genetic backlash: if improving the school envi-°
ronment does not achieve its elevated objectives, there must be some-
thing Krong,with the kids" (p.. 249)% (I note in passing that this is
likely to be the reaction of the,technocratic-meritocratic oriented
Congress if the bilingual education programs don't show raRsid im-
provement on competitive grading and objective test score.)

ARd go Jensen argues in 19 at the failure of compensatory ed-.
ucation to raise scholiastic achiev went levels must be due toiehe.he-
reditability of

3, The censure of Jensen's work by the members of the Linguistic' Society
of America at the annual conference business, meeting in St. Louis
1971 provides us with a perfect example of, a paradigm clash. The
questions and the findings, of Jensen's work were 06 unpalatable to
the linguists that although only a handful of linguists prese4t, had
actually 'read "How Can We Boost IQ and Scholastic Achievement? ", ,the
overwhelming m ritydid not hetatate to condemn his work.
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The assertions Of Jensen, Herrnstein and others constituted
a fundamental attack on the liberal reformist position., Yet
the defense has been curiously superficial: the putative
economic importance, of I.Q. has remained undocumented
by the genetic schools and unchallenged by the environmen-
talists. ...not one of their environmentalist critics
has taken the economic importance of I.Q. any less for
granted (p. 250). ,

Gintis, and Meyer oh the other hand claim, on the basis of their
empirical fdata,'that I.Q. is not.an important cause of economic success
and that "the intense debate on the heritability of I.Q. is thus largely
irrelevant to an understanding of poverty, wealth, and inequality of.
opportunity in the United States; (p. 251). Thel'go on to point out
that the "modern liberal approach". is to attribute social class dif-
ferences to

are
opportunity"; i.e. the failures and successes

of parents are passed onto their children via distinct learning and
cultural environments. "The achievement of a more equalSociety merely'
.requires that all youth be afforded the educational and other social
conditions of the best and most successful" (p. 254), an assumption
rem.niscent of that behind Title VII. - The liberals don't deal with

differences among w ites .(which the authorsseem to accept) of
different social class ckgrounds nor do they question the causal role
of I.Q. in getting ahea economically.

Thus the propos'iti.on, adhered to by present day consrva-'
tives and liberals ol past generations,: that social classes'
sort themselves,out on the basis)of innate individual
capacity to cope successfully in the social, environment,
and hence tend to repeoduce themselves from generation
to generation, is restored (p. 255).

The authors conclude by presenting data to support their major
propositioh: "the fact that economic success tends to run in the family
arises almost completely independently `from any inheritance of
genetic or environmental" (p. 258). "The power and privilege of the
capitalist class are often inherited, but not through sUperior gefies"
Tp. 263). In otfier words, high SES is transmitted to the children of
parents of high SES, and one mechanism of this transmittance is the
school system.

We see then, on this particular issue, that Although the three
approaches evolutionary (genetic. school), structural-functionalist
(technico-meritocratic liberals), and group conflict (Bowles, Gintis
and Meyer) - recognize the same variables and, as well, their under-
lying 'assumptions vary widely.

44,
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The following chart may help clarify this point:

r

APPROACH''

Independent

VARIABLES:

Intervdning

51

-
1 Dependent

EQUILIBRIUM:

A. Evolutionary Scholastic -Success

Assumption: I.Q; hereditary

Ecohomic
success SES

B. Structural-
Funvtional,ist

4

I.Q./Merit Function of school
to select according
Ito erit in divisionp
of labor

4

Economilci.
successSES

AsSumptionY I.Q. by nurture (unequal opportihitx)';'.
schooLs give eqUal chance to
meritorious students

Conflict

Group Conflict

11/

SES

sc3

Assumption: D.Q. hereditary but%
irrelevant Is a

variable; schools
function in the
interest of the elites
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B. Structural Functional Theory

5.2

Although the' structural- functional, or S/F, framework is a
discrete set of interrelated,assumptions aboutalues, norms,
and approf)riate questions and methods,lit is to a consider-
able deg-ree a twentieth-century version of evolutionary
theory. But where the evolutionists placed primary emphasis
on,linked stages of socioeconomic and cultural development '-

the S/F theorists fobus on the homeostatic' or 'balancing-.
mechanisms by which societies maintain a "uniform state."
Both ,theories view sbcieties.as essentially stable yet
highly complex and differentiated. As the value's embodied
in institutions such as the educational sub - 'systems are

Pviewed as extremely durable, boundary exchanges:between the
sub-System and theenvironmenp:will be equilibrating, i.e.
they toward balance (12:G. Paulston1976:13)'.

Strwctlikal-funbtional theo'as exemplified by Merton (1957),
Romans (1950) , and ParsOns (1951) (Larkin,.19,70)( has Be-en e dominant
influence on the.interpretation of eduOtional sys.tems an valid educh-

.
tional reform. I don't think that it is an exleggeration t say that the
majori.ty of writing's on bilingual edlicationifl,fall under thi category as
I shall Ittempt to illuit,rate. Ih ea, Fisnan's paper under considera-
tioh\,,_(.1976) was criticized-by Niev -Squires,11976) for its basically
structural-functi&nal orientation.4 this approach tends to be the position'
(almost always tacitly assumed) (of the ESL proponents in the ESL vs. BE
controversy. .And it is most

,

certainly the.potition of the U.S. Government.

In, the Bilingual'Education,A7ct, the U.S. Cohgcess recognized the
problem* of limited English-speking children from low income families
and spells out the measures to be taken--ill order to cope with these
problems:

4 It topetpe pointed out that individual scholars cannot be typed
according to dpecific theories, but Only individual works can be
typed.' SoLarkin is careful to p'oint out that Homans .(1961) "has -

moved; away from structural functionalism to a more bocial-psychollgical
point.of view as indicated by end content of 'hi's book, Social Behavior: w

I Its Elementary Forms" it(1970:112). Furthermore, many: scholars write
from a viewpoint,which:incOrpo-rates elements from both equilibrium
and confleCt theories; certainly an alternative interpretation of
,Fishman's paper (1976).:

. 57 ev
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1

the Congress declares it to be thepolicY of the United'
States, in order-to establish equal' educational opportunity-
for all children (A) to encourage the establishment and
operation, where appropriate, of educational programs
using bilingual educational practices, techniques, and
methods, and (B) ... to providelinancial assistance'
to6..A.pieducational agencies ... in order'to de-
velopMid carry out such programs,..: which are designed
to meet the educational needs of such children; and of
demongtrating effective ways of providing, for rchildren of
'limited English- speaking ability, instructionrdesigned to
\'enable.them, While using their native languags, to achieve
competence in the English language (Geffert et al*. 1975:13).

The assumptiohs'ire clearly recognizable: (1)<the lack ofsocial and ,
economic success on the part of these minority groups is due to a) "un-
equal opportunity" (cf. Bowles and Gin is) as manifest through different,
language, different cutgre,,and differ2nt learning -.tylea, and b) to
a lack of scholastic Success as a group because of poor English-speaking
.'ability; (2) wftlx. the rovision of English Skills, merit and 14Q. will
lead, thrbughsch stic skills gained in a "meaningful educay.on , to

social and economic success.-''

The Lmmediat'e objective of Olinual education programs is then
given: to equalize` opportunity for childrem from limited English-speaking
families by compeniatorY,training in English. where sucji training. can be .
theoretically interpreted as a balancing mechanism,to maintain the
ecuilibrium of society', for in this'approach "intra- system conflitt is
usually viewed as pathological, as an indicator of systematic. breikdoWn'
(R.G. Paulston 1976:131. Larkin, wr4oting from a structural- functional
perspective, points out that in a technologicaL bocietl; such as ours,
"equilibrium is maintained by the eduipational institution" (1970:113),
whose major function is seenas the gocialization. .of youth. According
to. Larkin, the socializationPrOcess is.two dimensional'. The instrumental
.aspect is the provision of technical competence: -education is to provide
the students with salableskills (of. which', for our purposes, English
language proficiency can be seen as the major skill). The expressive

5 Cf. the wording of,the Supreme Court's ,Lau vs. Nichols opinion "There
no egAlity of treatmtnt merely )311 providing students with the

same' faciAities, iextbook4 teachers, and curriculum; for students who
do not understAnd English are effectively foreclosed from any meaningful

ucation" (Geffert, 1975:8).
. -

6 Note the Codrt's insistence tht grow); they are not concerned with
individual failure: "Forme (Mr. Jus.tice Illackmun), numbers are at
the heart of this case, and my concurrence is to be' under'stood ac-

.

1,cordinglx (Geffert, 1975:1.0).

It
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aspect is a "normative oriemtation'in harmony with the values of society"
(p. 113), or in the terminology more frequently-foundin the literature
on bilingual education, facilitating assimilation into the dominant,
mainstoream culture. But to the S/F .theorists., the value transmission
function-of the schools serves a wider purpose than just assimilation,
namely ,that of ;'pattern maintenance," in Paftons' terms:

According to Parsons, provision for pattern maintenance is
a functional prerequisite of all' societies:

..the'social system...depends on the-requisite
minimum of 'support' from each of the other
systems. It must, that is, have a sufficient
proportion of its component actors adequately'
motivated to act in accordance'with the
requirements of'itsrolesystem, positively
in abstention -from too much disruptive, i.e.,
deviant, behavior (Parsons, .1959:27).,

-The expresri;te aspect ofkbe socialization process is
-socialization of youth to a social order by instilling
values.necest-'ary for the0continuation of the social .

system (Larkin 1970:113).

0

While this vieW of the function of schools is reminiscent of Bowles
A. and Gintis' lggitimation_ process, the two approaches differ profoundly r.

in their.attituae toward such a 'pro6ess. The S/F proponents_eee this,
'process ashighly functional in ensuring that the most qUalified.
`persons fill the.most important pOsitions, and ,they "contend that
inequality 4. not only inevitable,'but necessary, and heneficial to all
since4inilividual survival is contingent on the survival and well-being
'orf soO,iety" (R.G. Paulston 1976:13). Parsons no doubt would consider
`Bowles and Gintis' viewpoint as "too much disruptive." The 'latter
would be likely to agree with Hill - Burnett that:

4
The' key to access to a, position is mot the competence of the
perfornierbUt the answer to the question of who has authority
to judge whether the performance meets the standards, and to
the question of how the judge is linked 'to the other ar-

'rangement in the society for maintaining a given constellation
of differentiated resources and power over resources (1976:37)

kr.

One. is reminded of the debate in bilingual education over teacher
training and competencies. The major issues, on the surface, seem to
be language proficiency in the Li (mother tongue, here minority verna-
cular) and L2 (target language, here English) and professional educational

59
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training inkorder to meet State requirements for"tea her certification(
But the question of proficienct masks,the real questi n which concerns
ethnic group membership; is,the teacher- Anglo or mem er of the Li
ethnic group? Bilingual education proponents typically claim that .

teachers should be members of the`same cultural group, as the students
and ,tend to ignore the teachers" proficiency in English as an important
qualification. Their position, whether theoretical or not, tends to be-
one of conflict orientation, frequently tending toward utopian ideology.
.2 L proponents, on the other hand, typidally insist on discussing issues
a ...the.leyel of method and technique., a characteristic of the S/F

,

a roach. '''The see ,fluency in English audsa thorough training in the
techniques,c5k."ESL as. the major, equirement amongst the competencies Of
a teacher of li,m0Ot prtiglis e,kingkichi4.dren. They tend to exemplify
Larkin's points that 1)n COM , 17threatemin,g as,it temporarily
upsets the equilibrium .an ,. 2) ny pressure for change will be met.by
resistance from those office holders who have vested interests:

Acceesvto teaching jeobs in bilAingup.1 education programs becomes
very much a question of "who has the authorityto Judge whether' the
performance meets the standard." The standards of-course are deter-
mined by the ;<perceived goal& of bilingual education. The U.S:-

government and its legislatbre officially conceive Of the :foal, of *

bilingual education as aSsimilAtion:Of minority group thembersthroilgh
transitional bilingual educgtia prrams where the emphasis can be

interpreted from the viewpoineof S/F theory as maintaining vertical
'equilibridm "by translation of societal needs and goals into institu-
tional goals. In turn, the institutions must be organized to effiently
'and effectively implement these goals and satisfy societal needs" (Larkin
1970:113).

. 1
Efficiently and effectively are indeed the key terms for the major

concerns of the research on bilingual education from 'a S/F.. perspective.

As an ER search will quickly demonstrate,. there is a pervasive techno-

cratic concern with methods, -techniques, curriculum and teacher training,

no doubt partially because these types'of .projects tend to get funded
by the Office of Education. After a perusal of the literatureon
bilingual education4as found in ERIC or in dOctoyal dissertations, one
cannot avoid coming away with a vague feeling that the most important

objectives of these programs arb for the children,to increase,their
standardized scores on tests in language arts, mathematics and self

concept; to demonstrate that teaching in the mot'her tongug results in

the more efficient learning of EngliA.
IP"

While the research whichR.G. Paulston discusees, ;whether of ,

equilibrium .or conflict theory orientation, is concerned primarilywith
social or educational change atithe national levR1 (Parsons' (1961)
societal and institutional levels), the majdrity of research and writing

on bilingual educabiod, especiall5recent work in North America, tends
to be at the programdatic-operational level. The research typical of
the S/F approach usually treats the bilingual education programs as

IP V
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the independent variable, as the causal factor which accounts for certain
subsequent results, for certain behaviors in children. One ptoblem
with, such research is that these studies carry in and *of themselves
virtually- no generalitabiliiy to other programs, as Mackey.(1972) and
Macnamara (1972) are careful to point but. Nowhere is thisproblem
seen more clearly than in a comparison of'the S/F oriented research on'
the Title VI./ Bilingual Education programs in the United States with
the research on the 1.mmersidn programs in Canada. Mani descriptions

- and comparisons of these.programs exist (Andersson and Boyer, 1970;
Cohen and Swain, 1976; John and Horner; 1971; C.B. Paulston, 1975a,
1976: Swain, 1972;. Swain and Bruck, 1976; U.S. Commission tkp Civil -

Rigtits, 1975; etc.) and( need not be repeated here. Basically,iAe. Title
VII programs are for tower class, children from ,socially stigmat-i-ted
ethnic minority groups; the immersion programs are typically attended by
middle class children from the Anglo majority a group in social and
economic power.,

On .the Surface, both sets of studies show,great similarity in
.research designs: both Bets treat.instxncticn as the ipdependept variable;
both sets, tend to- recognize I.Q., age and sex as intervening variables
and, when feasible, match or control for these variables. Presumakbly
thC researchers also recognize ;the iMportande of merit (personality.
facors such as industry, IDerseVerence, motivation, etc,), but as a
formid variable in Vesearb detigh,,. merit tends to be ignored, and,
indeed Swain (1976a)' laments that the kind of Psychometric data these
studies collect masks individual achievemehts.7 The major ddpendent
variable or program outcome for both sets of stud:4es is scholastic
skills, primarily] proficiency in the two languages (as measured by
stafdardized tests in language arts) and in mathematics. Other addi-
tional dependent variables like cognitive development and self-copcept
can be found in many studies.

Because of their similarity of research design, of identically
labelled variables in, the same basic relationship, generalizations are
frequently made from one set of studies to the other, or to be exact,
from,the Canadian studies to the U.S. children and to other minority
group children. as Well. The Canadian immersion findings are often cited

7
. One conclusion reached at the Center for Applied Linguistics' series
of seminars on bilingual educati,on was th'ft classroom observation
by informed participant-observers is a necessary counterpoint in
research to psyohometric data, see especially Hatch, 19716:. See also-
Churchill, 1976.
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as a rationale against bilingual education for minority group members.
It is important therefore to examine how these studies differ, even '

though they share the same basic S/F perspective, in their initial
motivation, in the selection of 'relevant assumptions and in long range,
goalg. The fact that these issues are rarely made explicit or discussed
in these studies, can be considered as an S/F characteristic to mini-
mize, if not avoid, intra-system conflict, as anattempt to seek a
balancing mechanism to maintain a "uniforM state" throUgh adaptive
change.

Although both the U.S. and the Canadian studies are concerned with
language proficiency in the L1 and 1;2 , the interest in L2 acquisition
and proficiency stems froM a widely disparate motivation. The U.S..
studies (see e.g. C.B. Paulston; 1976, Appendix)` attempt to demonstrate
that children whO are first taught to read in the Li will eventually
read better in the L2 than similar children in monolingual English
Programs and also that these children will achieve a higher proficiency
in the L2 through the medium of theYr mother tongue than do individual
children who go directly into an'L2 curriculum ("submersion", prograftts
in Lambert's eerms;. for a discussion of the difference between immersion
And submersion programs,,see Cohen and Swain, 1976). The Canadican
studies, on the other hand, undertake to deMonstrate that initial reading
in the L2 (i.e. initial literacy) will have no negative consequences' on
either later reading or language arts skills in the L1 ; they also seek

.to_demonstra.te that the L2 proficiency. of the children in immersion %
programs is Superior to that found in traditional second language programs.

Nottsurprisingly, d4.fferent assumptions motivate the undertaking
ofithe tWo sets of research 'studies. These assumptions are rarely
'spelled out explicitly as as Mptions but are rather, accepted axiomati-
cally or twcitly_taken for granted. We need therefore,to examin these
assuMptions7-and the long range goals -- of the two sets of studies
in order to better be able to interpret and maybe even generalize from
the research .findings.'

The major basic'assumption which underlies the U.S. Title VII,
programs is that of "unequal opportunity" and the belief that bilinguall
education, helps equalize such shortcomings ofopportdnity. Andersion
and Boxer outline some long-range implications for society: ,

...so national expansion of bilingual schoOling has
certain-implications for. society as a whole. As sug-
gestive of otherA, we mention the following: ...A
concern by all Americans for the elimination of poverty,'
based on the realization that the educational improve-
ment of'the poor (Which include many speakers of other
languages who are presently handicapped in English)s,helps
to raise, the socioeconomic level of the population. A

higher income level can in turn benefit educatioh, setting
an uppard spiral (1970:144). .

I
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They continue by looking at the experience of foreign aid:

Jacoby defines 'development' as 'a-complex socio-
political- economic process4whereby apeople-of a
country progress from a statietraditional mode of
life toward a modern dynamic society' (1969:53.
The,similarities.between this complex problem
and the educational problem with which we'are
concerned in.this 'book are striking (Andersson mid.'
Boyer, 1970:145).

Suchsatatements are the hallmark of the liberal structural-
. functional position. _Poor people from traditional ways,of life will

progress (cf. the evolutionist position) to higher socioeconomic levels
through educational improvement. These assumptions are echoed by the
United States Commission on Civil Rights:

Following ors a discussion of how bilingAal/bicultural
'education provides equal educational opportunitY. Em-

e.
phasis is placed on the most important'elements in any
educational picigrim: fostering sel.g,:concePt arid" de=

.veloging cognition, language expression, .reading, 'and
English skills (1975:30)..

We have a Supreme Court ruling that equal eddcational opportunity implies
partial education in the mother tongue. Similar to the unquestioned,
relationship- betweenI.q. and economic success which Bowles and Gintis.
discuss, I know of no,research which investigates whether equal educa-
tional opportunity as' manifest through bilingual' education programs
really leads to raised socio- economic status. It is a major assumption
of bilingual education; but among structural-flinctional research it

" remains not only untested but also unquestioned -- 1..p is a question
outside the paiadigm. : .\

,'I r

The second major assumption is the importance of the culture,contact
situation in the schools. The very definitiron of bilingual elducation

?/

acknowledges th importance of the mother tongue culture: "BB lingual
education.--inc udes the study of the history and culture associated with
the mother tongue...a legitimate pride in both cultures." From thik

4 assumption. follows the emphasis that the teacher be from the same Ahnic,
background as the children: "One way bilingual/bicultural education
further enhances self concept is by utilizing language-pinority teachers
t'o' reinflprcethe child's background and culture" ,(U.S, Office of
Civik.Rights, 1975:39) . 'Condequentlx, the ethnic identity 'of .they
teacher is occasionally a.sub-variable under the independent variable
instruction.

Cl
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From this assumption as well follows the interest in what is
commonly called, cross-cultural communication (although the focus often,
is on miscommunication). Other,plosely similar areas of interest and
- investigation include communicative competence (Mimes, 11972; C.B.

Paulston, 1974), socio- linguistic competence (Ervin-Tripp, 1973:291),
interactional competence (Mehan, 1972) and social' interaction (Grimshaw,
1973), all of which have in common the fpcus on the social meaning of
language, on the social rules of language use, "the systematic sets
of social interactional rules" in Grimshaw's 'terms (1973:109). Although
most research on symbolic interaction (Goffnian, 1959, 1961, Garfinkel,,
1967; Cicourel, 1970) in bilingual programs is written.from a co nflict
perspective, there is found in many S/F studies a concern, thodgh rarely'
studied systematically, that teachers may misinterpret their minority
students' behavior because of contrasting interactional rules as in,
e.g. the use of space, eye contact,..Voice level,'etc. and in permitted
speech acts, like typ!s of questions. There is also the concen.voiced
that Anglo teachers m y allow any kind of aberrant behavior from
minority stUdents out of misplaced cultural tolerance because they
don't know what the acceptable norms are. -

Future research is likely to give increased'importande to the
arePof communicative competence because it not only is of interest
to those whOse primary concern lies in the interaction between member's
of different cultures, but also holds significance for theoretical
issues in language acquisition. A current assumption about L2 acquisi-
tion is that language must be used for purpoSeS 'of. communication if it

is to be well learnt, and a number of classroom techniques` hve been
worked out which incorporate social interactional: rules of he 1,2 into

classroom practices (Appelgate, 1975; Holmes and Brown,. 1976: Jacobson,

1976; C.B. Paulston and Bruder, 1976; White 1974).

One elusive assumption of U.S. bilingual prbgrams is that one
method will eventually be found to be more effective than others, and
studies occasionally incorporate method as well tai medium under the
independent variable instruction. We know surprisingly little about

imethdds-o,f language teaching in elementary bilingual programs compared
with what we know about'methods of teaching adults. Because of the
S/F definition of the problem as one of limited English speaking ability

and of the perceived treatment as anp of instruction, there is a per-

vasive tendency to look for solutions to problems within the programs,
and future research is most likely to investigate methods of bilingual
instruction more carefully than in the past, where medium of instruction

, has been the major variable of instruction.

Two less influential assumptions remain. S./F research tends to
take for granted that ability and merit influente the attainment of

&I
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scholastic skills, and Aphat9pce equal opportunity-has been provided
for by bilingual aduc-ation, such ability will result in success in

4 school. Res arch designs therefore tend to neutralize such causal
_ influence on' .the findings by treating 1.Q., age, and sex (sex is

.. 'subsumed under merit as girls are perceived to be 'stronger motivated,
harclek working, etc.) as intervening variables and where. possible

. 4
control for such influence by matching groups'or b statistical
techniques.

The other assumption holdsethat there is some relationship between
language and cognition. Language is believed to be th "vehicle for

31complex thinking" (Finocchiaro and King, 1966) and th necessity to
use, the language the children know lest then becomes axiomatic (U.S.
Office of Civil Rights, 1975:44). But the section on "Cognitive and
Language Development" (pp. 41-47) is characteristic of othe'r writings
on this topic in bilingual education; it contains not one-tingle,.
reference to empirical work on cognitive development of children in
bilingual programs. This topic remains pookly explored in these'.
studies; the Scandinavian studies, the majority of which ,are in the
S/F approach, are in sharp contrast with their exploration of the
possible consequences of semildngualism on congitive development (Loman,
1974; S nabb-Kangas,and T. Toukomaa, J.976). My personal suspi-
cion is rat the, question of language and cognition is perceiv0 ty
many researchers as being outside the pakadigm. The earlier itudleson'

_ bilingualism and I.Q. (Darcy, 1953) still rankle, and the topic of
1anguage and cognition is frequently disiWlssed with vague comments on
the invalidity of the instruments used in such research.

To sum up, the.SXF researchoon bilingual education ,in the United
States is characterized by two major assumptions, "unequal opportunity"
and "cultural diversity" and I ,have attempted to show 'holy these assump-
tion/S contribute to give structure to the research:studies. Two'
additional factors which influence the research are 1) the.majority of
researchers on bilingual eduCation argleither educators or social
scientists drawing primarily on linguistics, anthropology, and sociol-
ogy, and 2) the perceived long range goals are those ofharmonious
integration8 into the larger 'society by equalizihg opportu ity.

6

The Canadian immersion programs (see Swain, 1976c, fok a biblio-
graphy) are very differeht from the Title VII programs. The long-range
goals of the immersion programs especially outside of Quebec, as perceiVed
by most-parents, are maintehance of the family SES quo, and, because of
Canadian legislation vis a vis language, they see bilingualism in
Ehglish/Fferech as a necessary condition fbr their children to compete

8 By integration, I bean either economic incorporation or cultural
assimilation, iri ScherFerhokn's terms (1970).

'- 6 5
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successfully in the job market. There were other motivations as well:

Some members of the group had generally more "ipst.iu-
mental" reasons for- wishing their children to be bi7
lingual. They wished the continuing progress.andsuccess .

of their children in a province progressively'becoming
4 -dominated by the French fact. Others considered bilinguallIZ,

ism'a personal asset for Cultural, 'intellectual; and
social reasons -- the so-Valled "integratgive" motivation.
All were concerned with French- glish relations in the
prdvince, at a time when these w re not yet making head:.
lines (Melikoff, 1972:221).

r.

The Canadian researchers,, the majority of whom are psychologists,'
have tended to slight social factors in their research and to minimize
the Potential conflict situation between the English and French.speaking
groups, but they do acknowledge that 'there is no doubt that the language
policy at both federal and provincial levels of Canadian government is

helping to provide incentive for English-Canadian parents to enroll
their children in French immersion programs" (Cohen and Swain, 1976:49).

From the difference in'Iong range goals follows difference in the

underlying assumptions. Since the children in the immersion programs
come from the socially and economically dominant Anglo group(Lieberson,
1970), who have managed perfectly well in the English mediUm schools,
all notions of "unequal opportunity" become simply. irrelevant:

Similarly, the motions of "cultural diversity" are irrelevadt.,
No one is concerned that Anglo ideo-cultural behavior might become
stigmatized,fand held against the childrei by their, teachers. The
Anglo parents, children, and researchers take their own culture for
granted, and in ihe Canadian litei'ature there is no counterpart to
the writings on-ethnic minority groups' culture and behavior in'the
schools which we find in the United States (Pialorsi; 1974; Turner,
1973). .Many programs are housed inAnglo schools and in fact, the
children in class function in French with the communicative competence of

English; i.e., they are not expected to, give up their social inter-
actional ways of,speaking, their cultural way,. of being:

I .

. .

..
As a trivial example in a class I visited, in
answer to a question from the teacher the children°

Ig

3,
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viave/111,iileii hands and shouted it sais4 la sais
(in direct translation from EngIiih). A French
Canadian child wouN have said moi, moi as Guy

° 0: Rubes pointed out to me later. The children
.,,,Arergot corrected (C.B. 'Paurston, 1976:20) .

Nor, any emphasis on the target culture to compare with
.that find he U4ted States. *Thedefinitiob of bilingual
educatiyhin Swain (1972) contrasts clearly with the American in that
theieg, nementxon okculture:

Bilingual education can be defined as schooling
prpvided fully or partly in a second language with
the object in view of making students proficient
,in the second language while,t the same time,
maintaining and developing their proficienby in
the first language and fully guaranteeing their

' education development (From the "Introduction" by-
H.H. Stern, p.'1).

Nogh e is this perceived irrelevance-of "cultural diversity" seen
mor clearly than in the teacher variable. As we saw in'the Title V1;
studies', the ethnic membership of the teacher is occasionally included
as a variable -under instruction; I don't know of a single Canadian,
study `61" the immersion programs that'investigates teacher ethn4city as
a variable. One reason is that there is no concern about the teacher's
cultural background as long as he is a fluent speaker of French; the
majority of classrod%s I have visited have had non-native Canadiaifi--'
as teachers: Belgian, Moroccan, Frandh, etc. 'rather than French

s

Canadians. In fgct, the speech.of French Canadians is occasionally
criticized; to, illustrate, afteea 91assroom visit, Ireeall my.
colleague disdaining the use of the calque attaque de coeur instead oaf
the "proper" crise cardiaque
-al suffix in the plural. Cl arly, the program goal is linguistic

worse, the use,of masculine

competence in standard French, not communicative competence -in Canadian
French.

O ,

r

9 In the sense of "Please call on me.
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The'AngloCanadians do expe)ctthe children to shdw enhanced cultural
tolerance- understanding fot.r the Franco-Canadians through thq increasing
knowledge of French with an emphasis on the harmonious balanced whole."
The only one to ques.tion the relationship between Frencb proficiency, And
French culture-Xoletrance is the usual bate noire Macnamata (whose work
I make no attempt to typify):

9

63

;-4

And the average. English Cae'dian's understanding'of
French Canadians will have to become a lot deeper
and less bigoted than it is at present...It is

----.../

unlikely that the mutual trust, sympathy, unders dihg, .

and friendship of the two lingdistoic grbups Will' be o I

'achieved by schools alone...This p obably d ams .

the enterprise to failure. It'may h more tini-
. ster% "%lt may tend to exploit the weA-kest sector of
society-, the sector least likely to resist (1972:8)'.,6

. °

400,
This quotation from Macnamara serves as a clear contrast; bs assumptions
are inprofound opposition to those characteristic of,the /F approach.

-The formal research primarily seeks to tap the imIplications.which
follow from the major assumption under'lying the immersion programs: a

second language can be learned fluently in the school only if it is used
a's a medium of instruction, as a means to an end, rather that- studied as
a subject, as an end iPn itself. Consequently, the children, are taught
from the beginning in ttie L2 in laneage art skill programs similar to
those for native speaking chil,Oren. The extensiv testing, primarily by

A"

pa

11 Actuallye the St. Lambert children do not demonstrate this trend:

" ..this difgerence.more
favorable mongst the. e erimental group than amongst

Fl
A

F.iench Canadians were generally

English controls) did l'rA, reach reliably significant proportions"
(Bruck and Swain, 1976:491d. After seven years, they-can only talk
about trends in desired directions. Genesee (1974, 4 found no
difference between the immersion .group and the control group.'

4
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'means of standardized tests, which is basically what the immersion
oresearch consists.af, was undertaken to assure parents (the programs are
voluntary)' and administrators that the immersion programs work.

d

There is no question at all about the effiacy of.
the Canadian immersion programs, and if anything/
the amazing dextekity and charm of the children as
they negotiate in French get lost in the.prnblishe'd
data, (C.Bi paulstow 1976:20; se-eilso e.g., thl
St. Lambert study on the protoitype program, Lam-
bert and Tucker, 1972).

, .

We,see then, that although the U.S. and eanadran,research studies
are similar in that 'they See instruction, especially medium of, as the
independent variable and scholasticskills as the dependent variab-e;\--
they vary' in the order of introducing medium of instruction so that the -
Canadian 'programs reverse the order of the American Li -4 L2 o L24L1 . The
Canadian programs.eschew the ESL approach, i.e. here FSL (FIllbnch as a
Second Language) techniques, in favor of basic langauge arts training12

12 For the record, it sho'uld,be pointed out that the perception of this.

dichotomy sichotomy (Tucker, 1967; Veenfield, 1976 is 'a considerable
of-fact. It would Be more correct to say, that the immersion

programs do not incorporate the ESL techniques that we assoeiate with
the audio-lingual method, such as oral drills. 'But the early classes
abound with ESL techniques from the directmethod as well as from a 1-

cognitive code approach. To illustrate,in one third grade, a boy
came up to me and-said in perfect French: "Madime, could you tell me
if this (pointing to a word) rs a verb?" Hi's task' was a controlled
composition in which he had to rewrite all the present.tense verbs ,

in the imperfect. He had just gotten stung on souvent and wanted to
make sure this time. The point is of course that.cpntrolled composition,
where the teaching point is'a specific'grammar pattern, is-an:ESL
technique par excellence.

The language teaching-specialist in me cannot but wish'for some
systerdatic research on this aspect of the immersion programs. None
exists, and these comments are based on class visits, discussions
with teachers/ administrators and researchers and a familiarity with
the literature.

x.

The topic is urgent in the United S.Cates where I suspect many programs
flounder, between audio-lingual techniques for adults used on children
and the "concurrent translation" approach which is likely to be

directly detrimental to learning (Legarreta-Marcaida, 1975). It is
my considered opinion that the American prggrams stand to benefit
substantially from'the,Canadian experience, just at the level of

4
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and consider cultural diversity,as an irrelevant variable; consequently
neither method nor teacher appears as a

t
design variable in the aanadNn

studies.

We also find the familiar assumptions of a-relationship between
language and 1) cognition and 2) I.Q., a'ge, and sex. In m/ opinion, the
Canadian studies are much more interesting than the American in their '
work on langliage and cognition, presumably, I shd'ld imagine, because the
researchers are not unduly worried about adverse results. Cummins' work,
(1976) is especially worth citing. He speculates that the lower level.
of verbal intelligence by the bilingual subjects in the earlier studies
(Darcy, 1953) "ma-y- be a reflection of the fact that they are likely to
have had less than native-like competence in both their languages" (p.36).
Cummins hypothesized that "the level of linguistic competence may mediate
the effects of his bilingual learning experience on, cognitive growth'
(p. 37).

. .

In other words, the bilingual's level of competence in Li and L2 is
Npositd:'

as an intervervingavariable in the causal chain between
cognitiVe development and more fundamental social, atti-
tudinal, educational and cognitive factors. Specifically,
there may be a threshold level of linguietie competence
which a bilingual child must attain both in order to

'avoid cognitive deficits and allow the potentially bene-
ficial aspepts of becoting bilingual to affect his cog-
nitive functioning. Bilingualism and unilingualism can
both be thoughteof as instruments which individuals, use
to operate upon their environments. Because of its:
greater complexity, the bilingual instrument is more
di-fficult to master, but once mastered has greater po-
tentialthan the uni1ingual instrument for promoting.
cognitive growth (p. 37).

ESL techniques. Therefore, tit would be a great pity i .f .no one
investigeted the immersion programs from this angle because they
were generally considered not to incorporate any E/FSL techniques.
They certainlycdo, and we need to know a lot more about them.

it

Q
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This direction of research looks exceeaingly pr.omising and may eventually
account for a number of contradictory research findings.

To sum up. Although the L.S. and Canadian'research studies fre4uently
identify the same variables from the range of phenomena within bilingual

'education and see them in similar relationships, these studies illustrate
the point that underlying assumptions so strongly influence the research
design, the questions, and the findings that one cannot at this stage

2
of th

4
research extrapolate from the results of one set of studies to the

othe

Although I don't ddny that-we need case studies, I have my'reservations.
I (1.6 agree with Merrill Swain on the value of psychometric evaluation
research which looks at the bilingual education'programs as the independ-
tent variable (976a.:1).1 4

4

It can provide essential feedback to the programs .them-
selves often resulting in program change. Furthermore, '

such evaluations have provided individuals considering
the implementation of a.bilingual program with informa-
tion about the results of a variety of options, one of
which may bd. applicable to their community given their
Own particular needs and characteristics. And finally,
a4lbough a single evaluation carries little generalize-

.. bility in and out of itself, "such case studies are
necessary if we are to begin to develop a theory of bi-
lingual education which will enable us to generalize
the. evidence froin the individual studies. and to account

c
for their often contradictpry findings"(Paulston, 197b:.5).

,4111,4

My reservations as tar as all these studies go are very simple and
piobably fairly bharactdristic of, the conflict orientation: Y

4
...unless we try in some way to accdunt for Ehe

4 socio*historical, cultural, and economic-political
factors which lead ta certain forms ot bilingual
education,' we will never understand the'consequences
-of that education. I.nother words, we need research
which looks at bilingual education as the intervening13

.-

VI
4

Wallace Lambert pdints.out that'T use the term " ntervening variable
differently from how it is used by psychologists, and'he is right.
To psychologists, "Intervening variable is a term invented to account;

.

)
, i'
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or dependent variable, and we don't have it.

It is simply that medium of instruction in school.
. , pro4rams is an'intervening variable rather than the

causal variable as it is always treated in all these
studies on reading achievementby children from*
ethnic groups aWd qanguages in contact-. -By merely
examining intervening variables, *ith no (or little)
attempt to'identify independent variables, one cannot

,hope toachieve any similarity and consensus in the
research findkngs,as.indeed weldort have (C.B.
aulston, 1975b:370)(

However interesting I find 'the evaluation research on the biringual
education program, I find -- 'and that is my particular bias -7 that
there are other questions that I consider more important, (see.APpendix
B).

C. Systems Theory,

04?

Bushnell and Rappaport's (1971) work, Planned Change in
Education:, A Systems Approach, offers /n, illustrative
summary of assumptions and "constructive altelnatives"
underlying the claims of systems theory to hold promise
for a "more rapd adaptation of our-public schools to
the ,demands of a rtiodern'society."

From the systems p rspective, _the need for reform arises
with evidence of s stem "malfUnctioning." Using the

for internal and directly unobservable psychological processes that
in turn accounttifor64hehavior. ..!An'intervening variable is an "ill-
the-?head" variable. It cannot be seen, heard, or felt.' It A .t

inferrsd frbm behavior" (Kerlinger, 1973). Social scientils'ts tena6
not to ute.the term (Pelt°, 1970; , SjOberg and. Nett, 1968) but
Schermerhorn (1970) does inothdrsense of°"contextual variabliesthat
modify the effects of indepehden,t variables" -(p. 15) and whiCh help,

a account for the conditions far and the modes of integration of
r

thnic,

groups; interven/ing variables in this sense are perfectly obs vable
variables, like cultural congruence. I use th'term in this latter
meaning.

qi

I
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example of a stockmarket broker, Bushnell and Rappaport
present an "information flow model" to provide the struc-
ture or network of communication flow between all partici-1
pants in the 6chool system from students to taxpayers"
(R,G.,Pauls'ton, 1976:16):

a

4

A RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY FOR PLANNED
. EDUCATIOpAL CHANGE

(inputs)

Research
and

Development
Efforts

(inputs)

Traditional ) (output
System

1. :Diagnose Ptoblem
2. Formulate Objectives,
3. Identify Constraints
4. Selett Potential

Solutions
5. Evaluate Alternatives
6. Implement Selected

Alternative

Improved,
system.

Soqrce: Bushnell (1971'5, p. 10

-
The,pioblem of education4al.change, from this perspective is essentially-
one of "rationalizing existing education systems through.the intrdduction
of innovations that respond both to new social needs aAd to the need for
greater efficiency.,in ongoing functions" (R/G. Raultton, 1976:17)., an apt
definition of bilingual education from the viewpoint I have po afar discussed
it. The difficulty with the systems .approach is that it sacrifi9es .reality
tb "scientific rigor." There is rarely any attempt to identify and

,

operationalize contextual variables like power relationships,lthnic
culture Conflicts,-disagreements over values and the like, "which might
question the conservative notions of equilibrium aneconsenpus inherent
in the functionalist-cum-systems perspective" (R.Gr Paulston., 1976:20).

Systematic
° Change
Strategies

I

(outppts)

6

;
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The literature on bilingual education frOm a system perspective is
remarkably sparse. TuCker (1976a) may occasionally sound like a system,
analyst, but that is probably just a reflection of the primarily S/F
approach to'

t

immersion research in Canada. An ERIC search turned up one
.single hit, Proch9ow (1973). In the abstract we are told that the report
follows the suggested, U.S. Office of Education scope: -\

1) Introduction(nd general comments concetning the
quality and significance of the final evaluation re-
port; 2) detailed critique of the product and process
evaluation .conducted for operatio,n and management,
based on ad assessment of the instruments used, .data

.0. collection procedures, data analysis techniques, and
data analysis presentation; 3) findings and observe-
tions'as a result pf on-site visits and examinations
of evaluative data with a summary Of consistencies
and discrepancies; 4) recommendations for evaluation
design revision; **and 5) the needfor program modifi-
cation,.

,Friedman!s criticism of an equilibrium model in economics seems equally
approprite to bilingual education:

N1(

wow
.

...the model may be useful for.analysis,
ceases to be pertinent when it is °converted into a
normative rule for planning. To be meaningful,
every social norm must be'brought into concrete
relation with the historical conditions of collec-
Live life. That static equilibriuh,mode, valid
only within a .parameter of carefully stated and
artificial assumptions, is wholly inappropriate
by thls-.7standard (1963:7'2).

It.

A

. .

Systems theory has not in the been a viable approach in
research in.bilingual eddcation. This section could easily' have been
omitted'except that I wanted to point out the shortcoming's of this '

e
)

approach So that also ih the future it remain pot salient in.our concerns. ,

.. .

D "Distressed Liberal"

R.G. Paulston cloSes the section on the equilibriuF paradigm with a
discussion of. what he, terms "the,largely.atheoretical 'distresSed liberal'
egenre which, while essentially S/F in orld view,'calls for basic ed,1
ucaional reform as a strategy for mel orative social refbrm" (1976: 4).
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This type of work,avoids a discussion of the role of power and conlict,
sees ineqUities and Inefficiencies of the schools as the resultiof
bureaucratic, teacher or parent mindlessness or ignorance but not as
A consequence of social-class self-interest leading to structured in-

.
equality.

U.S. government agencie, foun ionk, and financial
institutiong,'intervening both at home and abrvd in
the iriterests of poor pebple, continue to share the
basic assumption. of this genre, lhat.educational
reform will eventually Jea& to some en4ghtened,
r'elitively conflict-free way to more equitable,
democratic social relations and Conditions (R.G.
Paulston, 1976:24).

The writings on:bilingual education are amply represented in this
category and we'hav all probably at one time gr another fallen into
this camp. I have discussed (1971) some of the concerns which can lead
.a linguist into t is sort of a position. Because of the basi6ally
atheoretiCal, .nature of this genre of writing, I think we should realize
that it tends to weaken the research base-and to trivialize sChorly
support of bilingual education.

The' Equilibrium Paradigm: Conclusion

Bilingual education in the.United States is necessarily closely tied
to concerns of ethnic groups. We have lately experienced' a resurgence
of ethnic awareness which brings into question the goal oT complete
assimilation for these ethnic groups. El.azar and Friedman (1976) "discuss
this new development of ethnic affirmation quite perceptively. They

. p6.41.nt out that ethnic identity has often been seen as a problemthat must
somehow be overcothe. Social scientists have Often considered religibus
and ethnic groups 4s "vestigds of a primitive past that are destined to
i-isappear" (1976:41, but recent "writers on the 'new pluralisthhave
argued that racial4 religious, and ethnic groupS are a basic component'
of our social structure" (p. 5) who affect our institutions and are at
times more pbwerful than economic forceS in their influence.

../

What.Elazar and Friedman.are discussing in their study of 'ethnic
. groups,, is in fact a paradigm shift from equilibrium theory to a conflict

perspective and same recent work on bilingual education reflects that
shift. .As the S/F framewO4 Larkin (1 70). would predict, there
Is considerable teonsion accompanying the implementa0onof bilingual
education. However, equilibrium theory is not designedto deal with
such conflict. A

e.

75 'N



With its limited Ability to include, let alone explain,
conflict',in the calculus of change efforts, the
equil'ibrium paradigm must now seriously compete with.
alternative views of social and edu,pational reform
that see change and instability as constant And unavoid-
able characteristics of all social organisms and
.relations (R.G. Paulston, 1976:24).

THEICONF:LICT PARADIGM'

71

Studiqs of socio-economic, cultural, and educational change
using variants of, conflict theory have increased signifi-
caritly during the past ecade or so (Coser, 1956; D hrendorf,
1J59; Zeitlip, 196p Allardt., L971; Carnoy, 197 ; Collins,
1971; Smelser, 1971,- Boudon, 1974; Dreir, 1975). Thisworkl

2 __may be divided into three types of conflict "theory" -- i.e.,
(1) Marxist and gr up Conflict explanations of soio-economic
conflict, (2) cult ral revival or revita zation explanations
of value conflict; and 1

..

3) the somewhat ixed lag of anarchist
and ariarchis,t- uto.ian explanations of institutional conflict
and constraints n human development (R.G. Paulsiton, 1976:2.6).

A. Group Conflict T

iants of conflict theory reject the evolution-

, ists' AR functionists' image of society as a system of be-
nign self reguliting mechanisms' where maintenance of social
etiuilibri andlharmony isy'functional" and disruption of

_harmony is "dysfunctional" ..Formal education is here
viewed as part of the ideN.ogical structure which a ruling
clasi co t ols to maintain its dominande over themasses,
and bec formal education is.dependent on the dothinant
economic nd political institutions, i,t cannot be a primary
agent of social transformation...it can only follow changes
in the im era s of the economic and politital social
order .957; Za 1975) (R.G. Paulston,.

'1976 26).

Studies of bil ngdal education `using aspect# or variants of con lict
.

,

theory have also in reased during the last few years. -The definitio of

he problem from a conflit perspective is no longer unequal\opportunity
per se bUt rather one °Alstructured inequity, ol "persistence of poverty; /
intractabiLit/ of inequality of incomes and inequality of aconbmic.arnd .

social opportunity" (Bowles et al., 197.6:263) . Unequal:opportunityeth
existence of which is most certainly not denied, tends.to be seen as a

$ 4.



result of a condition of inequity rather thah as a cause of school
failure.

72

Consequently, in conflict-oriented studies the solutions 'to the.
echicatioal problems ,of bilingual !programs are rarely sci4ght in terms of4.
technocratic efficiency; in fact, they are rarely sough within the
programs_tHemselves but rather_ are seen 'to lie outside theYPrograms:'

1

. I think' we must.admit'that within the entiresocial
situation, different .language teaching met ods account
for verylittle of achieved language pro cienoy
(C.B`. PaulitOn,- 1975a:26) .

.44444

: ..

.It'is in this context' that we need tointerpret the significance, of
0 Fithman's disCusiion of_'social..imensions": ."very few (empirical studies),

have fopused.4on particularsocial pdraMeters and explored their rele-
vance .to bilingual eduCation across schools and/ok across communities" ,..

-(Fishman, 1976:22b).' One reason that ',this is' so is that the majority .of'
. :-..-

--research on bilingual education.has,followed the S/F appro'ach,and if:
. one assumes 'that iMProved efficiency of, school programs will

.

lsove,
. ..

poblems-of scholastie achieveient, then one looks to instruction rather
than .to social iactors_for elucidation. On thee other_ hand,. if one:

,--

AsSlimes:that formal ed..= tion. cannot ..cope with.the consequepces of social
,iniu.A.p,ce or social ,inequi of- which bilingual education in this country

ip:ome.C'oiaseanence,:,then ?is marl statement, (minus the hedge .."it
: .

x.15-iild appear41% l!that..societa factors are not merely. 'interesting,: or
.,..

.

i-eulgq4eningr !for am tinder eliding Of bilingual educatiOn but that ..

.

they represent powerful for es governing the Success and faillire of
,Such grOgrape, '(p. .25) points the major direction for,. rtSearoh on

. ._ ..- .
. - . .- -,...biliziotal.educatton.` . ..--.- .

. ,
.

44
. 4

4

/.*1
4

T11'thks.-connectiOni'a comment, on Fishman's discliton of typologies
o'f bilid44l educatIOn is _in. order. Basically the,typologies.fall into

---;-1.two.-da.taqo'riesi- -a) those:which ate "school oriented" and clatsifi by4

".-

program:and prOgram:.outcomes CSPOsky, 1974a; Fi'shmanand Lovas, 1970; .

rishmakij4.-9.76.)--6nd'2) those which are."contextfl opented and ,classify by :

the toofkl: factors. which contribute -to the establish;ent of bilingual
_k programS -(Gaarder, a=d;.; 96tiermdrhOrn, 1970; C.B. Paulston, 1975b; -.--,

SpeaSky,m1974belongs._hefe too alUtough not discussed by Fishman); ...

'-:MackeY (19.70) combnes ,tire 'two 4...

-Frdili a.- conflict.pexspective, .it is the soCial4factors which are
- seen to.influence the "success or failure" of bilingual educltion piograMs,

. and hence it is clearly -the d*rivat'kon of "context? oriented typolOgioet
.

whichllold the Jlx.ighWVriorit-X:since :they, ate more likely to help facili-
tate the.iclOntifloatic4i of- sallent?'SOcial dimensionS". Also, when

__-,- "
rev.ised arid,improxed, ".cOtitext":Oriene& typologies can be seen then to 7

..-
. - . . : :0. ....

i: :
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.function at a higher level in the ladder of theoretical abstraction
(Pelto, 1970) than do school oriented typologiei, and this higher leVel
of abstraction accounts for thekey weakness'of ehe former: the difficulty

dek
in operdtionalizing key concepts.

The long range goals of the 'programs, seen from a conflict perspec-
v tive, follow the definition of the_problem: to°maximize equity in the

distribution of wealth, goods and services; hence the emphasis is no
lodger on efficiency but on equity. This necessarily leadsto disagree -,
ment over the evaluation of bilingual education programs. 14 the fol-
lowing discussion of such evaluations, cited in parts from an earlier

,;paper (1976 ),14 1 make no attempt at impartiality between theetwo
'paradigms; the discussion is clearly written from 'a conflict perspective
(although I never thought of it in those terms at the time) and il-
lustrative of the concerns,. in this approach, with,equity rather than
efficiency.

Like Tucker (who had complained about a'lack of consensus
over the -goals of bilinguajOeducation), the National

4 Inttitutetof Education\ report stresses the need 'for aims
,.and objectives to 3e 'elarified and made explicit's°
that progress toward the goal can be evaluated' ([N.I.E.],

1975:8). I don't share their concern. It is a (func-
tionalist) tlychnician's. mistake towant'consensual.goals

0
in order to § ess the efficacy pf bilingual education 41)

programs. The parents want access to ggods and services
for childred with the least degree of damage to their,
sense of self,, and they will vary in their interpreta-
tionof the best means to achieve that-"goal.'

It makes,a lotinore sense (than to use standardized
tests on school achievement) to assess -rthe.bilingual
education programs in the United States in terms of .

.
'employment figure§ upon leaving school, figures on drug 7

addiction and alcoholism, suicide r tes'and personality
disorders, i.e. indicators which m sure the social
pathology which accompanies social njuStice rather
than in term's: of language skills. Many, of us see the ;

1
14 Permission to quote, from the Center foroAppakied Linguistics, is

gratefully acknowlediged.



bilingual education programs as an attempt to cope
with such social injustice rather than as an attempt
at efficient language teaching -- although the programs
are that too. One of the best indicators with which
to evaluatejoilingual.eduction programs are the drop-
out rates. The, drop-out r.ite,for American Indians in
Chicago public schools is 95%; in-..,.the bilingual-

.bicultural Little Big Horn High School in Chicago the °

drop-out rate in 1976 was 11% (New York Times, 1976:49),
and find that figure a much more meaningful indicator
for evaluation of the bilingual program than any
psychometric assessment of students' language skills
(Paulston, 1976:pp. 12-18).
. a
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The major assumption which underlies most work written within the
conflict paradigm is that bilingual education programs-can only be
understood in terms of the relationship between the various interest
groups and that relationship is seen as basically one of a power conflict:

The probability is, overwhelming that when two groups
*with different cultural histories establish contacts
that are regular rathex than occasional or intermit-
tent, cke of the two groups will typically assume
-dominance over the other!:. (Schermerhoin, 1970:68).

0

Lenski's metapho'r is.suggestive, of the 'difference in world viewbetween
thet4o paradigiits: "where functionalists see human societies as social
systems, conflict theorists see them as stages on which struggles for
power and privilege take'place" (1966:17). This viewpoint is most
clearly seen in the militant /utopian writings on bilingualism and bi-
lingual education, as in,this editorial from Defensa: A

En otras pai'abras, los quebecois se han, Adado cuent
por fin de que si ponen un ;hastA aca! acabaranc
siendo ciudadanos de tercera clase en su propio pais.

Dicho de otra modo, el bilingilismo collectivo,
impuesto por ld dura nec aid de comer, es como,.
una.herida,que no se cie y sangra y no deja
'de sangra.

1
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OYa lo hemos dicho en otra ocasiOn: el dEnero
habla mg.s fuerte que la sintaxis. (Defensa,
1976:3).15

75

Clearly, the research designs on bilipgual education, from this perspective
are not likely to consider instruction as the independent variable nor to
consider issues of langluage 'as the most salient aspects of bilingual ed-
dcation. There is as yet no generally accepted framework.of research16
on bilingual education from a group conflict perspective, but SchermerholOi

,(1970) and my own paper F1975b),, drawigg on Schermerhorn, are increasingly
being cited in the literature on bilingualism and bilingual education
(Churchill, 1976;. CuMmins, 1976; ireenfield, 1976, Skutnabb-Kangas,
1976k. Skutnabb-Kangas and Toukomaa, 1976). Since Scheimerhorn is the
most carefully considered design for research on ethnic relations,17 I
would like to briefly reyiew ithere, focusing on the designation of
variables and#their

15 ''"In other words, the quebecois have finally realized that if 'they"_
don't say 'That's enough' they will' end up a,s third class citizens
in their owh country. Put in another way, group bilingualism,

.( imposed by the tharsh,necessity to eat, is like a wound which will
not close and bleep and will not stop bleeding. we have said
before: money spelaks louder than syntax." (My translation.).

.16 Fishmanl.s comment that the typologies are only\ "conceptually
provocative" is as good a way as any to express that point.

17 Fishman makes the poidt that "unlike Spolsky and Paulston, Gaarder
recognizes that bilingual education does mot inevitably need to be
in an inter-ethnic context" (-1976:21). Gaarder carefully distinguishes
between elite and group bilingualism, and the intra-group-bilingualism
he cites is typically elite. It is understandable that thoAe writing
from a group conflict perspective are not particularly interested
yin intra-group elite bilingualism, and I myself make the point
cd-refully.to exclude upper class bilingual education from my

1discussions, but `'this does not mean, that I. don't recognize its
existence, as Spolsky of course does too. We are both, after all/
'representative of elite bilingualism which does not result shout
an inter-ethnic context.

op,
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To SChermerhorn, the central question in comparative research in
ethnic relations is "what are the conditions, that foster or prevent the
integration of ethnic groups into their environing societies?" By inte-
gration, he does not,necessarily mean assimilation but rather an "active
and coordinated comp])iance with the ongoing activities and objective'of
the dominant group in that society" (1970:14); integration can include
,either assimilation/incorporation on the one hans or culisural pluralism
on the other as long ag4the dominant and subordinate groups agree on
tite collective goals for the latter. . 0

Schermerhorn sees three ma/of causal factors in determining the
,nature of the relationship between ethnic groups and the process of
integration., He posits as independent variables 1) the origin of the
contact situation bekween "the subordinate ethnics and dominant groups,
such as annexation, migration, and colonization," 2) "the degree of
enclosure (institutional separation or segmentation) of the subordinate
group.or grou'Pv fromlipthe'society--wide network of institutions and as-
sociation," and 3) "the degree of control exercised by dominant groups
over access to scarce resources by subordinate groups in a giyen 14t

society" (1970:15). .

0 t

Intervening or contextual variables which will modify the effects
of the independent variables are: 1) whether the dominant and subordinate
groups agree on the goals-for the latter, 2) whetherthe groups iiare
common cultural and structural features, and forms of institueTonal
Aominance, i.e. polity dominating economy or vice versa. "The dependent
variables to be explained are the interweaving pattera.p of integration
and conflict;" the first two deal with the relationship between group
and are correlative, the third operationalizes this relation: 1) "di 7
.ferential participatiOn rates of subordinates in institutional' and ...

/
associational life (including rates of vertical mobility) as compared
with rates for the dominant groups;" this is clearly the variable ,

ICunder which the institution of formal schooling and bi ngual education .'

programs are_subsumed; 2) "the extent of satisfaction o dissatisfactiOn *,

'bf both subordinate and dominant group members with the dIfferential1:
patterns of participation as they see them, together with .accompanSiing

ideologies and cultural values;".this is fhe variablewhich subsumes '

the attitudee.and reactions of all,those involved in bilinguia ed-
ucation: students, parents, dOfrounity *leaders, administrators overnment
.officials', linguists and other.researchers, etc. 'The AigcussiOn d

: controversy abo)it transitional" or maintenance h.i.ling programs 4 uldual
,.,1a.4 under Aid variable where the type of program is seen as a
cOnseqiience of the other factors just,outlined, not as a factor determining, .,

program.,ou54omes; and 3) "overt or covert behavior patterns of sub-
qrAinaand,dolainantt indicative of conflict and/or harmonious
relati;dner :assessment in terms of continued integration (1970:15-16) .

. 0 1., -4
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How th4e concepts art to be operationalized is far from clear,
and the'major'contribution of Schermerhornig framework o research in
bilingual education is .to indicate the direction of research,' te. make
clear the futility of continued reseeich which ignores the social, and
historical factors which lead to *the.establishmeni--of
ucation. At this time, the majority of work within the conflice.parAdigm
-considers bilingual education programs as the deltndent variable;
presumably we need to work.out a framework which will allow us,to consider
bilingual'education as an intervening variable so the dependent variables
to be explained can become .both scholastic achie'vement and social inte-
gration. It remains to be demonstrated that there is no relationship
between thd latter. variables in bilingual education; tilere may
well be.

Integration,.i.e. assimilation or cultueal.pluralism, as dependent
...

variable c n be operationalized in terms of language maint* ailld
6

language hift. Kjolseth's early'work18 on Title bilingua endation
programs, written from a group conflict perspect. considered "the.

t.

'social consequences of particular _bilingual education strategies upon
the changing patterns of community language and use" (1972:116). Kjolseth
echoes Gaaraer's concern that the bilingual programs (because they arse
more efficient for a umber f reasons in teaching the children English)
may be a one way brid e to D glish and complete language shift, although'
he Looks favorably on bilingualism and cultural pluralism -in contrast
to Gaarder:
i A ..

'1,

*Jactarse de ser un pdis bilingUe en estas condiciRmes
es como vanagloriarse de seT tuberculoso. Y siio
digo.canceroso es porque, dicen, el cancer no

N- t tiene curacin y la tuberculosis si la tiene
(Gaarder, 1975:7). 19

b

.'
. .
18 written in 1970.

. ... / ile-;
1..9 :TTo.boait about being a bilingual country under these conditions is

.'like taking pride ih having- tuberculosis. And if I don't say cancer
. I A is beCause as they say, cancer doesn't have a cure but tuberculosis

a _ .

does." (My translation.) ..'

.
...

4Ir
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The tuberculosis-cure for group bilingualism, from Gaairder's view, is
not tso learn the dominant language, not to learn English. It is an
extreme and utopian position, but nevertheless it is against this back-
ground of"bilingUal education and language shift that the controversyl
regarding transitional vs. maintenance programs is best interpreted.

At a conference, 's reported inWassaja: A National Newspaper Of
Indian America, one participant (Morris)' raised the issues of whether
Title VII programs should

provide a transitional' bilingual progr /m model or a
maintenance bilingual program.

,

The maintenance program prOvideS assistance to students,
with an underlying premise that a child's native language
and culture is a'resource that needs to be capitalized
'dpon so as to provide the maximun opportunity for stu-
dents to develop their cull potential, said Morris.

Finally, Morris criticized the Title VII-program, saying
its regulation's call for itransitionarbilingual program
models which function on the premise of remedial :vograms
for bilingual, non and- lijnited English speaking students.
alone' (1977:15).

The proponents of maintenance programs favor cultural pluralism and
ethnic diversity and tend to see the world in terms-of conflict and
competition between interest groups. Recent development has seen

,mobilization along ethnic boundaries as one straebgy, in competition for
rewards (ELizar and Friedman, 1976), and dantenance of the ethnic
languagellicomes a.very visible aspeot of such mobilization. Language
sift re ns a phenomenon which is'poorly understood (Fishman, 1966;
,Ldeberso et al,. 1975), and the relationship between bilingual edu0715.-
tion an language maAtenance and. Shift is no better understood today
than when Kjolseth_pointed out in 1970 "(that there is nollsa single
study plannedto determine program effectl/upon /community diglossia"
(41972:117). Fishman (1976:21)lis right in pointing out the seriousness
of Gaa?der's argument about the consequencet of bilingual education for ,

marked populations; we especially need to investigate the social'factors
which influence bilingual programs in contributing to language mainte-
nance and shift. As a matter of fact, we don't even know whether bi-
lingUal edudation influences languagemaintenance or shift in any
significant way. 20 *'

0P. I e'

A'20
.

. My guess is that at most, bilingual.programs are Intervening va iables
.

.. in a situation of language maintenance or shift. It is not cleir to , - '

. me 'whet/her Kjolseth sees them as independent or intervening v rialbles.
.
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An important question in studies written from a conflict perspective
is cui.boifa?, 'who stands to gain?' (Gramsci, 1957), where "gairi" can be
operationalized as n indicator of which group benefits inthe power
struggle. The lit !.; ature on bilingual etucation.is noticeable for tile,
almost complete absence of such questions. The pious assumption is o
course that the.children are the ones"whet stand to gain, with indica
like standardized test scores on school achievement and self-concept. I

have discusse4, other indicators like suicide rates and school attendahce
figdrest

Q Other obvious indicators are bu
Ta only studies I know which consi
education are Spolsky's: "(the ec
munity cannot be ufidrettimated"

p
get allocations and salary schedules.
er the issue of salaries in bilingual

nomic) impact on a local poor com-
1974:57)'. 0 I

.In the°Navajo siituation, the most important outcome of
bilingual educat on is'probably related tochanges.in

' the economic and political situation. At the moment, 40
the.53,000 Navajo students in school, 90% 9f whom speak '

Navajo, are taught by 2,600 teachers, only 10W-of whom /.,
speak Navajo, A decision tov.establistbil.ingual educ7..
tion, even a transitional variety foe the first three
grades,'sets up a need for a thousand Navajo speaking
teachers. Whatever effects this may have on the edu-
cational or linguistic' situation, -it-is clear. that it
.immediately provides jobs within the communit4, for a
sizeable group of pepple. A thousand well-paying jobs
on the reservation f/or Navajos would lead to a greater4,.'
income not just for the teachers themselves but for the
community as a whole and would immediately establish
within the community a well-paid middle class whose
potential influence on political development.of the
Navajo Nation is obvious. Whatevermay then be'the

' expressed goals of a bilingualeducation program, it
is probable that its major effect wild be in .this area
(1974a:23 -24).

It is against this backgrotin'd
about ESD programs vs. BE programs
to carry out those discuYsions at
:teaching methodology (see the 1976

that the controversy and discusdions
is best understood, and the attempts
a programmatic level o,f. language 6

issues of The TESOL Quarterly and

84
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lThe Linguistic Reporter) only confuse the basic issue, which is one of.
competition Lot scarce jobs: (,

4

,The thveat edpcAtion i thus a direct.
economic.one to the present teachers and administra-

.tors, HOwever much they may' Irmpathize wit a bilin-
gual education program, and howeer they may egre4
on antrintellectual level with its logic and - i s goals,/ .4
they cannot for long remain unaware that their own jobE
are atiseake. Ton.sthese.circumstances, it is not' -

surprising that bilingtal programs often,face.opposi-
tion from teachers and adTinistratots (Spolskli, 1974b:.
54).

Alp
Hill-BuineWs comment that'the key to access to a position lies

, with "the answer to the question of who has the authorityto judge *
whether the performance ,meees the ,standards" ten becomes of crucial
interest ,since'it is a given'that all groups afe self-seeking and
define "performance" in terms of furthering their on interesA: There
"Is no ,research} on "who'hagt-h:gauthorqr in bilingual education, on
the ideology and ethnic identification of administrators who control
access to .positions. It would seem that, who holds contro. over such---
"Ni.thority" will have important ,implications in the definitions of
goers, implementations of programs, and evaluation of outcomes, yet
it is a question we have not asked. It is true that ethnic groups tend
to see tire necessity of community-control over programs as axio,
matid:)

4V
21 ci arry, it ii pos§4ble to* discuss ESL and BE programs in terms of".

slanguage teaching methods and techniques, and I often do sb myself.'
Rathbr,.my point ist that _thelpource of the'strife and acrimony which
accompany these discussions has its origin, not in disagreement over
methodolsgy,, .out rather in the vested interests og,thetwo groups,
mast clearly seen in the struggle far access to` Md. rewards

4

4

A

22 1
i -

It needs tobe pointed out that ethnic identification Is not isomorphic
,,with genttic background\. Some claim or are gran't60 honorary member-
ship in thnic groups, like Gaarder who is editarm!of Defensaj. whilvi'
others ace pexfiall.yAssiWilate'd r to AnglO valuei in spite of their- "4 ie-

ethpic backgrou of wfiifehionly their surname bears evidence. It

has been my experience that conservative,schoblhoards and the 14e, ,.... -

. tend to favor the latter as administrators' in- .bilingual education. -..L

4 R.
it
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. 1 We call upon city, state, and Federal institutions..
A;

to insure that these programs are controlled by and re:-
spondiVe to the needs of Latino residents (Sevilla-Cased
et al., 1973).

4 These (Cultural Educatiod) Centres must be Indian con-
trolled'and operated, in view of the factthat they are
established for Indian puz:poses and use (National Indian
Brotherhood,..1972:1,7),

1

Nevertheless, it is an sue which remains uninvestilgated in forTal

research and ode whith' probably of extreme importance in explaining
an

)11'

predicting phenomenain .bilingual education.

1.4.6.-

'-

-/ Whoever else gain's from .bilingua education, the children certainly
.4 do 'too, and.the clearest evidence we have in the form of empirical

research on language skills comes from the data on children from the
Finnish working class migrant populatio in Sweden. There id no research

jel
. here which parellelsIches'e studies, an to my mind such re4sarch is urgent,
as findings of this nature constitute ompelling arguments for bilingual

--(

edUca"t.ion to ;S/F. and conflict theorists alike. The Scandin4vian data are
particularly significant in'that''both countries are highly developed 4000'
industrialized modern enieties with sciipl achievement norms both for

ohildren in, Sweden and Finland. In addition, they are societies where
problems of health-care, diet, and unemployment are not,intervening
variables. Such conditions', are often cited as contributory 'factors in

the rack of s'chool achievement by minority children.

. 23
ik..,.
:-.1
'),In he UNESCO report, Skutnabb-.kangas and Toukomeaseport on a

st y in which 687 Finnish students in Swedish schAts, deided among
171 classes,. were tested (1978:448).-

of -the

,

The purpose, study was to detertine the Linguistic
level and development in both their Mother tongue and
Swedish of Finnish migrant children attending Swedish

, . , e . , , .
, \N.

),X , A f. '>

The discussion 'of this report is to
..

part from C.B. Paulston
(1976), and am gratefpl,tothq,,Cent r Applied Linguistics fOr
permission to quote., * -

t

.

off'k.
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comprehensive School. ;Above all,'attention was paid to
the imterdipendeince between skills in the mother tongue
and Swedish; i.e. the hypothesis was tented that-those\
who have best preserved their mother tongue are also J

best in'Swedish. Partly related to this question the
. significance of the age of which the chLd moved to
. Sweden was also determined. ,Do those who eedeived a

firm(grounding in't eir pother tongue. by 'attending . -
schoosl in Finland h ve a better chance of, learning x

Swedish° 't'han those ho moved V Sweden. as .pre - schoolers?

A second important problem is.the achievement, of Finnish
'Ptpils in'Swedish language schools. .How-do Finnish mi-
grantgrant pupils,do in theoretical and what maybe called
practical subjects? Does one's skill in the mother tongue_
have any effect on the grade given in a Swedish-language'
schodl or on' other school achievement? '

On all .non-verbal'ability_pactors the migrant children te7a"ted.out-
at normalor slightly above nor al level, i.. they consistently test
out ata normal level,of inteliggende: tbetween verbal and non- verbal
,factors, ho$emr, theFe iiian'"etormou,s gap." "During the first 4-5 years
of school the Finnish migrant Pupils:..remained at a level which in
Finlapd had, fewer than 10% of the poorePt pupils judged sin verbal tests."
In other woids,'their Finnish is poor.,(p.53) and sc -is their Swish .

,op a level'at which about 10% of the poorest Swedish pupils were placed".
(p. 54) .

The language' development data are supported by findinga-from astud/
by Srkel.Z and Kuusine (1976) who' tested l'82 subjectytin Sweden,wqh a,
rural control grOu.in Finland. The migrant- children were slight.lyore
above averagi as measure& by the non-verbal 'Raven intelligence test. 0-

. -

On'the.other'handthe'psycholinguistic -ages determined'
by the ITPA Test of-.PsycholinAiiistic* Abilities)
*Dow that in their command.of the FinnieF language tN0114:

, pupilsdh_Finnfsh-languageclasses in Sweden we\e-on
average 2.51-3 4xears behind the normaf Finnish level and .

the Finwith pupils is Swedish- language classes were 3-4
'years behind the normal Finwi.qhlevel :(pkuthabb-Ka
and Takkomaa, 106:55). .

In general Skutnap-Kangas and Toukomaa found that tht.childien's
rate of improvement in Swedish was notas as as the iegressiOn in the

eir
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mother tongue. Although ability f(ctors influtqAce the learning of
Swedish, it is, ve'ry clear "thlt the better a pupil has preserved his
mother tongue, the better are his prereguisi.pes for learning he second
language" (p. 78).. Overwhelmingly, the better a student k4ew Finnish
the better he learned Swedish. An examination of'language skills of
siblings found that those who moved from Finland at an average age of 10
have preserved an almost normal Finnish language level and they also
apprdach the normal level in Swedish of Swedish pupils; .Those who'moved
at the age of twelve -also achieve languagelskills comparable to those f
the Swedes although learning the language takes place more lowly. The
children who moved under the age of six or who were barn %in Sweden do
not do as well. Their Swedish language development "often stops at the
age of aboutiFtwelve, evidently 'because of their poor.graunding In the
mothe'r tongue" (p. 75). Worst off are the pupils who were 7-t8 when they
moved to Sweden. "The verbal development oT these'Chijdren, who moved
just after school was heginning, (children begin school at seven in

(Sweden) underwIn.y.--,ksrious disturhance after the move.: ghis.also has a
detrimental effect-on learning ,Swedish" (p.,.:75). The evidence

: perfectly clear that mother tongue development facilitates the leaAning
of the second language, .ad thereare Serious implication's that without '

such development neither langUage may be learned well, resultigig -in
lingualism. ar

4

In an examination of the school achievement of the'Fi,nnish students,
it Was found.thlie they did relatively well in mathematics; in the, upper

level almost as%lell as their Swedish classmates. But were interestingly:
I

2

,

-

.

, n. ," .
.

Zhe.Finnish-laniOUage skills shown by ,the test results
. are farly closely corineced with the grade in mathe- '

matic4,.' In' the` upFier, level, Finnish''seems to be even '''

more important'for aOhLeyemehtin mathematics than
Swedirsh.-- in sp,ite06.f the, eact th'at mathemaptfcs, too;'

_istaught in SVed.,isIL 'This .result siipportwthe eonceps
that the abstractioff:lev i of the mOther tongue is i -

411%.Lpoxtant:far mastering' Vh cosilq:6ptUal..oper..A.Das Con-

.-'nec't191 with Ta. hema Subjects *uch-as biology, '

- , Chemislit-ty a phYsAfos also' reguire,Condeptual thinking,
.

...:Apd. 'theS sub4etts.migrant children v.1±-th.a good mas-

'.ery bf theirmother tongue succeeded significani-ly
..be64% ham, thW who' know teheirimotIlerngue poorly
. (Slutnabh-feanges and Toukoilia,-1976:69). -. .\ :'
t- .

.,. ..s.,

, ..
, , .

.7.

( The Cangdian dfta.f.rom ManAob ofi ?4,pch.Opeaking child en also
su pottlie FinAsh'ilata./(Bgb t, et,al.,-,197t)._, Hebert *t 11...aliO
fa nd.that.the pupii whp,d Itter'dn Frpcih,`their mcxther tongue,
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.alto did better in English, and in other academic courses. Intelligence,
socio-economic level and motivation were. controlled for in this study,
so they could notbe factors which influenced, the findings. The evidence
for the importance of mother tongue development seems clear, and one '

would wish for similar research in the United. States. Basically struc-
tural/functionAlist in research detign, the Finnish studies nevertheless
are motivated by the sage concerns which are ty al of a group conflict
orientation. SkUtnabb-Kapgas' argument, based n her data, 'that it is
highly functional within a capitalist' system to withhold biLingual ed-a,
ucation from children who need it,, is clearly written from a conflict

. perspective: ,

In this wiy.the educational System contributes.to
ensure the perpetuation of a\cla'ss society. Edu-
catidnal systems in Western industrial countries
function as factort which preserve the sccial,struC-#
ture of society. As the educational system func-
t ons in the interests of the'maiority, and as the

oxity, even in the future 4411 need Wor,kers at

.

the assembly lines, the educational system repro-
duces the immigrailts' work and ,social structure,
even when the system's official objective is to
giVe the migrant chi dreg the,same pOsSibilitiet
which the children ii the reCeDiver (host) country
have. . Fro this po,ipt of view eti Can' understand
ihe function of the.thigrant,chj.ldren.'s *.emilin-
gualism as a fagtor which transfer'and increases

%social inegality (1976,435, my ranslation).

'The Finnish UNESCO, report is interesting, then,, in ,that its autthors
are eble to combine the ideology and ,conterns of group confArCt theorists'
with a research design typical of S/F research`. It is in fact one of .1146,

few attempts we have of..* dialectical orientation in retealich of bi-

lingual education. r,'
4 . . .

4

'\

B. ,C1.1tural ReviVel and ,Social Movement Theory.

4

The literature. n culture change and culture con-
flict iflict applied to educational change s.exceedingly
sprs,e. It, may be redalled that functional theory
assumes a high degree of normativ consensus across ...0,

. 4,4,
i

s

4, 1 ir
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;
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social systems, while conflict theory positsAnorina-
ive consensus or an'ethas shared across major social
groups, i.e., the working class, the middle cl.ass,
and conflict between classes. Cultural revitaliza-
tion-theory, in Contrast, focusesnot on ,social
classes but,.according to Wallace (1956), on ,"deli-
berate organized conscious' efforts.by.membevA of'a
society'to construct a more satisfying culture."
Such efforts are viewed as constantly recurring ,

phenomena,, a type of culture-creating activqty in
collective efforts of varying size which seeks social

'67
and cultural change that' may take place sat local ,or
national levels Paulston, 197.6:30). ,

4 4
o

Culture change.

The literature on culture change app1.4-64, to-bilingual education is even

_ #8

sparser, and we do not knol:t'what effect bilingual education may have on
.

the cuiture of ethnic groups" One obvious resource4 .of ethnic group, c ii

which.Zgn be u4ed in stressing ethnic awareness and identity of the-
_members, is the mother tongue. With the recent trend toward ethnic,,,
mobiliiati,on, we see,both language ma4itena9ce programs and language 1,

revival p4ograms in which the mother 'Vongue 'serves to reinforcvthe .t

a ..

ethnic boundaries of,the group (Barth,: 1969; Spolsky, 1974b).
. ,

/ .

v . The most extremelftrm of ethnic tiobilizatiOn occurs in whet'Wariace
I i
hasotermedrevitalizaion movements,;"deliberate, organized,' conscious

'

efforts by members Of a,saciety to, construct a more satisfying culture -

(1966:265). For Wallace, this processilinvolves a cultural *transformation

of the group: For,the purpRses of thit paper, I will'eXteud the` term to
i

include ethnic revival movements:as well (which may not be involved in
a culturaAtransformation) since Wallace' of "revolutionary
phase" (1975f2Q-23).applies to .both" movements. . '9 . f,, ...,

4,
. 0

Wallace (197S) discusses ,the learning Priorities of the'two types'

of society: .0'

4-

. .
.1 t '.

.,,

4 `isWhat a man ,expected to, do' in his .Life will, in ,.

part, depend on whether he lives in a ievolutionary,
conservative, or reactionary society. -And what fie'

' is expected to'do determines what he is e ected u

to learn (1975:
4/N

2i)..

ti

:r

,
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:He lutlines the,follcwing mdtel of 'learning priorities:

Morality

8 6
- .

Learding Pz-.1Oriii,es in Re olutionaryr Cons,ervatii.re,
and Reactionar Societies..

..

.-
T'echnic

-c!..

: ;

M601iP1,;

TeOhniIn te llec

technic

bior'ality,

Intellect ',Int-6116d,
RevolutiOna P hase

figal2ace..1975.:2d)r

P
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-
s

.

-; '.t., -
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. .

Groups undergOinge.revolutionary.phase will always stress- moral
Learning, and conflicts axe certain to, arise when a revitalization move- \
ment takes place within a-...cOnservative. society'where---echnic has the

highest learning prlority,' "in conservativesocieties, schools ."

prepare people not' 'for sacrifice but for jobs" ,(R.G.
47$). Language' skills i the official language must be seenas an
aspect of. technic - an aspect of preparation for - jobs. The mothe
.tang , orvothe other hand, is an aspect of moral learning, reaffirming
th sOlidalLity and cultural values of good and evil, rivht and wrong,
t e values of the old gods, in the languagewhich those values:,were

riginally"transmitted. Reaffirmiation tf. Cultural values is frequently
part of the moral teaching, especdallyamong ethnic "groups who prior

to the revitalization movement have been taught the, dominant' group

have nothing but contempt .for their,Own cult4Fe.

The conflict over learning priorities explains the extreme importance

of - control over local e&lcaltional institutions; without: which the ethnic
groups will not be able to implement its priorLties: I,have frequently
heard commented among my..aalle=egues that 'the best'bilingual schools are,

, .
those that .are under-,.community control, -- be it ilavad or Chicano.' I am

4ot certain what "best". mean.s in this connection. In my discIrsion of
,

v. the Erickson. report (1969).in an earlier paper, .1 pointed put that "rbet-
Oricabout tulturalpluralism'actounts for little if the objectivet are

inot implemented" (1975a:25); the . community -run Navajo school, as measured
4.clhe achievement nest batteries from the California Test Bureaulgad
markedly inferior to the gcylernment-run, school academically. I' was at

the time only interested ih investigating the'learning of 'English languages .

skills, but even so that,satement -- and the evaluation itself r- shows
our typical tendency '.to assess 4id evaluate the schooling of .groups
undergoing a.revitalizat'ion. movement with moral .learnfnqs as the priority

.$11. in terms of the standards Of the'conservativeusociety -- the standards
of technique.

0
.

. .

.

:
, ,

.:::
.

:

"The function of bilingual education In ethnit revival mo eme4is is::'
obviously. an important one, but one we know very little about 'Tr group,

.

conflict pei.spective is not hekpful in trying to account for culture-,_ -:

;ohanger as this theory focuses on conflict between the various groups.
;,Wallace's fralework alloWS,us to focus on c ange within the group as it
bedomes "revitalized," but we need to expld e the role of language with-

.

in such. revitalization, movements, especially the function of language
in themechanism of ethnic boundary maintenance.

r

-,.'ii. Cuitur'e conflict;
#

The iterature on culture conflict applied to-bilingual education
.at -the national level is also ,exceedingly sparse, but a number\f studies

4.
. . . . .

,
.

,,,
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exist at' the i;rogrammatic level. These stud,tes of culture conflict dif-J
4fer frOm group conflict Studies in that the latter tend to_focus on
cogifctwhich is caused by structured inequality, i.e., they foous on
aspects of social structure, of major institutional activitiet of society,

. like economic a political life. The studies on dblture conflidt, on
the other hand, V end to be ethnographic- in- nature and focus con conflict
which is caused by an incomplete knowledge and und0r anding oaf the other*
group's culture as its norms and valUe-s are expreste

t

in'overe behavior.
. r

.

1
.

.

-
.,,,.. - , -

_ krimes (1970) sketches a general theoretical framewor k for such
research: Culture conflict in communication is interpret=ed at:

1"

. ,

. .

. 'interferenc,4 not only between phonologies and grammars,
but also tetween norm's oflinteraCtion and interpretation
of speech...The notion 'wals of-speaking' call's
particular attention to the-fact that members of a speech .'

community have a knowledge such that speech isinter-
pretable_as_pertaining tcorone or allother.genre; and as

,

,

instancing one Or another speVch act and event (p. 74).

J . , .
.

Susan Philips used phis framework ir(her work,ion t'he.Warm Springs Indian
Reservation in accounting fol,the childreiPs'slighool failure. The children's,
native ways of speaking and strategies for ,learning are very different
from those of the Angschool's, and Consequen4ly

\. *

Indian children f=ail to participate verbally. in dhe,
classroom interaction because:-thesocial conditions
for participation to which thqyhaire become accus-
tomed in the Indian community &te lac ng, . - - .......--*

Educators cannot assume that b0411e i ndian. ctiYiten,
(or children from other,culturAl

, I
,that which is implicit in. Aner4011
English, orafe taught in scho4
also assimilated all'Of the' sociol"k
underlying interaction in allissroots
Indian social situations where Engl
(Philips, 1970:95).

ounds than
ssrooms) speak
hat they- have

and other. nori=
is sP4icen .

. s

- ., .
-Cillture conflict or interference in the classr'Ocii is'a.topic of-immense
impor ce in teacher training,,and much of thiPaiterature is directed 4,

at"tht.tpacher (Aarons et al., 1969; Abrahams 'and Troike,,1972; Burger,
11971, Cazdpn et ,a1:, 1972; tpolsky,, 1972; Turnes, 1973);. assumpt
which undetrdies these studies. is ghat Once thir.teacher urfaerstands that

1.

1

%

a

'
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th!e child:red function with other socio nOisk:ic 91-es ,,14i.th ,other rules ..

of communicative competen e, he will ust hi . ways anAcatUielinter-
ference in the classroom yill. be minimized. hilipt" CNeemp is unusual .

- .

in this regard: , ,

The teaohers!who make thedadjustments,'end', ,64,a1,1
do, are sensitive to the inC1141)4tifpu i stu- '
dents and want to teach thei:thkeugn mans toi,!hich
they most readily adapt., ftoW vier; hy-,doirvtOi.they
are avoiding teaching the In ,ari children.hoWto com-
municat in precisely t c ntexts'411w40:23.11 they
are least able, and most need--to,learn how to communi-
catecate if they are to do well in school (Phillips; 1970:

, 88).

She ends her paper by saying that the,children must beaight "the rul
for appropriate speech usage," i.e. that they must, he taught the ways o
speaking, acceptable to the dominant culture. Thi.s.is-i troublesome
matter and an issue about which we1know virt4ally'nothihg. llm.siiite of'

all the rheto'ric.about kailingual/biculturgi.edubajion.:Idon't knaw of
any research on the Title VII progrswhidh deal withttn,,isste of
bicultural teaching. To the degree that th.e.:*bi6U1,tiial, Component of
Title VII programstis diScussed, this discussion .with
aspects of the home culture of the children, the dUjture whose socic- -

linguistic rules the children already work od,att mpW1T)
to teach the children-Anglo culture; yet Philips holds teasing
crucial for the scholastic success of the children, and: sale ±,144

`.. ,;;:The French certainly think so: c,

If the-se children are going to live th.Frvice, it
would be a bad thing add not conduCive to good in-
tegration to leave them in contact with staff ftom

' their countries of origine since these children al-
ready have a strong tendency to follow their na
customs so that there Ls a danger of counter-adap-
tation (Council of Europe, 1976:31).

4%!.

C. jUtipian Perspectives.

Anarchistic and ut6pian theories of social change
share the Marx,kan goal of radical social transformation,

4
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c`:
and', the Condetn:Of-e-ultural revitraland re- -

., . , 4
vitalization.(m,(51Aments"for individtal renewal. L4,

..

marked'-s' con raet, to all other previously noleed
theorlei seeking to explain and predict edl3cattuftal
reformAirobeb.ses'Y'they r4rely bother to validate
thelrcalr.to.reform with the findings'and mdthods ,

.

. ,,:
of saytdescience,ot jitio put'their theory to pxac-
tice (Idenberg.1974). The utopians' often insight-
fuI:oritiques of, existing inequalitiei and "evils"
ilidgCation:4Mak'serve to,provoks impassion is-.

--cilss:ApiljRus:k,, 1971; Graubard, 1972; Marin, t al.,
:1:9'71-, butUtopian analysis rarely takes in o accoupt..

- ,;, 41,ow:existing op'pres(sive power relationsHiRs and` lack
O'Vtaleranoe.for "deviance" or change k_any.givdn- ..'...

'sb4ia-47-,se.t..ting- will influence reform efforts of
. whitevescope or magnitude (.:..Freire, 1971).

.- . -.q -., , . .

T--.f 32ypically.the utopians-begin with a crAltical analysis
;,-.

of socio-educational realityanderather quickly 'wind ,..Z.1,

up iry a, dream woild(R.G. Paulston, 1976:33734)f.

\)

90

,J1.cAuse -0-f the ovocati7 e nature of their work, we'ere all familiar
AtiOlames like odman (;.960) and 1lich (1971), but none of these
utopian theories have been used in any serious attempts to understand

--:,-1111ae-Ipienomena of bilingual education.

-f,tiowever, the literature on bilingual education aboUnds with its oWn
tutoRian statements which tend to fall into three categories: romantic/

4.utopian, militant/utopian or visionary/utopian.

, .

CA very la ge share of the literature tends to rontinticize what
m

,
bilingual education can do:

. c---,

t

1

A new humanism in education has very'quickly.brodtht
revolutionary _changes to the public school systems of

. the United StateS ... The remarkable dispatch with
which bilingual educational projects have been imple-
mented in-thiscountry during the 'past year bespeaks

sm of teachers and Odministra-
them. For in order to instif4

the altruism and id
tors who have active
tute these programs,' i has been necessary for the
teachers themselves to write and.developiheirown
teaching materials, translate textbooks/ ...A (Byrd,
1974:39).

95
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g"La verdad es que la matoria de los proramaa bi i.ngiies andan cojeando"
...

The truth- -that the majority of the-otlingua programs only limp
..:-.1 alb* .(Pr dbual, 106:5). i'ascuil's cc:hip:merit is sed on hundreds Of

qlassroamvi ts;, 'and the discrepancy V4tleen the reality of the uskones
de clase_wher the children 1parn to read from experience charts --
"egdkedt- charts prepared by aides or teachers who guess at the orthigraphy

, _
b,,t' rather at times invent it' (p. 6; mx translation) and the view of
altruistic teachers in pursuit of a new humanism is not

and
helpful.,

oX.Bilingual - education id n, a search for the' Hotly acrai51, nd unrealistic
expectations only! therm its future de'velopmer. '

,

4

.

t..
.

How belpfUl the militant /utopian statements on bilingual. education .
are ii.a.question which deserves, to be st:Wdied,ip.the context of ethhic

. mobilization. ,Itgly im simplistic to write off sUch statements as
"belles .palabras" and we ought to know something of the ProceA by which
voters organize along ethnic boup_daries and gain control of 1,,oca). school-
boards. ',The following citatk "cion"directed t.Mayor Daley and'the Chicago,
City Council is clearlyi.a political document: e

1

5

JDur conference brought togechrer Latinos .h Chicago l'

who have fought tb establis bilingual/bicultural ,

human service programs that are responsive to and
controlled by the Latino community. \ ,

.

. .
. .

These programs were establidhed both through battles ,

with established institutions and by setting up al= A
ternative facilitieswhich bypissed irrelevant in- '

stitutiomal services. Each of ese prdgramSks 4n,',

staffed and controlled by Latin Ommunity residents.' ©.
. .

4.

These bilingual - bicultural pros ms 'are
; 0

despeiately
fighting to stein the tide of. oppression by Aglo. ',

.society and institutions as seen in jail, iij04- drop-ou

rate, poverty and urban renewal. .- ..

. , . . ,

However:, these .programs are not enough. We call upbn
city, state, and Federal institutions:

1.' To allocate a fair share ofd.itsvresources to
bilingual-bicultural Latino pro4rams

cx
4-

2. To insure that these.programs ake controlled
and responsive to the needs ,of/LatinCresi-

dents.

a

'lags
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s.

To see to it-that An.glo institutions stop pres-
suring Latinos to become "Americanized" but re-
cognize that our country can be strengthened by
many'different'languages, andcultures.

4. To/ insure that ieititutions serving Latinos
make significant changes in their\programs,
resources and staff'so that they can mcfe ef-
fectivel:y 'serve our people.
(Sevilla-Cases et al., 1973).

.4"

But we know nothing from any kind of organized research. efforts about
the effect of this and similar docuMents: 'Nor db we know very much
abbut mainstream tolerance for such cUltural "deviance," but clearly
the'future of bilingual education in the UnitedxStates is dependent
upon such tolerance. An editorial in the New York Times gave us a
recent indication of how far one can expect suchtolerance:

In a recent editorial on bilingual education, we ex-
pressed ,concern over a growing tendency to misuse an
essentiallyt_sound pedagogical tool toward the wrong
educational and politigal ends. Specifically, we
argued that the maintenance of non-English speaking
encaves points the road to "cultural, economic, and
political divisiveness." .., There are clearly
some who view non-English speaking enclaves as
attractive bases from which to enhance their own
political power. Whatever-short-erm political
pressures might be gaintd from such enclaves, those
who in the process are denied,speedy entry into the
English - speaking mainstream are saddled with persis-
tent economic'and political disadvantages. ... But
none of these goals causes us to modify our position
that the-purPose'of bilingual educationmust be "to
create English-speaking Americans with the least
possible .delay'` (December 17s, 1976:A26),

+0, Finally, it should be noted that utopian writings on bilingual
education usually ire atheoretical _in,nature and so provide urwith dat.;.
On the course of'bilingual education rather than with the 'means toward ,

further understanding. The issues raised in the Chicago document and
in the Times. editorial lend themselves best to ,iriterpret'ation from a

4
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group conflict perspective. What utopian writings do best is to sketch
a vision and to reaffirm good will of decent men as in these words,writ-
ten in 1912 by the President of the Universitt? of New Mexico:

I make rio doubt that once the people of this State
realize the impdrtance of the (Spanish language)
issue and the vast results which may accrue from
it, both for State. and Nation, a movement could be
set on foot which, with representation properly-
made to the chief executive and the national legis-
lature, would secure for'New Mexico a feral apiiro-
priation sufficient to fund and endoW foremany years
.to come, a Spanish American College for the purpose ,
of developing and'utilizing to the utmost the inheri-
tanct of our fellow citizens in the Spanish language.
While a proposal of this sort, considered as a mere
act of tardy justice to a long neglected people,
might fail of effect, yet the national advantage
'secured thereby would assuredly win sympathy and
support for tile plan (Gray, 1912 :6).

CONCLUSION

r4ave attempted in this paper to show that a discussion of the
"theoretical and programmatic dimensions °X bilingual education" must
first take, into account an analysis of the various theoretical frame-
works which apply to bilingual education. Not only the formal research
deSign bUt also tht alternative assumptions, goals and strategies follow
from tAe.theoretical perspective. An exploration, then, of .the range of
vatious theoretical perspectives on bilingual education will allow:

1) an identification of the world view and ideological
orientation which is inherent ithin each theoretical

vperspective. Science is not value free, and by being
able to recognize the assumptions, implicit in work
characteristic of specific theoretical orientations,
one can better deal with such values;

2) an examination of alternative questions and an under-
standing ofthe theoretical implications which, the
selection of particular questions, entails;

3) and finally, which remains to be done, the development
of a dialectical research perspective in bilingual
education, which would help specify the theoretical
approach most likely to be fruitful in answering
questions.of_a specified nature.

/rw n
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Social Change

Paradigms "Theories"

A

0

/Appendix A

RELATIONS'BETWEEN THE'ORIES OF SOCIAL AND EDUCATIONAL CHANGE/"REFORM"

Illustrative Oinked Assumptions Concerning Educational7Change Potentials and Processes

Preconditions for Rationales for Scope and Process of

Educational Change Educational Change , Educational Change'

Major Outc6mes
Sought

=-

Crw

Evolutiohary State of
t
evolutiopary Pressure.to move to Incremental and adapti4e;

readiness an evolutionary stage "natural history".
.

,`1 , . approach

New stage of insii-
tutional evolutional
adaptation

Neo- t Satisfattory comple- Rewired to 'support

Evolutionary Aktion of earlier stages "national moderni-

'. * zation" efforts

Structural-
t-unctionist

"Institution building" Alew "higher"'state

using Western models of education and

and technical assistance social differentiation/
pecialtzation

Altered functfiinalA
'structural requisites

Systems-

.Socia' system need
provoking an educa-
tional response;
exogenous threats

.Technical expertise
in "systems manage-
ment." "Rational
decision making" &
"needs assessment"

1

6

Increikrital adjustment

of exiitiing institutions,

Occasionallymujor

Continued "homeo-
statis" or "moving"
equilibrium; "human
capital" and national

"development"

"Need for greaten
efficiency in
system's operation
and goal achieve-
ment; i.e. response
to .a system "mal-

funetjon"

Innovative "problem '
solving" in existing
systems: i.e. "Research
and Development approach"

Improyed "sgfficiency"

re: cost-benefits;

adoption ofinnovations

4

,teontinto
10 9
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Social Change

, Paradigms "Theories"

\APPENDIX A (continued) ,

RELATIONS BETWEEN THEORIES OF SOCIAL AND EDUCATIONAL CHANCE/"REFORM"

Illustrative Linked Assumptions Concerning Educational-Change Potentials and Processes

Preconditions for ilationales,for

Educational Change .Educational Change,

Scope and Process of . Major Outcomes

Educational Change Sought

+3
U

cf
4-

0

Marxian Elite's awareness'of
need for change, or
shift of power to so-
cialist rulers and ed-.
ucational reformers .

To adjust correspon- Adjustive incremental
deuce between social following social mute-
relations of produc- "dons or radical re-
tion and social rela-, structuring with
tions of schooling Marxist predominance

Formation of inte-
grated workers, i.e.
the new "Socialist
Man"

4

Group
Conflict,

Increased political Dema'nds for social

power and political, . justice and social

awareness of working equality

Large-scale national
reforms through "demo -
.cratic" institutions ',
and processes

Elimihate "educa-
tional privilege"
and "elitism";
create a more
equalitarian society'

Cultura
Revitaliza-
tion r-

4.

ise of a collective Rejectiofts of conven- Creation of alterne-

effort to 'revive or tional schooling as .tive schools or educe-

create "a new culture." forced acculturation. tional settings. If

Sobial tolerance for Education needed to movement captures po-

"deviant" aormative support advance to- lity; radical change

moments and their wards movement goals in nationil educational

educational programs ideology and structure,
.4/

Inclilcate dew norma-

tive system. Meet
movement's recruit-
ment, training, and
solidarity needs-

o,

Anarchistic
Utopian 4

A..10

.Creation' of suppor-H

tive settings; growth
of critical conscious-

.

ness;' social plural-

ism

(Source:. R.G. Paulston, 1976:

Free.man from insti- Isoiated,"freeing up-

tutional and social of existing Programs

constraints. Enhance and'insfitutions, or

creativity need for. create new learning

"life-long learning" modes 4o0 settings,
i.e. anlearriing
society"

Self- renewal and

participation.
Local control, of

resources and
community; elimi-
nation of exploi-
tation and alien-
ation. ' 111

0
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.1*

3.

1. Identification of argu-
ments re: need for
.change in socioeconomic
or cultural contexts

'APPENDIX B

A PROCESS MODEL SUGGESTED FOR CASE STUDY ANALYSIS/EVALUATION
OFNATIONAL EDUCATIONAL-REFORM EFFORTS

Explicit and Implicit Research Decisions in
Case Analysis

Reform Stages

2. Diagnosis of implica-
tions for change in
educational system and
in contextual relations.

3. Elaboration of "treat-
ment," i.e. planning
alternatives in educa-
tional structures

4. Evaluation of normative,
structural and behavior-
al changes sought, and
unexpected, outcomes'

What values, ideology,
normative premises? Asiho ad-

. vocates? Who rejects? etc.

What social and educational
'change .theory and biases?

Whose expertise? Who at-

tempts to discredit? etc.

(Source: R.G. Paulston, f976:46)

112

How determined and justified
re: 1 and 2? Who controls
implementation? Who ob-

structs? etc.

What criteria? Whose goals?
How determined? Who "wins"?
Who "loses " ? Relations to
1 and 2? etc., etc.

113
41.
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A.REACTION PAPER TO "THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVES

ON BILINGUAL EDUCATION"

By: Alva M. Villegas
Ldng Island University
C.W. Post Center

As members of the social science community, we probably
all agree that scientific endeavor is a search for truth; or,
to phrase it differently, it is an extension of knowledge. But
-what ietruth? What is knowledge?

My purpose here is noeto engage in a philosophical
cuSsion, though the questions I have posed are philosophical in
nature. My immediate aim, however, is to reflect upon the
assumptions underlying Professor Christina Bratt Paulston's
comprehensive view of "Theoretical Perspectives on Bilingual
Education," so as to enhance.our understanding of this work

'Nand strengthen our ability to deal with its inherent value.

Professor Paulston,clearly states the basic premise, 1
"that,,each theory will identify differen4y the key variables
and their relationships, -and consequentlythe answers they seek
gill differ:" Basic to this premise is,te belief (which she

A also clearly states) that "science is not\value-free, and that
by being able to recognize the assumptions implicit, in work
chariacteristic of specific theoretical orienta,tionSr, one can
better deal'with such values.U-

.

Indeed, in recalling.the stated aim, of this reaction
paper, you will note the similarity in points 'of departure- -
namely, the assumption that science is not value-free, and that
awareness of implicit beliefs of different theoretical orientations
enables one to deal more-capably with their inherent values. .

It thlen follows that my approach to Professor Paulston's
presentation is*not antithetical in essence, but rather comple-
-mentary in nature. This being the case, it permits, me to use
this time to expound upon specific issues'I deem essential to
an enhanced awareness of the importarice of Professor Paulston's
paper.

% Professor Paulston)writes, "I don't think that it is an.
exaggeration to say that the majority of writings on bilingual
education fall under this (structural/functional) category

Ani
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(equilibrium paradigm):," Later on in the paper, by way of
explaining why there are few bilingual education studies with
a conflict.Terspective, she writes: " ...one reason this is
'so is that the'majority of research on bilingual education ,k

has followed the structural'/'functional approach ...."

.To my way of thinking, the response provided does not
expand'Our awareness of.faCtors contributing to the scarcity

*,of conflict-oriented bilingual education research. It is my
.contention ,that, without a fuller understanding of this issue,
we are severely lithited in making the link between theory and
practice.

Consequently, the second aim of this reaction paper is
to'recognize in our experiences social forces which influence
our consciousness. In the pursuit of this second aim, I hope
to Clarify the relationship between theory and practice, and

( .in so doing, expand our understanding ofiLthe dynamic betWeen
the equilibrium paradigm and the conflict paradigm. I do so
because it isleibelief'that for bilingual eacators to act
responsibly, we!'need 411 undprstanding of values inherent in
specific theoretical orientations applicable to bilingual eau-

%
cation c(to which Professor,Paulston his greatly ontributed)'.
In addition, we need an awareness of how social forces"nflu-
ehce these values (whch is the partitular focus of this re-

. action paper).

a

. -

Let us return to the questions initially posed: What is

knowledge? Gouldner claims that knowledge may be, and has been,
conceived as either "information" or "awareness.." (Gouldner,

1970.)

Theimplicit ambiguity in the meaniiig.of "knowledge," as
the term is used ip the social sciences, is illustrated in a

fundamental controversy. , On the .one hand, there are,thosl
who believte'that social sciencesrare>"natural" sciences like
iphysics or biology. From this perspective, knowledge is con-
ceived of as "information," as assertions regarding reality
that may be empire,taally confirmed. The aim is to accumulate
information !'for its own sake or to-enhance Power over the
surrounding World: 'to know in order to Control." (Gouldner,

1970.) When this conception is applied to the physical
sciences, it serves ,to unite humanity in an effort:to conquer
nature that is external to human beings. Humanity is seen as
having a common interest in this conquest. H'ow'ever, when the
physical science model is applied to the study of.-"humankind"
itself, the assumption of unity among human beings-is open
to question. k.

1
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The physical science model applied to the social sciences
assumes that human beings are "objects" that can be known and
controlled. Within this model, the' role of the social' scientist
is deicribad as being "positivistic," "objectiyistic,";and
"value-neutral." This first approach (to'which I shall refer
later on) has been labelled Positivism.

.

In opposition to this conceptionof Social Science emerged
a differe t conception that GouIdner describes as having "an
'inward cl seness to the object Studied, rather than an anti-
septic dis ance from it, an- inward communion With it rather
than: an external manipulation of,,,,it." (Gouldner, 1970.) Con-
ceived in this manner, the objective of the social sciences is
not "value-free information" abopt social reality,but rather
-knowledge that is relevant to human beings! changing interests,-
aspirations; and values. It is knowledge that'may expand human
.awareness'okour place in the social world.

.

4'

Social science thus conceived entails the assum tion that
the social world is composed of"human beings, A, as oppod to its
being a "reality" unto itself,-eternally fixed and unrelated to

. human action. A further aSsump4on is that the - ,social world is,
not opt there awaiting discovery, thit to attain knowledge-7-
that is, understanding, awareness - -we must turn inward. For, '.

.

it is claimed,. "there' is,'no knowledge of the world that is not *:

a knowledge of our own,experienCewith it and'our own relation .

to it-.", (Gouldner, 1970.) , Awareness of differences is essen-
tial to the extension of knowledge, and it becomes the focus
of the scientific enterprise. *

-0

Within this latter'Conception of the social sciences, the ...

answer to Wh4 is knowledge? takes on a different meaning; .

Judgments as t what.constituteW truth depends on_the observer's'
particular perspective-, which, ins. this sense; 'means the manner
in which one views an clject,.what one perceives in it, and
how one construes it in one's own thinking. Imlerief, the :7

formulation of concepts,..the angle of vision, is guided by
the *observer's 'interests.' This second approach -has' been re- :,.
ferred to as Hermeneutics.

-
.

r , The shift of paradigms' in the socialSci nces herein -

briefly discussed, is reflected in Professor Pau ston's paper.
This work, "Theoretical Perspectixes on Bilingual Education,"
can'be placed4within the latter (Hermeneutics) paradigm'. In

. 0

summary, amonotitwassumpt4ons art the following: '

<.rt

. That there is no such thing as a value-free position.

. That the social world is not an eternally fixed

reality, indepex4ent of -human action.
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That "knowledge" has a social base'.
2)

That differences in social experience lead to

different perspectives on reality. .

,41,

That awareness 44 differences is essential for the

0

extension of knowledge.

Df we accept these assumptions, then we cana4ree with
Professor Paulston's postulation that "the identificatiop' af
the 'important theoretical dimensions,' independent
variables,. and the interpretation of outcomes depends'on the

'j

world view of the researcher,and the particular theory he
employs to'explain and predict phenomena."

1

4
I have specified from the outset that I accept thes'e

,basid'assnmptions. My 'purpose, then, is not to end age in a
polemical discussion regarding a conception of know/edge,

.,,

but rather to identify social -forces that impose themselves
on our (bilingual educators') thinking, and to specIliate on
possible implications for bilingual education theory and
'regearch. ' .

.

.
9 c, t , %._ .. .

.
Letus first return to the content of the paper, . ,braw-

/
ing on R.G. Paulston's classification'of so4.iaj, and educatidm
change theory, Professor Christina Brett Paulston identified,
two competing paradigms--equilibrium and conflict." The equi-
librium paradigm is a 'world views. concerned with miintaiptng
stability in society "through the harthonious -relationship of
the social components"; it _focuses- on change as 4a smoot cu-
mulative process. Allow me to point out the sithilariltiegtbe-
tween.this pradigm and the ."ilat ral scieri'Ee" (Positivistic')
apprdach to the social sciences:. oth are bases upon the
assumption of essential unity and, omthon interests'of'hutham-;
kind as a species.' , v

.1.;;;:%

-,._.

, ,-,

, Yet:
.

. . :

The conflict paradigm, op,the other hand; is,a rworlf001, ,

view" in which change is perceived as endemic to all social'
systems. It isaconcerned with conflict over'04lues, resources, °

and 'Sower,- and it focuses on the conditions that tend toward '"

instability. Here.'also let me point out the similarities'be-
l%

tween thisiparadigm'arid the -Hermeneutic approach to te',social
sciences: Both are based upon the assumption of differenCes'.
and conflicting interests of humankind as a specie's.

Professor Pa liton identifies the. basic Pn4nortonon which
led to Title VII bi ingual education in this cinintry:

f
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"There are -a number of children from a low
socioeconomic status background who speak no or
poor English and who encounter massive school
failure with consequent early school dropout and
low integration .into the economic life of the
nation."

4

o,
( As interpreteefrom an "equilibrium perspective," we see.

that the argumedt for transitional bilingual education stems
froursocial and economic'inequalities experienced by lower-
status'ethnolinguistic,minority students in this'country. This
argument is built on the assumption that social'and economic
status is rela)ed to educational achievement; that high I.O.
scores are estential or success in life; that I.Q. tests are
valid measures of intelligence; that there is a'need for early

"selection ift school. The aim of transitional bilingual edu-
cation is to reduce social inequalities by equalizing edu-
cational opportunities. The ultimate.,attempt is to realize
"MeritoOraticideals." The credo is "equal opportuniy"; the
solution to the problem is "compensatory education." Change

. in the social circumstances of lower-status ethnolinguistic
minorities is.seen as taking place over many generations..

Given' this-interpretation, we are still left with the
theoretical question of how failures within the syStem can be
*explained (causal, independent factors). The question becomes'
more pointed when a consistent pattern of failUre is observed
among a partiscula group (lower-status, oppressed minority
studdtts) .'

In her analysis of this paradigm, Profeseor Paulston
identifieS two basic explanations it offers for failure.
The first is,the I.Q. deficit theory; which she classifies
under the evolutionary theory. The I.Q. deficit theory
suggests. that failures are caused by genetic deficiencies.
The second issthe cultural difference theory, which she
classifies under the structuiial/functional,theory. The cul-

s
tural difference theor'y suggests that failures are caused by
cultural incoTpatability (assuming language ujider culture)

i.betwegn students and the school system. 4

. From a cinflict'perspeCtive, the explanation offered by
the cultural difference theory is oped to another ihterpreta-
tion. Transitional bilingual education, with its English

4 languag4 acquisition emphasis and-its cultural assimilation
thrust, departs frau the assumptien that different cultures
and languagegimust necessarily compete with one another, 'and

, that distinct cultural and linguistic systems Iay enter-human
.

experience only as mutually exClusive alternatives,-never as
intertwined or simultaneously- available repertnir'es. Since

. .

4

6
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only one Ihngage and one culture age officially sanctioned,
the concept ofrcultural and linguidtic differences may be
understood as a euphemism for cultural and linguistic deficits.
The implicit assumption is that the low educational achieve-
ment of lower-socioeconomic-status ethnol.Ngdistic minority
students is the result of deficiencies in their individual
social, cultural, and linguistic backgrounds.'

Title VII-ESEA, as intended by Congress (the branch of
government with formal power to appropriate federal funds,-
upon which most existing bilingual education programs depend'',
is based on the cultural deficit theory. Never questioning
the validity ,of meritocraticideology, it assumes that failures
are the result of cultural deficits,and for the sake of equi-
librium in society, it offers as the solution' to the prdblelis
of lower=statusr ethnolinguistic minority studenti, compensa-
tory, transitional bilInguAl education, designed to enable
them to overcome their "handicap."

A rationale is provided for intervention by trained ex-
perts who understand the problems of lower=status, ethnolin-
guistic minority students and know hOw to deal with them. As
a result, a number of positions have. been created--bilingual
teachers, bilingual teacher-trainers, bilingual education ad-,;
ministrators,' bilingual curriculum specialists, researchers
in bilingAal studies, and so on.

As federallyrsponsored transitional bilingual. education
'expands, and the demand for bil±ngual professionals'rem6.ins

high, opportunity for upward mobility--or at least mainte-
nance of already attained social position - -is available to
individuals recruited fair bilinguhl positions. Those-who
benefit from,the addition of these positions .(which are usual-
ly paid from federal ,funds) to the existing occupational
structure may experience relative or absolute upward, mobility.
However, the. positive experience of.a developing "cadre of ex-
perts or professionalS may reinforce the unverified claim
that transitional h'ilinguareducation is the "great equali-
zer" fog lower-status socioeconomic, ethnolifiguistic minority
children. That is, our own personal experiences and our
newly created interest-s may impose themselves on our thinking,
and lead us to accept the.assumptrenik of the equilibrium
paradigm. Within this cOntext;we can better understand
Professor Pauiston's Comment that " ...We need research which,
looks at bilingual education as an intervening or dependent -"'-

variable, and we don't have it," because the existing structures
have limited our perspective." \.

4

Indted,,if we reflect upon our aetiviies, we can_see
that,ealthough we have often supported the ideal of maintenance

4

*so
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and enrichment-bilingual education, we have based our political-
efforts on the compensatory concept of children in need, and
have viewed bilingual education as primarily a movement to

4benefit only ethnolinguistic minorities. We-Traveldefined our-
selves as non - middle class, non-English speaking,,non-Anglo-
Saxon, and consequently possessing low self-esteem.

. . .

Most bilingual education. research is conducted from the
perspective of the structural/fu$ctonal theory of the equi-
librium paradigm,and what I. have attempted to do in the pre-
qading discussion is to identify some social forces that

' explain this Phenomenon. Two,such force are Title VII-ESEA
and the.creation'of Vested interests among a developing cadre
of bilingual'education° experts. By expanding ourinderstand-
ing of these and other social forces (an.d,,the interest4
,hind them) which,_attempt to impose themselves on our..thinking,'4
bi4ngual amorewill be -in aore advantageoua posifion,
to contribute meaningfully to the betterment of society'.

Professor Christina Bratt Paulstpnttforesees a'shift ..in
paradigms from the equilibrium perspective to the conflict
perspective. She believes'that ithe tension accompanying
bilingual education cannpt be 'explained 'by equilibrium theory.;
land, in supaOrt'of this position, she quotes R.3, Paulstpn:

"With its limited ability to'include, let
alone explain, conflict in the calculus, of'change
efforts, 'the equilibrium paradigm .must 'now serious-0
ly compete, with alternative views of ncial'amd.
educational reform that see change anVinstabil-
ity as constant and uffavoidable charactenistics
of akl social organisms and relations,."

$'
While agreeing with this observation, I consider an ex-

&.
ploration of the dynamic underlying this paradigm,shiTt of
importance to understanding the issue. Although the depth
and breadth of this topic is 'beyond the scope of this .

reaCtion'paper, I shall venture an Observation.

- .We live in the context of a burgeontng welfare state,
in which the centraltzed control of an expanding administra-
tive class is rapidly increasing. 10-is welfare state pro-
fesses,liberal sympathy for the "underdog," the "underprivi-
leged," the "undernourished," the "undereducated." It is
this welfare state that provides the bulk of financial re-
sources for the implementation of "liberal education reforms"
such as bilingual education. Among the assumptions under-
lying the welfare state is the belief that existing social
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problems can be remAdied by channeling funds into social
service programs; Coneettuehtly;Tressures threatening' the
stability of the social'system can pe directed and controlled
by institptional, mechanisms. .

The similarity in perspectiire between this poterful '
1

welfare state and the equilibrium paradigm cements.their,-
partnership and strengthens.the position of the equilibrium
theOry 4, he,putual benefit each partner derives-reinforces,
their 'tad for each dthe/> The welfare' state derives leg'.
ma-CY:from the.scientific community as well as .solkikoions toy,
'managerial problems ;/In exchange, tbodth the equilJOrfUM-:
paradigm is under, attadk, it is upheld over its theorett4

%

opponents through financial and ideological support from.
El4s Welfare state and powerful ntere'stskwhich in turn

, uphold it. %., i'

A
It is my.contentlontha.t answer to the question-=

Why are there so few bilingual education studies from a con-
flict perspective? Or conversely, whysare most bilingual
education studies-from.an.equilibrium.perspective?--must be
found in the relationship between the welfare state and'the
equilibrium, paradigm. This.is not to impose a datertinistiC
view On social action. It is not tosay that humen beings4 ,

cannot go beyOnd materialistic limitatiOns, but rather that
awareness of imposed limitations can liberate us.to become
active creators of society; that,Aderstanaing can, contriu.
bute to-more Creative alternative solutions.

.

..

I
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"THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE ETHNIC COMMUNITY
MOTHER TONGUE. SCHOOL:, NTRODUCTION TO A STUDY"

By: Dr. Joshua A. Fishman
Yeshiva University

Ethnic Community Mother Tongue Schools (ECMTS) con-
stitute an important yet littleknown,aspect of bi7
lingual schooling in the United States. There are'
some 5,000 such schools currently in operation. These
schools and their-implicit assumptions regarding lfn-

,'guage and ethnicity, bilingualism in American society,
and the future of ethnic mother tongue maintenance,
are worthy of careVel study by'all'concerned with eth--
nicity and education in theUnited Sties. 7 This
article provides, an overview of these AchoOls, focus-

!

ing on the 1,200 all-day schools among them, describes
some of their salient characteristics,. and notes rd-

.

lationshipw between these schools ..and the bilingual
education movement in the United States.

Our collective fascination with respect to the Title VII Bilingual
Education Act in the USA laas made us blind to several other kinds of
'bilingual education that abound --and that have always been plenti-
fully present - in our own midst and, indeed, throughout educational
history. Glyn Lewis (1976) has done us a distinct service, one
among manysuch, by introducing us to the early"history.of bi-
lingual education in the Euromediterrandan basin. For literally
thousands'of years before the appearance of mass ("public ") edu-
cation, political, religious, commercial and cultural elites edu-
cated their children bilingually. The recognized focal /regional
and supra-localYsupta-regional languages of record,,administration,
justice, trade and enlightenment changed over the centuriees in
accord with the fortunes of war, migration (fOrced and voluntary),
language spread, intergroup contact and royal alliances, but again
the bilingual.pattern appears among-those fortunate enough to re-
ceive literacy-related education. Bilingual education, formal edu-
cation and social advantage were synonymous for millenia and remain
so to this very day for the children of elites throushout the world.
The pattern. involved is clearly' different than that of Title VII
where disadvantaTe rather than advantage is the hallmark of both.bi-
lingual education an of the population involved in it.

Coming oI,oser to home, Shirley Heath has begtin to reveal to us
the early role of.bilIngual,education in the fashioning of American
public eduCation. In th6 first half of the 19th century (and even

preciablythereafter in some areas) immigrants (and Catholic immi-
grants in particular) sent their children to bilingual parochial
schools maintained by their church. When public education sought to
attract these same children to its schools and programsit"too often

7 77
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began and long remained in,a bilingual education mold. Up until
World War I,suchl bilingual public schools .e *isted in many, North-
eastern and Midwestern urban school districts (Kloss 196.6, 1 977).
The Commissioner of Education regularly commented upon them favor-

.: ably in his annual reports to Congress. as .donducive'to adjusted,
healthy, literate and patriotic citizens (see, e.g.., Viereck 1932:
531-708). How different the picture of public bilingual education
in those days (even though it still remains to be studied in depth)
fiorn that- vhich is 'ass.ociated with Title VIIssoefforts today!

Finally, and most recently of all, the bilingual education efforts
of- noteworthy schools have been described in considerabledetail.
Whether in Germany, (Mackey, 1972), in Florida (Mackey and 13e'ebe, .1977)
or irP, Montreal (Lambert and Tucker, 1 972) , they involve enrichment -
for,-the-relatively -comfortable, give or take a degree of language Main-
tedance to,suit_particular lo.cal needs. These school's should remind
us of the thousands upon thousands of non-transitional bilingual edu-
cation units functioning all over the world today, indeed in almost-
every. country thereof (Fishman, 1976). The USA is by no means the
only country with a huge investment in transitional bilingual education.
Such programs also exist,in the USSR, particularly for smaller and

A non - European minorities, in Northern an,d Western Europe for (im)
migrant ,laborers , and in a growing number of African and Asian ,settings
t.h erb Engliih or French (ratheri than any of th,e local vernaculars) are
still the unmarked languages of education even thougg few mother tongue
speakers of either exist and lower school enrollments continue to ex-
pand. However, the United States probably holds the unenliable record
among 'advanced societies for sponsoring transitional bilingual schools
exclusively within the public sector.
The Ethnic Community Mother Tongue School

In American Bilingual Education

Of all the foregoing examples, only that pert4ning to' the early
bilingual origiihs of American public education touched upon the*ex-'
istence of ethnic community mother tongue schoo.s (ECMTS) in the USA:
Those schools did not disappear from the American scerie when public
schools arose to compete with them. They east to this very day in
verytsubstantial numbers (some 5,000 in all), proudlyi trace th-eir
history back to before the birth of the Repnblic rand to the%' extent 4

that they are allrday schools, - thich some 1,200 of them are - they
are bond .fide (but commonly ov4rlook9d or forgotten) members of -the A

entire bilingual .education enterprise in the USA. a Fithaps a veerl,
ri4h and %vas tiefulPcountry-, such as ours, can afford to overlbok or
forget 1,200 /schools , but certiinIy our bilingual encation economy

nbt rich enough to do so. The ,perents, teachers, and 'students of
these 1,200 schools c'ould constitute important allies and sources*of
strength for "the movement" as a thole, but, before they can functiok
as such it is necessary to become familiar with them4and, thereby, to
recognize common (as well as distinctive,) problems, goals ,and
terests. 63)
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Not,all the'ECMTSs in the USA are engaged .n bilingual-edu-
cation- Some'are totally engaged in language maintenance efforts
and (ideally) utilize the ethnic mother tongue alone for instruc-
tional purposeS: ,Others teach the ethnic mother tongue but do not
"(and presumably could not, given their students' level.ofsachieve-
ment)'employ it as a language of instruction per se. The latter two
school types more than 75% of the entire ECMTS pie, are supplemen-
tary, i.e.,,they are attended by children who attend other schools -
most usually public schools - in lieu of compulsory education. Thus,
these-sctegols also deal with students who are of necessity bilingual
and, as sch,-they should be of interest to the bilingUal education
practitioner, researcher, trainee and observer.

a

Another major reason why bilingual educationists would do well
to take e closer look at the ECMTS in the USA, above and beyond
the stark fact that it is.massively here, there and everywhere through-
out the country, is the further fact that, freed as it-i6 of the
restrictions of Title VII, itsteachers, administrators, parents,
school board members and ideolggists more openly and fully verbalize
several major assumptions.that are also mentioned (albeit in more
muted tones) by their Title VII counterparts. Indeed these assump-
tions fully merit careful analysis and evaluation not only by the bi-
lingual education constituencies but by all who are interested in

, the sociology of language and sociology of education more generally.
Let us briefly describe these assumptions and refer to other sources
for their full:blowh investigation.

Assumption 1: The'Language and Ethnicity Li:zit: A Central Verity

ECMTSs are unequivocally committed, to the view that their
particul %r language and ethnicity linkage is.vital and,:hopefully,
eternal. The linkage between Xish (be it Greek, German, Hlingarian,
Ukranian,.Navajo, etc.) and Xishness (Greekness; Germanness, Hungar-
ianness, UkrainiannOs, NavajonesS, etc.) is perceived as having
been forged in the prehistoric - indeed,, .perhaps even in the pre-
terrestrial - past, as being in the category of the sacred mysteries.,
The link is viewed as the essence of identity, of authenticity, of..
uniqueness. It is experienced almost as'a palpable, bOdily reality
and it is vibrantly expressed'with the metaphor of the body: blood,
tears, bones', milk, heart,..etc, The ethnic mother tongue presumably
reverberates in all,of these end the ethnicity,with which it is
associated is "felt" and ennacted- through all of these.

Obviously, such views are quite discrepant from more pragmatic
(and more accurate, or, at least, more confirmable) views - much
more widespread and intellectually protected on the American scene.-
that deny all of the foregoing and that claim that languages are
merely means of communication, that their links with particular
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ethnibities are historical and remediable-accidents, and that ethnicity
itself is'nothing more than a reflection of the outer limits of a
stable reward system (and, as such, that it is both eminently arbitrary
and eminently changeable): These contrasted views. are fully examined
and compared in Fishman, 1977.

Assumption 2: The Language and Ethnicity Link has Causal Consequences

The holy bond between a particular language and its associated
ethnicity is not merely assumed to be a precious verity but it is
viewed as a powerfully causal. action sys.tem as well. The particular
structured characteristics of a given language cause, lead, force,
constrain, require their speakers to know, do, intuit, appreciate and
resonate the way, they do. The ethnic mother,tongue is a dynamo that
generated sensitivities, skills, abilities, and understandings unique
to its community of speakers. It has a force, a rhythi, a charadter,
a taste, a sensitivity, a quality of eauty,,humaneness, and greatness
of soul that fosters the same characteristicz within the community
of those who speak it natively, consistently, and zealously.

This' view is importantly different from the one that merely
claims that a people's.histor.y and culture= are most fully, easily and
parsimoniously expressed via its own language.. The ECMTSs view main-
tains that languages do not merely reflect- their associated cultures
but that they 'creae them, fashion them,, and control them. This view
is fully examined in Fishman (1979a).

Assumption 3: Language Maintenance ds a Moral Imperative Since
it is Essent.441 for tie Maintenance and Furtherance of the Ethno-
moral Tradition

- n

Given the two previous assumptions, the third can come as no
surprise. If-the link between a language and its associated ethnic-
ity isitself holy and if it is causal of the uniqueness that authen-
tically represents the tradition, then, obviously, one must do all
that is in one's power in order to maintain And foster that language.
The most moralistically infused ethnic activities - ethnicity itself
being best understood as an ethnomoral experience - birth,,death,
marriage, "rites de assage", 'these are inextricably linguistically
intertwined, interpenetrated, interconnected-. An entire moral order
must be defended and icouraged to blossom and to give fruit. Wherever
inroads of translinguification appear the Clanger of transethnification
lurks. These dangers must be resisted and removed. Self defense is
the basic law of nature and of society. Language maintenance is toL
very foundation of defending the ethnomoral tradition, and, as such,

it deserves open, unembarrassed, tppmost psibrity. This-view iS
further examined in Fishman (1979b).

4
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Assumption 4: Stable Bilingualism/Biculturalism is a Possible ,(And,
Under,American Circumstances, a Nece9sary) Societal Arrangemeht

.

Minority ethnic communities in the USA can hardly avold acquiring
English, Even the separation due to spatial distance is no longer
a barrier to the spread of English as telephone, radio, television

0
and rapid transportation linkages multiply. However, although spatial
'and interactional barriers shrink and'even disappear, ethnolinguistic
separation, it is claimed, can, nevertheless, be attained and retained.

Furthermore, it i7_generally Assumed among ECMTS spo esmen today,
this goal can be achieved (a) on a societal basis, rathe than merely
on an exceptional individual basis alone, and (b) on a stable or per-
manent basis, above and beyond a three generation criterion, rapier
than on a transitional basis alone.

Among the most encour4ging and confirmatory developments in.this
connection. has been the "rebirth of ethnicity" experience from the
'mid to late 60's to the present day. This experience, world wide on
the one hand and, on the other, reaching into the very ranks of those
who had apparently transethnified and translinguified into the greater
American ("unmarked") mainstreams, is fully i?n accord with the assump-
tion that minority ethnicity in the USA has an infinite capacity to
"overcome" and to creatively stabilize itself while maintaining inter=
action with the mainstream. This assumption is examined in detail in
Fishman (1979c).

Assumptionf,5: By Means of Planning and Organization the Future.of
Bilingualism and Biculturism in the USA Can Be Rendered Different
From the. Past

The priority given to language maintenance in ECMTSs is merely
the reflection of community-wide determination to "do something about
the language issue." Ethnic communities in the United States, not
unlike their mainstream counterparts, are more convinced than ever
that action is/required in order to 'implement their ideals.. They have
become expertsl- and are becoming ever more so - on how to participate
in Amerfcan political processes of bargaining, pressuring, arriving
at trade"Offs and more generally; twisting arms, kissing babies, organ- .

sizing, mobilizing, and consciousness raising among their constituencies.
Even more than that, ethnic communities in the USA have learned how-to
reinterpret their interdsts. Not only is General Motors "altruistically"
interested kr' "the general welfare," not only NAM and the AFL-CIO, but
also the various ethnic associations of our country. The latter have
joined the former and are among the most active planners and organizers
in our country today on the assumption that in this fashion they can
more fully, reach their goals.' This assumption is examined in detail
in Fishman'(1979d).
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Assumption 6: The Ethnic Community Mother Tongue School Makes a
Major, Independent Contribdtion to Ethnic Mother Tongue Main-
t...nance

119

The American Anglo-mainstream - intellectuals and laymen Alike -
are aurr.ently'experiencing a crisis of belief vis-a-vis the schools
as independent forces in the 'attainment of either narrowly academic or
broader societal goals. From being oversold on education in the 50's
and 60's, the public has swung, pendulum-like; to the other extreme
and is .now undersold on education as a national priority. Not.so in
the world of'the ethnic community mother tongue school. Here there is
still substantial confidence that "the right program of studies and co-
currivular experience" can, does,, and will significantly help to ac-
complish'the goals that areso,warmly desired: language and ethnicity
maintenance within the frameWork oft stable bilingualism/biculturaliSm.
Of course,-not all ECMTSs are considered to be making the contributions
that they could or should to'the attainment o\these goals, but the
basic confidence and trust in the effectiveness of "the optimal school"
its there. This assumption pis examined in detail in Fishman (1979e).

The above assumption lhave an importance above and beyond their
truth or falseness when tested in accord with the canons of science.
They represent deep convictions and, as such, they motivate, focus,
activate, orient, and illuminate the lives of millions upon millions
of Americans. As such they*are important far beyond their "truth
value." They are principals of cultural action and it is neither the
function nor the goal of cultures to be either efficient or confirmable;
rather it is their function to prpvidke meaning.direction, continuity,
.and identity. These assumptions do just that for the world'ol the
ECMTS and, therefore, it is encumbentLupon bilingual educators, sociol-
ogists of language, and sociologists of edupation to become maximally
familiar with them, if only forthe furtherance of their own disciplines.

Ethnic Mother TAgue Schools in the USA: Where, How Many,. WhallKind?

\ .e,

So compulsively has the Mnerican intellectual establishment dis-
charged its self-appointed "kdow nothing, see nothing, say nothing"
task vis-a-vis the ECMTS that the latter does not enter at all into
out national book-keeping. Where can one turn to find out how many
Xish mother tongue schools there:are and where they can be found? In

nation that counts its non-English or limited English speaking pop-
ulation (because this population is the target of. governmental programs),
we are relatively unconcerned with those learning ethnic mother tongues
at their own expense! Where.would one go to discover if the institu-
tional counterparts (schools, churches, press, radio, M.V. programs) of
ethnic mother tongue-commuhities are consistent with their numerical
representation in.the population? Where would one .look to determine
if the more recent ethnic arrivals to the USA (Hispanics, South and
Southeast Asians, Pacific Islanders, Arabic Apeakers from various
'countries of rigin, Russian and Israeli Jews, etc.) are as institu-
tionally oriented as were their predecessors'from Northern, Central
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and Eastern Europe? How could one detdrmine ow various regions of
the USA differ with respect to the extent to *hich their ethnic minor-

,-
ities have established schools (and, other community institutions) of
their own? Lacunae such as these mu-s-tbe filled'for.a more adequate
understanding of America as a whole. A new attempt in this direction,
at least in so far as national bookkeeping is concerned vis-a-vis
the ECMTS is contained In Fishman 1979f, Markman 1979, and in the
directory (Fishman and Markman 1979b),that'comes at the end of Fishman
and Markman (1979a).
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. Chancellor 7

NJ Department of Higher Education

. We have a/ tradition in this country. of linguistic and cultural
g

diversity which goes back to the seventeenth century when the Indians

were joined- by ever increasing numbers of immigrants from many:countries -

of western and eastern Europe, who brought to American shores'a wealth

of languages and customs. Pluralism was woven into our social fabric

from the outset and yet, as"I'need hardly 'remind You, we have never bgen ,'''

entirely comfortable with the resulting garment. We have not worn our

pluralism well. It has taken a long timefor American society to rec-

ognize as an asset the rich cultural and linguist4o resources that we

have within -our national boundaries. This recognktion'has begn pre-.

cipitated by rapidly changing conditions'in the world that demand

greater intercultural understanding and communication - on this may,

depend our very survival as.a great nation.
,

.'

Greater awareness of the international character ofotir society
a

has also been fostered by ethnolinguistic minority,groupS, especially

the Hispanic-American community. This group, which is' shortly expected 41

to become the largest minority population in the.United States, ,his

significantly influenced greater societal reoognttion and responsive-

ness to the needs of our linguistic minorities. Hispanics have:begun .

impacting all our social itstitutions, but partidulayly education, their

efforts to promete bilingual education as a viable instructional'ap-

proach for edticatins students of limited English proficiency have been
...

supported at the locdi, state and federal level's:- We began out, bi-

lingual unit in the Department of Higher EducAtion four year's ago on
.A

soft monies and two years ago we established the position as a permanent

line in ourbudget. We plan to augment our own efforts in this`awea.
.%

by committing additional state funds as well as federal monies. '-'
-

The bilingual education movement, comes at a7particularly impoitant

time in our history. We have a zilch economic and social mix in this :

country. This has occurred largely (and most ,people don't recognize

it) as the result of an agricultural revolution.:. Today 4% of ur, ._

population grow enough food for the rest of ug; a hundrffd a slxtY

years ago it took about 70 %, of the population to 'do tills:. The in-

creases IrfiitOductiyity in agriculture and the resultant surpluses

made it".gga:gilile for the extensive commitment to...industrial developt

ment in "ihis country and for our contribution t4 the world's in'm.

dustrial revolUtion:
, , -

...,

0.1
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Historically, there have also been significant increases in
productivity in, the industrial sector.. Much °Cour development was
the result of cheap energy, and available and inexpensive natural

. resources. _We may-how have reached the end of that road. Today;
a major part of our work force- and the sector with the greateit
;growth - is ih:the service industries and in government, currently
labor intensixe areas in which it is very hard to-makeimajor gains, in
productivity. However, we are at the edge of a new technological
netvolution in the. development and application of electronic technology,
which promises great advances in the service industries. Accompanying
this change will be the necessity of increased education; there will
be little room, in the job.market for the unskilled or untrained.

With too high a proportion of our population in poverty; with a
tradition of little redistributin of income, and with the expected
tapering in the rate of gain in our standard of living, our society
faces an extremely serious period_in the area of inter-group relations.
The American agenda surely includes this as one of the great issues for
the. coming years.

There is something else that is happening in this country. As a

society we'are growing older. I recently discovered that the average
age of the Jewish population in this country is 46. (Unfdrtunately,
I'm above the average.) I also discovered that the average age of the
mainland Puerto Rican population is 18. If one looks at :other group's.

in our society, one finds a wide range. Although_As a whole we are
Owing older, our youth Culture is concentrated in our Hispanic and
minority communities.. For our society, getting older means getting
more conservative;.getting older means a redistribution of our re- .

sources from services for Young people, such as education and higher
education, to services for older people such as Social Security, old

age assistance, health care; etc. This shift of interest is a major
factor in the change within government since inthe.1960's education
and higher education were growing concerns within our society. This

shiftglip priorities does not augur well for higher edu4tion and edu,-* '

catton2t.And it does not augur well for those groups within our society
,who stil need those services,

a.

There is a third issue - the role of education and higher education

in .social progress. For many,years in this'cdpntry, we had an open
frontier. That frontier is now,,Of course, closed. We have' been told
.

about the great frontier role that technology plays, but this also
seems to be closing for the average person. However, there is still
one frontier which remains open. Thateis the personal. frontier which
can be broadened by higher.:educatiOn.

Higher education has begun to provide minority populations in,

this country. with a shot at the top.. My own view is that the futur
if our minority communities rests on the effectAveness of our higher
.611Rucation system. 'This is going to-03e our tas}e-tor, the future. And

this is why our enterprise is so Verimportant for Ainerican minority

groups.

1 32 °
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In New Jersey one of the interesting facts that one finds in look-

ing at-demography is that, although our college age population is de-
clining, the decline is mostly limited to whites, males first than fe-
males behind hem. Increasingly, our colleges and universities will be
called upon t serve a growing numbeeof students from the Black and
Hispanic communities. Yet, ye are not prepared to do this effectively.

. One of the great challenges in higher education is to make this tran-
sition in our educational programs's° they will continue to'be effective
for the students who will enter daring the last part of this century.
This is a commitment our Department has made. To do so requires that
we regard our total college-age population as our challenge, our oppor-
tunity, and our responsibility. In my view, the future of our cities
and America's future as a cultural and economic leader depends to a .

large degree on how well we perform this function). I firmly believe
that hilgher education is the best institution witHin our society to
.fulfill this function.

Letmp turn more specifically to the question of bilingual edu-
cation. A4 was pointed out, it ip a relatively recent development in
New Jersey. With tha advent of the Bilingual Education Law of 1975,
the Department of Education moved to establish guidelines to regulate°
bilingual and ESL teachei' .certification. As with other teaching licenses,
the bilingual and ESL guidelines require the completion of a prescribed
course of study in foundations ?nd methodology in an approved collegiate
program. Unlike other certificate areas, these also require prospective
teachers to meet minimum 4vers of language proficienCy irOlinglish and
Spanish (or another;,langwege) for bilingual certification and in English

..

for ESL certification. (I shall return to thus paint later on in my
comments.) In my judgment, these extra requirements are worthwhile and
necessary because they provide greater rigor at the pre-service level;
this in turn, benefits the children of the State.

In February, 1979, I epOointed a Task Force on Bilingual Higher
Education to, study the pertinent issues in thib area and to make policy
recommendations. This groups composed of highly qualified. individuals
fr6m the education 4nd higher education community, was formed' not only
to address bilingual postsecondary education, but also to examine bi-
lingual and ESL teacAer preparation. I believe the preparation of
teachers is as i4ortant, if not more important, to our society as the -'

preparation of lawyers, physicians, and engineers, because it is through.
education that we will either assure our future or deny it. Conse-
quently, the Task Force will unde'rt&ke a thorough analysis of existing
certification standards for bilingual and ESL teachers in order to
,recommend ways in which au_present system maybe improved. Moreover,-..

'het me point out, that the Department has played an active rdl in
promoting the initiativ and expansion of4, bilingual education programs

;through( grants from the Chancellor's Research and 'Development Fund.
Our colleges have used these grants for program plAnning, material
development; and expansion of curricular offerings.

,

s
s

I am also very pleased that the Newman C fssidn has been working

to strengthen the way in which we certify teachers in this State. L

believe that the present teacher certification revirements are less

than adequate. The current system allows any individual who graduates

from an approved program,- tega'rdless of his or her.apility to teach, to

receive% teaching certificate for life. We are one of the few states

6,
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in the nation that oes not require graduate study for a teaching cex'tif-

icate.

--

Since .the impact of.such lenient standards 4111 continuerto be
felt in our elementary and secondary schools ten or twenty years from
now,'there is a compelling need to require of people whQ..n r the

. teaching field the same degree ofr professional competent .as we now re-
quire of those who enter every other profession in this stat . For the

p, good ofthe teaching profession, we must tighten our licensing standards,
If we fail:to act, we will not be.able to attract, as we did in genera- .-

,tions past, the beat available people into teaching. Should this occur,.."--

. the impact of such neglect on our society could be catastrophic.

In the area of-bilingual and ESL educatio n, teacher certification
standards must also undergo rigorous scrutiny to assure that cur
linguistically diverse student population receives the quality educa-
tion to which they are entitled. This is not only ourAuty as educatoEs
but cmar obligation to future generations. tkt

A projection concerning the 'future direction of bilingual higher ' .

education must be founded on knowledge of at least 'four factors: first,

we need.to know the cultural, linguistic, academic and demographic
characteristics of those to be served gince our population is changing.
dramatically; second, we need to assess the kinds of programs that are
presently in place or planned at our colleges and universities; third,
we need to specify the linguistic; cultural and academic goals of bi-
lingual higher education; and fourth, we need to identify the financial
and human resources necessary to provide the best possible services.
This isa challenging process that, requires great commitment and effort
not only from bilingual educators, but from'all of us involved in higher
education.

We have begun, to address these issues through the establishment of
the aforementioned Task Force on Bilingual Higher Education^. The De-
partment of Higher Education, together with the Department of Education,

has also begun to jundertake a joint evalUation of bilingUal higher
educati4on programs in our colleges and universities to identify ways -in

which we can improve and extend the services offered. We are in the
stage where we are gathering the elements necessary to direct the course
of bilingual higher education for the next decade. We are doing so in

a committed,, thoughtful, and organized manner that I hope may serve as
a model for other states as well as for ourselves.

Dn looking to the future,.I believe we should bear in mind some
broader concerns about our total higher education system. As a matter
'of national necessity,, a fundamental re-thinking of what our students
learn in their schools and colleges about the world has,become an
issue of educational urgency. Domestic and global affairs are now
Increasingly inseparable from each other. Therefore, the bifurcation
of "international" and "American" into, two distinct spheres of. study is

an increasingly obsoLete,c6hcept. The need for all Americans to under--
stand better the driving, forces in their world and their own integral
place in it is now as impottant to'our survival and to our exercises
of citizenship as was once our essential knowledge of neighborhoods and
regions in our own national culture.

13 4'
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Education is fundamental inveseMent in this nation's future. ,

The students'Who fkaduate today will be playing leadership roles at
the beginning of the Twenty-first Century. Unless basic changes are
made in'their education, they will live unprepared in what will-
likely-be substantially altered global circumstances. The highest
priority should now be given by therqation's colleges and' universi-
ties to the systematic integration of global perspectives into all

' major fields of learning.
'..

, .----_

The National Council on Learning has' ideritified minimal compe-
tencies to be developed im..all undergraduate college students. Among
these are:

,

* r -

lo
1. A fundamental understandidayof ti\ekey element's of global

sand national interdependence, as taught in the various) major
fields of study, a,uch as economics, history, sociology, etc.;

,---'`

2. A deeper understanding erinother culture,'as seen through
its history, literature, language, 'philosophy,-economics,
and politics;

. /----

3. Competency in a second language which would contribute to
the comprehension of other cultures, chahging'internatkoial
circumstances,and of one's own culture in theglobal con-

,. text. . ..

.
.

One of the most Serious errors we made in this country in the ,

last fifteen years was to eliminate the s cond language reIiit 4uirement
. horn our college and university curricul ... Aside from :i.ts im151-Ct on
individual students, something which .is important in its own right, we
have derailed our capability for research and scholarship in many
,languages of the world. ThiS -capability needs to )e reclaimed.

With theie points in mind, let us set out to meet these challehges,
knowingithat it,will not be an easy task. Let ,me conclude by reiterating
what was said of the climbers of, Mt.'Everest as they dAlppeared into
the clouds, "When last seen., they were still climbing." We haVe yet to
reach our goal but we are still on course. eit i . , .
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THE STATE OF THE ART"
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By: Estela Bensimon, Former Coordinator
,Office for Bilingual. Programs
N.J. Department of Higher

Education-

The Bilingual.Higher Education Institute, aside from
being the first time that we hold a program of such magnitude,
makes a significant statement on the state of the art of Bilingual
.Higher Education in New Jersey. The scope and complexity of the
topics that have been Aagluded far analyse-and discuAion demon-
strate,veey effectively the leading role that New Jersey ii
playing in the fiehd of bilingual higher education.' Through this
institute we are in a position to raise issues that will contribute
toward a.better definition of what constitutes bilingual higher
educatiow as well as the role that bilingual education' should play
within the system of higher education.

I view the evolution of bilingual higher education in
New Jersey in three major phases. _Using the institute as a land-

...

ma-rk, it represents the closing of the first phase. The first
= phase of Bilingual Higher Education cam be described as formativej
n nature, with an emphasis on the establishment and funding of
bilingual higher education...programs. When referring ,to bilingual
higher education, I include teacher training programs and collegiate
leVel programs using a bilingual instructional approach.

The creation, in 1976, of the,Office of Bilingual Programs
in the Department of Higher Education darks the beginning of the
first phase. This office has contributed significantly to the
legitimiat.ion of bilingual higher education pkograms. Unlike
other states, this office is under the rubric of Academic
Affai;p instead of bding housed, with special programs or with
federal grant programs. Since its operations are totally
supported by °state funds, it is assured a more permanent and

, stable status. Thus we can point to the'-existence of the office,
although somewhat small, and understaffed, as an indiqation of the
Department of Higher Education's commitment to bilingual higher
education. In the period covering 1976 through 1978, our efforts
have concentrated in-the development of bilingual ,higher educa.tion
programs as well ..as in increasing the number of institutions that
offer.such programs.

While in 1974 there were only seven Bilingual and ESL
teacher training programs, since 1977 we have fourteen prolgrams in

fi
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operation that lead to certification in Bilingual and/or ESL
education. Additionally, we have programs-that bffer specialized
degrees with a bilingual education concentration such as in
administration and supervision, guidance counseling, early child-
hood education, and migrant education. It is also important to r
recognise that our efforts to train qualified bilingual education;
teachers are not limited to the Spanish speaking. We have programs
that are'training Portuguese, Chinese, Japanese,' and Korean bilingual
education teachers.

, The number and variety 9f Bilingual Education and ESL teacher
training programs that we have in operation throughout the state

- make possible career options and professional development opportu-
nities that five years ago inay have only been available through
institutions that were Title VII recipients.'

Growth is alsoevident in the number of programs that apply
bilingual instructional approaches in degree and non-degree oriented
areas.. In 1974 there were nine programs, by 1977 the number had
grown to twenty. We have bilingual programs offering degrees in
business, in the health professions, and in the physical and
social sciences. We also have institutions that have individual
course offerings taught bilingually and in others, full time bi-
lingual basic skills development programs. The development of
collegiate level bilingual higher education programs in New Jersey
appears to have been influenced by three factors: 1) Hispanic
community pressure for greater access to higher education, 2) de-
clining enrollment of traditional college-bound students, and 3)
institutional -commitmentto serve the educational needs of a
growing Hispanic population.'

MIL

Because the prime'movers to institutional action were
community pressure and edonomic need, collegiate governing bodies
have not embraced bilingual higher education as a legitimate
instructional approach. Consequently, bilingual higher education,
in some instances, has not enjoyed the same status as other programs.

Without doubt we now have a network-of bilingual programs at
the collegiate level that can respond., to the educational needs
and interests of a diverse population.

In retrospect it can be said that we have been successful in
increasing the number and types of bilingual higher education
programs offered through the two-year and f6ur-year public
institutions as well as in the indepdhdent sector.

An area in which we have not fared as well is in the acquisition
of federal funds to supplement and expand bilingual higher education
activities.' I can think of, three reasons for our inability to
generate grant support to a level-that is commensurate with our
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The absence of a policy for. bilingual higher education
seriously affects programs utilizing bilingual instructional
approaches. Because we do not have a policy for bilingUal higher
education, we are deprived of clear guidelines defining,the purpose,
scope, and funding of these programs. Without a policy and guide-
lines the programs are vulnerable -:a situation is created whereby
decisions on prog am structure, academic offerings, and allocation
6fresources is ove dependent on each institution's commitment
to and understanding o bilingual higher education.

Setting policy for bilingual higher education will not
convert the non-believers but it can provide a firm foundation
from .which to develop and expand our programs.

'4. The initial steps to formulate policy were taken in
February of.1979, when Chancellor Hollander apfpointed the
Bilingual Higher Education Task Force. The-Task Force is charged
with making policy recommendations defining thEt appropriateness
of bilingual education at thepost-seCondary 1el, making recom
mendations on program models, and4the funding of such programs.
It also has the additional charge of making recommendations on the
form and content of bilingual and E.S.L. teacher certification
standards.

The Task Force has a total of sixteen specific charges
and it is scheduled to submit its finer report in October, 1979.
.The Task Force will be making a series of recommendations addressing
major modifications for Bilingual Education and E.S.L. teacher cer-
tification programs. We can expect that recommendations will be
made tsinclude, within the course listing presently required by
the Bure au of Teacher Education and Academic Credentials, a set of
uniform minimal competencies that all prospective bilingual edu-
cation and E.S.L. teachers should acquire in order to be certified.

Accordinglyy they have developed a prototype with compe-
tencies for undergraduate and graduate programs. The competencies
are divided i4to the areas of general and personal, linguistic,
cultural, pedagogical, research and assessmentj'and school and
community relations competencies.

The Task Force is also considering recommendations that
would require the establishment of minimum standards with respect
to the resources institutions of higher education make available
to bilingual education and E.S.L. teacher training programs. For
this purpose they are delineating general guidelinJ's on the admin-
istrative structure of programs, ratios of full time faculty versus
part time faculty, ratios of faulty on institutional lines versus
faculty on soft monies, and procedures for program update and
evaluation on a five year cycle.
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commitment: 1) lack of knowledge and experience in the federal
funding arena, 2) little or no faculty release time for planning. and
writing grants applications, and,3) other extraneous political con-
siderations outside of our control. To,name a few of the federal
grant programs that we are not tapping, ca, if we are, it is'only
minimally, I would include vocational education funds for post-:
secondary education, adult education funds,' migrarit education, FIPSE
grants, NIE grants, and Title VII as well. -

f

Since infordation on Title VII funding levels and patterns
are more readily available and more accurately documented, I will
use it as an example to illustrate my poiht.

A quick analysis of NJ Title VII' grants for 1978-79 to
implement teacher education training activities reveals that NJ
generates $1,252.00 on the average, per person being4trained
through Title VII programs. On the other hand, New York receives
an Nerage of $2,806.00 per /Person, Massachusetts, $2,775.00 per
person, and Connecticut, $3627.00 per perSdn. Of the 29 states
'and territories that are Title VII recipients, New Jersey's
allocation is the second lowest based on the number persons
being train.ed. It is critical that in the year ahe d we work
together to overcome our difficulty in this area, o herwiee oppor-
tunities to.experiment with new approaches and develop our research
potential will be seriously hampered.

I view the second phase o bilingual higher education as
one that calls for the and examination of program
characteristics, program quality, and program effectigeness. Con-
sequently, in the last few months the Office for Bilirigual Programs
has concentrated on planning a process to .undertake a comprehensive
and extensive review of bilingual higher education programs presently
in operation. The data to be generated from the review will serve
a number of purposes. Information on program variables such as
curriculum offerings, staffing patterns, instructional approaches,
assessment procedures, administrative organization, and funding
patterns will be used as a framework to begin formulating a state- -
wide comprehensive plan for bilingual higher education for the
coming decade. Additionally, programmatic, review will provide the
Department of Higher Educatiohtxwith concrete data to develop a
technical aesistamoe plan to meet the needs of our colleges and
universiti+s.. Thus, it will. enable the Oftice for Bilingual Programs
to initiate activities that are compatible with institutions'
developmental needs. This new. phase we are enteringiis critical
to the future of bilingual higher education in New Jersey. Assessment
of the present status of bilingual higher education will give us a
database from which to dgtermine more accurately the demand for
these services. The Vast phase in. the evolutionary process of
bilingual higher education is the formulation of policy.
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Additionally, the Task Force has formulated preliminary
recommeAdations addressing changes'in the procedures for prograh
approval' as well as an increase in core course requirements
for the bilingual education teaching endorsement.

For postsecondary programs utilizing a bilingual instructional
approach, the Task Force has provided a rationale based on lin-
guistic,. pedagogical, historical, andlegal grounds to establish
the appropriateness of, bilingual programs in the higher education
sector.' It has also defined terminology that is associated with
bilingual postsecondary programs and has taken initial slips in
identifying models for programs that use bilingual instructional'
approaches, including developmental and undergraduate -and graduate
degree oriented,programs.

The Task Force's recommendations, when submitted in its
final report, will be reviewed by the Depar,tment of'Higher
Education and those recommendations that the Department and Board
of Higher, Education determine as feasible and implementable will
be incorporated into the NJ Statewide Plan for the 1980's.1

I woullikatip make use of this opportunity to acknowledge
theoutstanding work of the Task Force a d'the commitment they
have dehonstrated to fulfill their Charge 'n'a timely manner. The
enthusiasm and dedication of the Tadk Force exemplifies the spirit
of commitment, cooperation, and persevergnce that- character.izes
those in. bur field.

The three phases I have discussed provide a general
overview of the state of the art of bilingual higher education in
New Jersey. Throughout my presentation I have attempted to weave
a unifying theme representing the growing process of bilingual
higher education in New Jersey.

cp,

We have cleared many hurdles in the past, theesent and
the future offer us yet new opportunities to build upon our past
accomplishment. And therefore I challenge you as a community of
scholar rp teachers, resource personnel, and community leaders to
work coo eratively with the Department to live up to our mutual
expectati nd of the future.

1 4 0
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"HIGHER' EDUCATION IN NEW JERSEY: AN ANALYSIS OF

SOCIAL REALITIES"

By: Dr. Gustavo A. Mellander
President
,Passaic County Community College

'As I prepared for this evening, as I reviewed the very extensive
five and a half day program, as I thought of the persons who would be
here, it occurred tome that our situation in\New Jersey not unlike

-the situation faced by Alice: Alice in Wonderland.

Although my co ents will be based primarily on the New Jersey
scene, I fear that, our circumstances are very similar to the ones found ,

in our neighboring states.
r

Higher education in NeW Jersey is in a very difficult and unsettled
state.

In fact, New Jersey is a very'difficult and unsettled state.

we can look forward to the following:

Enrollments will undoubtedly 'fall -- very sharply and very
shortly.

Inctstuous warfare will erupt for student enrollments.

- Some colleges, more than we like to believe, will lower
standards in their mad scramble to maintain enrollments.

Several private colleges will close. Some, if they are large
enough, will become state_ institutions, despite present de-
partmental denialse

- Universities, perhaps even the state university, will accept
and lAsciviously seek the type of students and adopt the
-types of programs for which they criticized commumity.colleges
ten, years ago.,,

Some institutions, if they.are brave enough and maintain a modicum
of academic respectability, will eliminates outmoded qnd unnecessary
programs. Teachers, even some with tenure, lose their positions.
(Temple University in neighboring Philadelphia already plans to release
26 tenured faculty members next year.)

T e classic reaction to this'will be a virulent growth of pkotec-
b ive a sterile unionism.

"1-4.1
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9
The quality of administration will decline. The bright, the com-

petent, the entrepreneurs will not put up with the pressures and the
lack of psychig pleasures. More and more will say: "Who needs it?"
Hacks and dullards will replace them. In4ividualism and academic freedom
will suffer.

The'preceding is the scenario if.all were to go well -,but we-
know it won't. Therefore, it's going to be worge. But, why?

The public is disenchanted with education. We've done a pretty
poor job in education. Students graduate from high school without.be-
ing able to read or write. Vandalism, and not just in urban areas, is
at an all time high. Too many college graduates are ill-prepared and
hundreds of others have been trained for non-existent jobs.

Teachers are discouraged and all too many have become robots.
They seem to come alive only on pay day. Too many administrators seek
only personal aggrandizement and power. Bureaucrats, unlike the:well-
known saying, multiply and conquer.

I
What type of. people do we attract-to education? Why are so many

of us so cowardly, so self-serving? Why are we afkraid to speak out on
any but the most inane of issues? Easily intimidated, fearful of losing
our jobs, we sit around avoiding, but certainly not solving, problems.
Our national motto is quickly stamped in our brains: "Don't make waves,
don't rock the boat."

At a time when colleges need strong, dedicated academic adminis- d

trators, we have the'opposite. We have an army of pinched-nose, pehcil-
pushing MBA'S, CPA's and other alphabet word merchants.

Their academic souls have been displaced by pocket calculators.
Balancing the bdoks, keeping the unions at bay, juggling state and
federal bureaucracies comprise the sum total of their existence.- When
did they last think about edudation? When did they last have time to
think about education? When did they last read a poem?

I am reminded of the 4e1low who went into a high fidelity store.
He was shown around by the salesman. At every turn, he was shown a
larger and better hi-fi set. He could not make up his mind -- and the
salesman' in.desperation said, "Don't you want a hi-fi set?" And, he
said, "Ng, I don't want a hi-fi set. I want to listen to music."

. 410 A-11 of us in education must try to remember what' we started out
to accomplish. We cannot speak of higher education in New Jersey with-
out making mention of the Department of Education and the Department
of Higher Education. But, I will try to remember that this is also a
social gathering.

2
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Those two Trenton-based bureaucracies grow stronger every year'.
Part of their strength is due to their own avarice and lust for power.
Part of it emanates from rules, regulations and pressures beyond their
ca4trol. ,The ever-present example of the Federal department of eduda-
tioh is not lost on them. The avalanche of paper work frbm Washington
and Trenton is not going to end. Jimmy Carter not withstanding, cen- ,

tralized over-regulated government is here to stay. You and I Will live
to see the ,day when our daily lives are regulated and managed by govern-
ment.'

When I was a college student I was assured that there would always
ti

be a surplus of teaching positions. Throughout my lifetime, I was
told there would bea. surplus of teaching positions. But obitiously,
the world has changed.

If you are interested in job security, becoffie a government bureau-
crat. Their sun is rising. It will notset during our lifetimes. It

is not that those,who work in btreaucracies are evil or stupid, although
some of them are. It is not that they are congenitally insensitive or
uncaring, although some of them are.

4

It's. simply the nature of the beast - bureaucracy is extremely
nonresjonsive to human needs. The world'is run by dull, bureaucratiC
clerks. The world is changed by energetic risk- takers, but,it run
by dull clerks.

Before we all die, we will be able to say what Jose-Marti-said:
"I have lived within the entrails of that monster."

It-is clear that institutions of higher education are going to
be stretched, pulled and some rendered asunder by forces beyond their
control. Let me focus on one of the interests that unites most of us
at this conference namely, bilingualism and the plight of Hispanics and
other minorities.

Some of us, not unlike professional virgins, are living under
false illusions. For'instance, some of us believer that bilingual/
bicultural prograis are ,herestay.to We blithely believe that
America has .embraced us;$that America has enbraced those academic areas
with the fervor and the passion ofrS seventeen year old bride.

I .

This is hardly the case. .It may, be true that some of you are .

fortunate (although the degree of fortune can be questioned .later,on)
in that your institution has received a federal grant and, therefore,
sexy new programs existfron your campus. We should, remember that much
of'that funding is so-called "soft -money." And that, by and large,
power brokers, be theylfacUlty or administrators, are not making a
commitment to those programs. Therefore, financial and structural con-
siderations are not being woven into the institutional fabric to guar-

(/

'antee the continuance of those prog ams once fedeial funds dr1) up, and
the drought is coming.

143
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In a few yeari, the story of The Emperors Clothes may be appropriate
fn descr'ibing your 'programs: .

,.

.. ,-.. c

------#

.
New Jersey, the Garden gtate, is-affected by Wasiiington, D.C.

And, what's happening there? To begin with, we haVe (regardless of
his party label) a Conservative Republican in the 4hite House. -He may
be a self-made millionaire; but he has forgotten that'his fortune, and
therefore his independence, was built on government"` subsidies. Some,
might even characterize the assistance he received at welfare. But he
doesn't, and worse yet, he doesn't seem very sympathetic to the leis
fortunate.

...

The Black Revolution has sputtered to a halt. , Those who benefitr
ted from the struggles of the sixties havelmoVed'into the suburbs.
.heir children attend private schools. They are the new elite, they
have arrived and, all too many of them, have forgotten their roote.

4

4 . .

.
.

Much that is left of federal and state social action programs is
-f'laccid, `ineffective and, atNtimes, counter-productive. .The .temper of
the times is different. there are,few effective political leaders.
There are fewer fret effective minority leaders - certainly none with .

a national impact., ,
4,

)Socially ociented programs,be they federal or State, will come

c

./under increasipg fire and criticism., To pretend that-there was not
waste and inefficiency in those programs would be foolish and wrong.
To charge, however, that the programs were not needed-and:did not
address legitimate-needs is beyond foolishness. Yet that is the latest
popular battle cry.

The barbarians are going to win the next few rounds. Minori ties
are going to lose grounT.. Zero new minority--oriented;programs will
be launched. Existing ones will'be:phased out or allowed to die.,

America, Middle.,Apeoa; that ever pOwerful silent majority., has ,

found its voice'reli.iid Jarvis. qir

Proposition 13 is not an erratic localized California odyesey.
It is a national: phenOmena. Taxes are going to be cut: We are
galloping toward a depression. The weak Always suffer.first. Govern-
ment programs are going to reduced.

If thZt is the pational picture, then what of New Jersey? What
of New Jersey that historically has spent less oxi. education in virtually
every category, than 4_8 or 2119 of its sister states? What of New Jersey
with.its infinitesimal commitment to education?,

1

An,observer of lew Jersey history once characterized New Jersey
as a haven for tax-dodgers. He claimed that northern New Jersey was

Itt
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peopled with' New Yorkers unwilling to pay New York :taxes. And southern
New Jersey is inhabited by people fleeing Pennsylvania taxes.

./gThat may changs-ffOrgr--that we haye a State income tax. The future
cannot be foretold with any degree.of certainty. But change which
impinges on and tries to change one's very charactdr is always slow.°

New Jersey's charlacter is set.. It's pragmatic, blue collar,peturious'
and increasingly conservative. Some day New Jersey may be dragged e

"screaming And kicking" into the twentieth century,. But, don't
hold your breath. ,

As the nation drifts to the tight, socially- oriented programs
will,be slashed. New,Jer.s.ey will certainly refledt that trend. In'

fact, it might even assume a leadership role. We should not forget
that Senator ,Clifford Case, a man with a quarter of a century of

humane and caring service, was defeated Aramatically'by a. callow,
single issue, simplistic-minded young man.

It is not the first time we have experienced this in New Jersey.
A few year's ago, a reactionary congressman with few other qualifications,
thaltan acerbic tongus,and a single issue, "No State Income Tax"

defeated a progressive incumbent governor in.the primary. -

.

And, as themsda -b reported, the Ku Klu Klan is apparently
, . . -

alive and well i New sey. Tfie,Garden state is` in full bloom.
,,t, -,?- .- "

,'i.'

.

I am notitfgo ig t o ayou In reciting a list,7of facts and

statistics. We .111 u bt los -' tlie -vviIsame:_ones' -t, to prove

I.
our points, ftverse houg tht migliCAIX... .' 0,

.
/

, '4.127.4,'

o, ...,

New Jersey is the nation's most -urbaM.A:ed,Stets WhitS,suburban

schools face plummeting enrollAents; urbanOchoordiltri'othtkeep.'
growing. I need not tell- you that urban'schebls 2,r:eeby -aril:, large

minority schools. In my" opinion, public edu abi'o i At SS ersey '. 9

isan absolute mess. It's high school gradOates e4L1-prepared for ..

the world and even less so for college. Yet t pour into our
, . .

..-higher education institutions. ,t.
,

..
.

..,..
4 6

More than any other factor, be it tdac 4 pares, lorthe

. 4 media, I blame the education leadership i this State. l'believe F

it is weak and too easily infolueneed by p litiCarfercep. I have

been saying this for five years all over this- staid. 6'Many of you

have heard the speak on this.topic, so I will not atiell On it.'.Besides,

I haye been dramatically unsuccessful. Why
.

cspoil.a perfect record?
.
0

i
'1

, . ..

Bu, if .education is J.,nr itrouble in New Jersly,-as,it is nationwide,

which segment suffers the most? -Yes, the-Urban rtrases. And, rdpeea
not tel.this audience who, ives in Newark, Camdeftv:Passaic, Union
City,- Paterson, Perth Amboy and Jersey City, jnst:to name a few of

our largest cities. '

.
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The ,level of frustration and the,d 'epth of impotency are almost
insurmountable. Far too many urban teachers 'and administrators look
upon their,position as "just jobs." They may not "punch inand
punch out," but the are none the less disgruntle factory workers.
They count the minutes until their work day end and then rush to
their finely manicured suburtlan homes. Do not sk for whom the bells
toll.. They toll for you and for me.

The needs of Hispanic students are not being met - and will not
be met.- gin the prevailing philosophy and attitudes of those in
poker. Dot0St expectIc ange to come either easily pr,quickly.

. %

The educational-bu eaucracy and the pdlitical 'powers to be are
not sympathetic to wha they perceive to be "thatrproblemu ith
"those people. ". . )

. .

.
. ,

Bilingual eduqat on is widely misunderstood and fervently attacked.
at is perceived a lowering of academic standards. Bilingualism
itself is feared as a harbinger*of a separatist movement. It is a
battle cry for the frustrated. It is an easy target -. It is popular
to oppose bilingual education - even if you don:t understand it.

.

"By Jingo, my grandfat 'er learned English- -why can't they? " Well,
to begin with, many grandfathers and grandmothers did not learn
English. And they lived lives of screaming de'speration, for they
were- trapped and never reached their trudrpotential.. Society //failed
them. Failed to provide the mechanism for them toYearn EngIllsh an0
become fully integrated into the American mainstream. Shall we
commit the same error over and aver again?

Or, will Hispanids overreact and _go to the other-extreme? Must
we insist on offering, our students mord and more in Spanish even
though they are destined to live'ih an English - dominant society?
Will this really help them? Ho many of us would be attending this

rlwconferende if we had not taste ed English? Can we deny our, children
the same opportunities? r would not want them tp undergo the same
pressures and, rustrations; but I would accept them again if I could '

be assured of their success,

la New Jereey, As is true nationally, minorities continue to
fight among.themselves. Blacks, who are just beginning to raise
their heads above the water 1).ne, resent and resist thebrown tidal
wave. By word and by action, many blacks in pbsitions of authdrity
systematically exclude' Hispanids.

; The same can be said; and in my opinignioMu;t be_said,a out
Hispanics: many of-them 'by word and by actiowisystematically.exclude
blacks. And, as unbelievable and .as senselesa as it 'sounds, the
internecine backbiting and outright jealousy and opposition among
Hispanic groups is real, endemic and devastating.

14G
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Denied, for Obvious reasons, the opportunity of exercising
racial or religious bigotry among themselves, Hispanidbp have, adopted
geographic and national prejudice with a vengeance. Words which once
evoked pride add pleasure are now spit out with rancor: Cuban,
Ptuerto Rican, Dominican, Peruvian, and on'and on.

I need not apprise this assembly of the many social and eCo--
noMic reafities'that have consigned and trapped Hispahics in such
'roles. But it's time for change,.and such change must begin within
us.

4
Hispanics And other minorities - and I include women in Ohii-

characterizatio must, wok twice asakard if they are to succeed.
bur children should be told that. Whatever salubrious change is to
dome will have to be born and nurtured within our breasts. With
dramatically few exceptions, those in power are not going to help us.
They have no need to. They have reason 'hoeto. Expect even less of°
mosi'Hispanics who have made it. They have.undergone a metamorphosis'..
But they have not become butterflies, they have become W.A.S.P.S.
'They are the new wasps, with all of the self-centered bigotry and
none of they charm of the old ongs.

Although exaggerated anct,*certinly rot universal, for far too
many Hispanics, government welfare is a ways of life. 'Hispanics in
America are develop7ing'a ghetto mentality, a culture of poverty.
Most Hispanics do not want government doles. They want work and,
more passionately; they covet a rgood education for their children.
Hispanics should concentrate on improving the quality of 'education.

;t is only through education that we,. as Hispanics, Will have
the opportunity of reaching our true potential,.., And even then, given
our day and age, an education will afford us only the opportunity
to struggle. It will not guarantee us sdccess.

Lord Acton, once said: "14.ter Corrupts; and absolute povAx
orrupts absolutely." .

0

I guess that's true - at least in most cAses. But I am 'also

4 -.fond of another quotation. It reaors: ",The lack of power also
corrupts." And that's what we are a powerless group.of people.
Since Hispanics are not in the forefront Of the coirhtry's finandial
and business worlds, our only avenue to influence the course of

.

events is-the political one. The issues are tjere, but the leaders
aren't.

It is obvious that we are speakflig of power. If power cannot
come to Hispanics through the rapid acquisitiop of wealth - and 'it
can't - we must then turn to...the political sphere.

Two' ways of acquiring politial P6Crer. exist:

4
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(1) A massive organized voter registration campaign and thp
a second campaign to ensure that Hispanics actually vote.
th other words, to work within the system. That's been tried
and it has failed. It is slow and cumbersome and, I- fear,
gounterindicated. It laughs in the face of reality.

When a person registers to vote and when he actually` a

vo*est he is performing an act of/ allegiance,-truet and
....

confidence. He is- saying: "I believe in the system."

)How can we expect people who have'Neen failed by
.
the ''-'-----

system to make such a statement?

It is unrealistic to expect Hispanics - and speak
of Hispanlcs in the Northeast - to adopt that route.

40.4
(2) The other avenue to acquire political' r is through

( force. But force has-its shortcom gs. Wikn you use force,
you can be exterminated; you and your cause can be wiped
out. History is replete with anarchists wht gave up their
lives bythe thousatds. Even professional historians have
difficulty remembering their names or their causes.

But some anarchists, some revoluilionaries.have succeeded.
And they have changed the world.

41V

There isn't V pers6n in this room who does support
or at least feel warmly towards one so-call revolutionary.
It all depends on whether we were'taught to respect and
love Mr. X or whether we were taught to hate and fear him. .
(The names of Christ, MOses, Simon Bolivar, Marti 'and'
Washington,come to mind.) '

A
But lete's get closer to our personal experiences. Let us speak

of our lives. Did we benefit or suffer-from the advent Of Arrafa't,
Fidel Catro, Eldridge Cleaver, Ho Chi Minh, Mao, Malcolm X or
Martin Luther Xing? t

How do we feel about these indi4-iduals? It's a very private
and personal matter. Did you gain materielly -or grow spiritually
because-of one of these individuals? 41Dr.did you lose and suffer?

Your personal relationshilD with that.indiyidual determines Your
evaluatibn of him. Hero orivillain. You tell me. Being a revolu-
tionary isn't all bad!.

And so we wait, not in Valhalla, but in Jersey City, in Camden
..

and in Paterson.

y
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The issues are there, the heeds are there the leaders aren't!
k

s

Until that leadership arrives and is accepted, Hispa ics are
ti doomed to languish as third or fourth class Citizens.

But the day is coming, you can "rest assured of
1

The-saunElet has been thrown. The torch is waiting.'Generations
yet unbornawait our next move.

.

4 , *.": .-._ 1

I hope that when the leaders appear, they will say clearly
v

and without hesItationi "We ark: not asking for charity; we are
`asking

.

.1for Ostice." ..

.
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'4A CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF THE
STATE OF BILINGUAL POSTSECONDARY EDU ION"

I By: Dr. Rolf Kjolseth
University of Colorado at Boulder

Bilingual higher education is traditionally tied to elite bi-
lingualism and as such it is socia4y very different from the phenom-
enon of collective bilingualism which Dr. Gaarder has addressed. I

should like to emphasize at the outset that I generally share his
views regarding cbll'ective bilingualism in the Unittd States but, as',
will be discussing elite bilingualism, the -view I present will be

quite different althotigh not contradictory. °

.One of the many reasons why elite bilinguals are needed is the
presence of 'collective-bilingualism in a nation's popiflation, for
their needs can be met more adequately by relatively highly trained
and paid bilinguals. HoweVer, will collective bilingualism persist
in the U.S. or will, linguistic assimilation to English dilute'and
destroy collective bilingualism? ,Specifically, to take the single
.Largest speech community after English: will Spanish survive? The
answer is both yes and no, each in a distinct sense.

No, Spanish will o,t survive)any better than the other non-English
languages which have come to these shores, following the,patterh of
linguistic assimilation to 'English monolingualism (or dominance) with-
in three. generations. Even in'East Los, Angeles.with the benefits of
a large ethnic neighborhodd,proximity to Mexicoakid continuing im-
migraction of native Spanish speakers,_ the shift to English monolin-
gualism from'first (immigrant parents) to third generation (their
grandchildren) is overwhelming. Spanish7speaking immigrants are not
maintaining their language intergenerationally any better than other
language groups.

Yes, nevertheless Spanish, (will survive - and mightily - as a
spoken language in the U.S. and for'a very simple reason: the greed
of the economic and political policies of this country towards Mexico
(and other Latin American countries). /Only a truly national develop-
ment policy in Mexico can come to terms with the problems which are
driving its citizens north in a desperate search for survival. Yet'
the continuing economic and political pressures on Mexico are deep-
ening t4ese problems and guaranteeing a continuing flood of Spanish

.speakers into the U.S. Since the basic economic and political policies
of the U.S. toward Mexico are not goin? to chan e, the tide of immi-
gration will not cease and. their expl station on thi side of the
border will continue. Socially produced problems of a wide array will
have to be addressed and, therefore, bilingual skills will Increasingly
be recognized as an asset and occupational edge for employment flit many
,proessions.
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,Such greed has two.sides. On the one hand there is the "pull!'
e. stemming from the desire in both agriculture 'and industry for'unor-

ganized, depressed wage workers in the U.S. for persons without ef-
fective ivilirights unable to influence or control their working con-
ditions or wages. On the other hand there,is the "push", as exemplified.
by Elie greed of the transnationel'corporatioms,that'are,plundering .

Mexico and ruining its agriculturalogcOhomy,,displacing persons, aid
ceeatie4 massive.un- andunde-employment. The best example of this is

iIxtok I, the runaway oil well in the Gulf of Campeche which is literally
a.lethal threatoto the entire Gulf of Mexico. With responsible pro=
cedures it would not have happened, }DLit the drilling operation wasn't e

even following some of the most basic safety measures diCtated'by tWoil
drilling industry14.tielf. NeVertheless, the U.S. thirst for oil.- and
th contracts ro drill for it - continues unabated and most peoplein ,
th s country will continue not to know that it was a 'comipiny founded
by overnor Clements of Texas,that prOduced this largest man-made eco-
logical disaster in history. As a consequence; thousands upon.thoTsands
of Mexicans who depended upon fishing and tlpri.yative industries are
bein deprived of their livelihood and driven into the ,interior of the
Republic in search of work, often t be turned to theilorth and the.
U.S. by lack of availablia.employmenE:.

a

Naturally, the Governor of
Texas will Complain about these human arrivals, just as he complain
about the physical arrival of oil on the Texas beaches; :Natarall;, he
will deny all responsibility for both.. ,The point is that the tide will.
keep coming.

(

AF a result of our.own greed we will continue to have a very large
number of Spanish speakers amongst us, and the neto respond to these
pradticil problems will be a continuing need. Bilingual, education'wikl
be able to r4spond to these needs and politicians are going to Ave to
understand that. Indeed they are beginning to get it., That is why A

there is still legislative support for bilingual ducation. However;"
there is no recognition that they are dealing with a set of circumstances
that they themselves or our economy itself has produced or helped to
produce. There is a tendency to pass the buck and there are all kinds
of self-serving characterizationsabout our "aid" to Mexicoand Third
World countries. Nevertheless, there-is the_ recognition that large
numliers of Spanish speakers are here.

'I would like to address the matter of bilingual higher education
and elite bilingualism, whi h is very distinct from collective bi-

lingualis.

One of tishe productive. features of bilingual higher educatioh is

its immediate contributiOn tb,the.economlf, for it provides new jobs.
In fact, the expansion of the education' system in,thelliS. at all
levels has traditionally, been an arena in which members of differing '

ethnib groups have achieied upward social mobility. EduCation is big
business and a very large employer; in/fact, in mostcommunities in

the U.'S., the school system has a larger budget sand a larger sersOnnel
roster than amy local enterprise.* Therefore, when any group gains
access to the personnel. rosters of these educationalinstitutions, it
is engagj.ns in promising and traditional behavior. It amounts to a
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A
kind of affirmative action and can legitimately be pointed to as a
plus for new programs wh4.ch provide access for members of groups pre-
viously excluded from this occupational category.

Perhaps I am overly optimistic when I say thatopost secondary bi-
lingual,education is elite because, with the introduction of junior
collegeS and the community college movement, the social distance of
the American university from the secondary school, has been reduce -or
at least relativized. Here I am referring mainly to the public im ge
more than to the actual 'Situation, since the juno'i college-has no
proven to be a stepping stone between the,high school and the tinIver-
sity, as was originally dntended.' Very fewyersons attending junior,
colleges advance to the university. Many drop out and back into the
junior college in a revolving door manner, with the final result for!

.mos't being that they. do not .make it to the university, but becOmecon-
vinced that this is thtiir own fau).t for they' have had,they think, a
chance. As such, thejunior 9olleget are.not a stepping stori& which
ac a y brings the univerity closer to the reach of previoUsly ex
c udeillgroups, ,Mather thei'ta.re an.extremely costly system of co-optIt

re to blamet on to convince excluded groups that they,themsdlves
f r .their disadvantaged place in Society. Therefore, while the public.
image of the junior college is that it biings_the uni ersity closer

\.or into a ladder-like continuum withhe high school,. the actual sit-
uation is still one-iof a chatm betwen thehigh school'and the univ-

- -

rsity.

_Since the university is symbolically so what closer to secondary
education,'bilingual activities at the university level are subject
somewhat to the taint that has stained bilingual education at the'pri-
wary and secondaiy levels.. As we know, at thqse levels it has been
asociateesince its inception with disadyantaged groups, lowsocio:
economic, immigrant"groups stereotned as "ignorant."' ,

Neirertheless,.I 141'11 assume for the moment that the university
dould be conceived of as having a qualitatively distinct status con -;
cerned with categorically dillerent.pdrposes - prestigious purposes.
The main purposes of the'primarncand secondary schools are besic0
,kinds of `skills or -rather low tunctions; 'learning. literacy, and ini-
tial socia,lizatisn of the individual intopublic institutional"life%
By contrast, theunivers:ity's purposes preiUmably have to do with
humanistic'pursuits -'opening tlie world view of persons to one which
is,more ample. This prodess involves research and investigations, the
discovery of new knowledge, and working on 'prOjects associated with
the powerful and theier interests. Therefore, I am :assuming we can an
alyze bilin4lual'ielAted activities at the university level' in a dif-
ferentL-COntext, that is, as activities which are addressing higher, more
prestigious purposes" Indeed, we would-be well advised to keep that
front la; that is, to assume that this is the case and not-stoop tO

...associata too clo"tely with the low tradition ofsbilingualeducation
that has- enveloped the,Reiplary.and secondary schools.

*4'
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-t
Now, I have a problem with the vocabul$p we use. frruce.Gaardei'

for example, has pointed out in his Aitings that "bil'i'ngual education"
is a misnomer. I belieVe his preferred term ii "dual medium instruction
program." This is certainly & mugh more adequate term for what we are
discussing, since "bilingual" is a psycholdgical concept And education
is not a 'psychological entity. It Is a social entity. It is an organ.
izational structure. Therefore, "bilingual 'education" is a way of
anthrapo I phizing a social organization. It is like saying, "society
speaks'," "the army t llsus," not the, captain or the sergeant.'

.

I would like to pr use that:it might be useful to us not to-''
talk about "bilingual ucation" at t14'university level, becauSe,

< this can mislead us in o anthFdpomorphic andlPsyshologistic ways of
thinking. But .there is another reason as well: I believe that as soon
as we begin to.tAlk about bilingual educq.tion, we immediately begin to
think of bureaucratic packages. For exanhole, if I were Asked about the
kind of7bilingual education" program *e have at my university, I would
point tothe Title VII Doctorak PellowShip Program that the School of , ,

Education has for training teachers.of future teachers in bilingual/ r

bicultural eementary and secondary school programs. It's a package. -

They mail4d it to Washington. It exisis.within the School' of Edu- .

cation. It is supported almost entirely by Federal funds. All this
seems a reasonable ansOer to the qupstion.about our bilingual education

/ prOgram" at,the university. The trouble ie. that this view, -focused as ,

it is on "the bureaucraticwpackige," Misses everything else that is I

going on ;elated to the development.ot. bilingual skills among students
and faculty at'the.university. And, in fact th* doctoral - fellowship
program at my university is a good example of the Washington negotiated,
Package: a balance Of.'influence between the-vested interests of the '_

school of education on the one hand, and the vested iziteteststof the
Department of Edilcation and itWbureaucracy,-On the other. The'package
is the result of the balance of powers'. Fok example, since the.grant
proposal has to have-a sponsor Aithin the-already established organ-
ization of the school of education, the,initLatorsof the grant, proposal
have to strike a 'deal with one. Of.the divisions, and while many *anted

'f
to have the money, few wanted to work for bilingual edutati.on. Finally,

-.,-, a division agreed to sponsor the'grant proposal but at a price, namely,
that the program adopt practically, all the preexisting curriculum of
the. division 7 these being courses .Previously developed Vithout any
concern, for either the development of individnjal :bilingual skills or
dual medium program needs.,, This was, so to speak, the "bride's price.,"
and,it was a very high Price.

- A
b

.

.

1

(......--\

The consequence has een that most of the courses are .34 best only
marginally elevant and there is little room='left for the intrbduction ;. .

of new courses. In addition, and most importantly, the program is a
hypocrisy' in the sense that while it ispresUmablr there_ td develop dual
medium instruction, it is itself a.radicaily.single medium program.
'They do n,ot practice what'they preach.. 'There are .a number of reasons

-..forthis, and in combination (for they reinforce one another) they
produce a disaster. Most,gaculty members can't maintain, a cogent at*
gument in any tafget language about any,substantivS matter. Many
students enter the program with very limited,aural/oral skills and

r
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practically no literate or reading and writing skills in the target
language. And tinally,4 liberal democracy is invoked .o play to the
common denominator lwhich is English. The resuit'is an officially

,

authorized, publically funded, degree granting so-called "bilingual"
vo.-

program which is practically\devoid of bilingual practices!, "Theory"
yes, practi&e no. Don't you hive a program? Yep, we have no banana's '

today. "

Incidentally, while the original negotiations were going on, it
was .planned that the new program would be coordinated and developed
by a sort of trioka,composed of a division within the school of edu-
cation, plus the Spanish Department and the Chicano Studies Program
from the College of Arts and Sciences. However,'as negotiations went
on, the ball got stolen and the Spanish Department and the Chicano 0
Studies Program lost any effective role in the game. The result is a

-tompartmeptaliZed package, off in the School of Education. '

.

If we are interested in those activitiesl'at the,university
which have the consequence of developing individual bilingual abil-
ities, I suggest We not look for packages or programs, but rather
fo2 what I like-'to call "sapient practices," that is, socially organ-
ized practiceswhich foment language use in two or more idioms. In
this context of looking for any and all sapient practices tending to
develop bilingual abilities in individuals, let' lodk university
wide for what we already have, i.e,, for ail those activities which -

ter bilingual skills in the communicative repertoires of Individuals.

When we investigate and survey the university in this manner,
we that abroad arrayof sapient .practices for bilingual
development' already exists.

011p, important example is the branch campus in another count
,1which institutionalize the possibility for both faculty and students
to spend one or more semesters in another country under the'auspices
of their home institution. Of dourse,,the degree to which participants
in such programs are actually subjected to the necessity of using they
.language of the country, and therefore the degree to which tileir skills
in the language of the host country are'acually develop q4 is very
variable. 'a have observed some of thes4 programs abroad and often
found them'tobe mdre reminiscent of the hermeneutically self-contained
and parochial U.S. military bases abroad than universities. However,
any sociolinguist can discover thi social organizational characteristics
of such programs which produce their failure and offer practical and
effective organizational means by which such programs can be turned.
into immersion abroad programs which will powerfully boost theparic-
ipawts sapient practices for bilingualism. These"organ944.izatiohal
dimensions ,include such'thingsas: design of recruitment, logistics
of travel, 'living arrangementt, type of counseling,-and many other
matters of everyday social organization for which there is really no
categorical distinction between in and out of school activites. This
is because it is the requirements for language-use in the entire round
of daily activities which maktbe difference. Bilingual abilities
are acquired in use and are' born of necessity. Therefore., the design,

4
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1
of effective study abroad progralms takes as its most crucial con-
cern the design of arrangements for travel, livi g, eating, studying,
refaxing,* etc. so as to miximiz.e,the necessity f 1 r the use of the
target language.

-,.Consider this paradox: What radically distinguishes homo .sa-
piens from all other animals ds his capability for speech. In spite
of what you may have read recently in the National Geographic,'chimps

.4 ,, don't chat with their hOmo sapien friends. Thankfully, the Sebeoks
. ,. in a recent book have debunked this hoax, nurtured by our beauty and
is,... theqp,east fantasiesr.thatspecies other than homo sapiens (us) can

hold up,tho.ir end of anything'like a simple conversation. The cape-
bility of.tru'lielpeeah is e superlative intellectual accomplishment
of our specigOS. LNOti a

,,,..
thAt shiperlative ,intellectual accom-

...,

) plishment of the sge les, r. em kified by th'e cse of mother,, tongue
ac,quisition, is also 11 practical purposeS a 100% acoomplishment.
There'are no significant numbers of drop outs, no flunk outs/or
failures. Mother tongue acquisition iS a 'fantastic success story
and' it involvesnthe speoiesig=i)innacle intellectual Aohj-qM@MgPt. .13y

contrast's to this success story, compare what might well be called the
great disaster story of the foreign language classroom. Poll almost
any set:of graduates and you will find that.almost:without.exceptiop
it is a story of great time, effort and pain with almost perfectly
imperfect results: "Oh yes, book three years of Spanish and finally

, got through it but I don't speak' a word now:"

a

In this direct comparison, of the perfect success story
mother tongue,acquisition with the perfect disaster stOry.of*reign
.language instruction we Must.ask this: "Realizing that we are dealing
in both cases with language acquisition which is in factthe forte
as well as the hallmark of our species, how can our Supreme papa-
bility,pe transformed into ouY great debility?" . The answer can be
impl stated: There are intervening variables. Stated otherwise,
the 's nothing wrong with theparticipants'in the FL disaster: they
are 11 homo sapiens, but the social drama itself Whichqwe normally
call the typical FL classroom is not composed of SAPIEN practices.
They are rather obtuse practices since they are cut offjfrom the
,social requirempnts for language-use encountered by perSons in life.
Most FL classroom interaction patterns are simply unreal: nowhere
else inthe real world-does one sit in rows chanting 'conjugations
and talking in the metalanguage of grammar. ,NevertheleSs, when the
FL classroom is'embedded in a surrounding Social world 'where the

..language is called for unrelentingly;, e.g., German for foreign students
on a GerMan university4Pampus, then, because of what happens in and
out of the FL classroom the whole can amount to sapient and not ob-
tuse practices. However, when, as is most often the case, the FL '
classioom is a socially isolated and minisc %le bit.of time and ,space
surrounded by a fOrm of 'social organization calling everywhere kor
a language other than the tar4et language of the FL classroom, e.g.,
French 1I-CF11. Hellems 215\from 10:00 to 10:45 AMF on the University
of Colprado campus, then this little place and time iS about all the
language has in its favor. It is not an exaggeration to say that
everything else,'on campus is, in effect, working against it. Only

IP!
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this little time and place ca]pls for French. All other times and
places call.for English. Under these circumstances of overall social
,organizatiOn, the class is- the only context in which Fredch is used.
And.under such.circumstances it is particularly obtuse to choreograph
unrealities. Would it not be sapient to attempt to choreograph this
little time, and place into realistically simulated settings? The
disaster of FL instruction is overaccomplished. Understanding how
this has artfully been'overaecomplished must be the beginning of
designing less obtuse and more sapient practices. Thus the FL class--
room lost in a sea of English can be greatly improved, but in terms
'of time, cost and efficiency, if is eminently more sensible to send
the classroom out ihto a reinforcing sea because classrooms can never
effectively teach ahythihg All by themselves. A classroom may get
you'started in learning something but it will never get you done.
This has to be Accomplished elsewhere through practical use in the
real world,

%

rWere is one clear 4; by which great improvements can be made.
.tIn4addition t% revising tils..interaction rituals of FL classrooms,
the xa'rticipating students should be scheduled into'a dual' medium"
program covering substantive materials required for their delFees and
for their occupational-aspirations. In short, within a U.Z. univ-
ersity the sapient practices for the development of bilingual skills
are dual medium pro*Ams In which language is put in its proper
place - as a means to other ends. The isolated FL classroom ritual
takes language out of its proper place and treats it asan end in.
itself. This is a dead .end. It must become a.meansto either higher
education abroad and/or dual medium instruction at,hOme. These are
the only effective' means for developing qUalityand functional bi-
lingual individuals..

In reality, dual medium instruction is the solution.' Unfdrtunately,
it is not an actuality, !While it is the way to go, -it is actually very
difficult to implement. This is not surprising. The university is a
large scale, complex, bureaucratic organization. Tradition, habit,
and vested interests, all play a part in making it difficult to change.

Part of the resistance to change comes fromH&he concern that
developing truly bilingual abilities is too difficult- that it can't
suOceed. There are however many secrets to why some academic programs
succeed while others fail. Perhaps the mott important one I can'tell
you. It is this: teach what is being learnt elsewhere and then take
the credit for the whole'reiult. English 'teachers have been doing
this for years. Although they may have taught y9u toVead, you
learnt it - if you learnt it at all - elsewhereand hy the only means
possible, namely by reading and reading and reading. It' involved
drug stores, comic books, swapping with friends and all sorts of
activities outside of school.

There is a corbllary: the secret-to failure. Simply undertake
to teach something which is nowhere being practiced and learn,' else-

where. If no reading goes.on outside of school - and remember that
in a normal routine school day there is almost no time for reading
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then functional illiteracy can be the expected result of great and
unyielding efforts just like.our isolated FL. classroom.

A practical recommendation follows f.xom this. It involves re-
crnitment for and selection. kof persond into a dual medium program: %-

If one wants.to succeed one should place a.very strong positive value
on individuals who are already bilingual and caught up in settings
and activities outside of school where the marked language is es-
tablished as the language of use. This recommendation involves two
things not usually done. now: a) it places as much or moreivalue on
the marked language as it does on the unmarked language of English,
and b) it proposes that the sociolinguistic organization of one's
life outside of school is a relevant and legitimate criterion for
'selection into the university. In fact this latter criterion has
the practical effect of ,transforming what has traditionally been seen-
as adeficit (e.g., non-,English speaking family background) into an
asset thereby advantaging for legitimate academic reasons, a pre -
*viously disadvantaged group, while transforming what has traditionally
been considered an,advantage (English speaking family and neighborhood

w. into a,:nrationally understood disadvantage.
A

,Essential' in this understanding of how programs can succeed in
producing effective bilinguals is the perspective which views all

J of the sapie54ipractices (all of the occasions of language-use)' both
in,, and out of school es a whole which will produce the final success
or failure.

Naturally', persons occupy, different statuses; come from differ-
ingfbdckgrounds, possesddiffering degrees of ability in various
skills in differing languages, .and are involved in varying sets of

. activities and issimilar.sets of kin and friendship networks.

Recognizing this, it logically follows that much of oh planning
for a successful set of sapient practices must involve what could be
called orchestration, that is, tailoring a set of sapient practices
'to the individual capabilities,of students within the context of
the actual social organization of their daily language use patterns.
This could be established and monitored economically by means of
self- report language diaries which take into account the whole' range
of formal and informal'everyday activities. A successful set of ,

sapient practices is essentially a dual medium ecology of language:
where, in the course of one's daily.round, does one use which language
about what topic with whom? This could be a tremendous research
undertaking if"one were to Undertake a whole university in this manner,
but one can have students do it by keeping a language cliary.4 Students
could, then meet, not 'ecessarily. with teachers perhaps as,with coun-
selors to analyze what,space they were covering, what activities they
were engaged in, what bases they are not touching, what, kinds of
sapient activities were available but not being tapped, etcetera, and ,,f

then begin to plan a set of activities tailored to meet lie individual's
specific,Oual medium needs. .., . I
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Now, I believe dual medium sapient practices
education - is very practical and needs to be promoted on a political
level. There are numerous possibilities and opportunities here be-
cause in fact the'university faces two problems at the present time.

7

One is the diffiAlty in recruiting students. Students with bilingual 1

abilities offer anew population to draw upon and-not, incidentally,
a way of protecting our FTEs. If we institutionalize arrangements
which justify recruiting those who already have certain bilingual
abilities, then think we will be able to serve out-2-51/h.interests in
terms of declining enrollmepts. Another major problem is placing.
people once they have graduated. -What is the rationale for

}pro-
,

u ducing .sociologists if there is no employment,.for_them once they
graduate.? I think we can make a,fairly strong factual case for the
increasing employability of bilingual graduates and thereby justify
our traditional academic pursuits in the 'new dual' 'medium mode.

.biany of the things that I have mentioned, particularly with the
study broad program, have weaknesses toot but the important point

what some of these weaknesses are and how to addressis
them. For example, the biggest problem with American students abroadi

tha we knot./

is that they farm,subcultures:of,thei'r qwn which insulate them from
coming, into contact, with the host cou4ry language.. for example,
at'SianfOid in Tours, France, the American students live in a building
by themselves. By tlleAime they leave that building tb go, to the
student cafeteria in the university, thej leaveri a bunch of four
or five. When that group gets to the cafeteria .they form a line -
a segment of the line - and when'their segment gets through the line
with their food and goes to a table they become the dominant language

. group at that table. The result is an English speaking table in.a
French speaking university in:l'ours. The problem s-to get them
apart. There ii no immersion u'nt'il they are separated-. However,
there'are ways thrOugh organi;ation'to accomplish this end. As a
point of departure it is important to,take into account where and
with whom these students are housed. Such arringements would foster
greater opportunities to come in, contact with the host country lan-
guage.

.-- Immersion in a second language and cult=ure does produce psyCho-
logical prAblems for the people who are thUs deprived of the use of
their mother tongue'for an extended peribd of. time. Nevertheless,
there are ways to help persons deal with these problems so thit they
can tolerate it longet. As!I mentioned arlier,2manyof the sugges-
tions I have made do have their weaknesses, but.we also know,ways.to
improve them. Furthermore, if we are int rested in being able to
dettelop, train,arideducate persOns with bilingual abilities we have

'0'-to be. very specific as tb what..,We are doing it FOR.. I do nwt think .

that we should tall into the literary tradition of-simply saying that
it's for "general educatiob".- There is the humanistic tradition in
the university, but there is also the. occupational side. Development,

bilinguak abilities for what-!? For example, if it is to be for a
s condary school teacher of geology, then there are, atseady some
priorities which one can pinpoint in a matrix that will have to be
dealt with effectively - sooner and more adequately than others, litat'

is essential to the cake..and what is the frosting?

oS
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On the other hand, if,the person's oCCupation,i1 goat is to be
a community worker at the interface between the middle ala

4
ss.pureau-

cracy and the membersof a deprived economic grou'P,.thed-4..here are
'other kinds of skills that have a higher priority. '.If individuals
develop competence to do the kinds of jobs that they want to do, then
the likelihood is that'therill do them well and t4ey will be, proud
of doing so. Nothing develops pride_Aetter than competence.- The'

worst thing of all is to have a progra which emphasizes pride and
provides no competence. I believe We can have progkams at the uni-
versity that are very effective in./producing these kinds of targeted
objectives; tlikey can be very effective,,

and
it will be by drawing

upon existing resources within; around nd outside the university.
These we-have hardly yet begun to tap.
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"THE POLITICS OF BILINGUAk HIGHER EDUCATION"

' In "the beginning...

'I can hatdfy:"believelthat we are gathe'red here discussing
the relevance, the need, and the desirability o Bilingual Higher
IllEducation. Supposedly,.we-are at the peak of man civilization.
Yet, if.the founding 'fathers of Academia pould See us now, they
would turn in their graves. From its very beginnings, the univ-

.

ersity was intended to be a multilingual and multiculura community
of scholars devoted to the pursuit of universal knoiXedge. ,How -

is it that mankind's adyances in civilization have resulte in 'the

loss of Such intellectual wealth? This is a question that- we should
be ashamed to ask. An even more shameful. question would be to in-
quire as to why we must meke.a case for Bilingual Higher Education
on behalf of ethnolinguistically different groups, when the dis-
t)Ative features of'the great scholarly guilds of the'Middle Ages,
from which the universities later developed, were preciee144the
inclusion of foreign scholars in their faculty, and 'their. mdlei-
national enrollments. Those were the days in which,the4overriding
principle of quality higher education was diversity, rather than
uniformity. Suddenly,. we do not feel that civilized anymore.

The twists.and turnsfoof history often require changes in the
roles of institutions. The university originally began as a kind
of forum for the exchange of knowledge which was intended to
train-the clergy beyond the traditional monastic curriculdm. How-
ever, research Continued to beecarried out-in the monasteries,
where the church's priceless libraries were contained. It was not
until the various scholarly guilds gained royal and ecclesiastical
recognition, that, they began to consolidate and acquire their own
physical plants and research facilities. Throughou the Renaissance,
especially during the Reformation, the secularized niyersity be-
came the center for philosophical and scientific in iry into
issues pertaining to politics and religion. In spite of government
persecution, and the exploits-of the Inquisition, academic freedom
,

prevailed. At last, in spite of kings and popes, an autonomous
community of scholars, actively researching. and teaching and owing
lo3;arty to the truth Alone, was a reality.

By: Dr., William Milan
Hunter College
Yeshiva University
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Higher Education: Synthesis of the American Experience

American higher education d'id not live thrOugh these glorious
years of academia. The first pre-revolutionary war college, now
Harvard University, was not founded until 1636, and then only for
the training' of clergymen. As higher education progressed with
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the assistance of churches,-pr ivate interest groups, and occasionally
the State, the functions of the American university became more
diversified. Training in secular subjects became popular and re.-.
search kept pace with academic interests and 'talents: With the
advent of state-sponsored higher' education, the university assumed
yet another role as a resource institution for social action.
Certainly the goal was praiseworthy and quite rational. Aftezcall,
the pursuit of knowledge required money, and universities were
too large and too costly to make it on their pwn. Since the pd'rsuit
Of knowledge was desirable, the state would assist in'thib regard.
Conversely, state financing of high r education would provide this
rare commodity at a lower cost to a arger segment of the state's
population., But supporting the purs it of knowledge per se, or
providing such an opportunity to more people was not all. The
universities constituted the largest aggregates of learned men. Who
better than they could Ise gntrusted with the task of training qual-
ified profeisiohals, who upon graduation could gain access to better

4 employment opportunities, make.mpre money, pay more taxes, and
provide services and pfloducts that would enrich the free enterprise

f system. Furthermore, both,training'and research activites could
be driented'and supported in those areas which would serve tile
interests of the state. For example,, in minerals-rich Indiana, this
meant having one of theoest Departments of Geology in the world.
Similar cases may be observed with agriculture in the very fertilg
southern. states, and with engineering, in-heavily industrialized
Delaware. But the role of the Univeristy is an institution for
social aaion was not legitimized until the 1960's. Awakened by
the horror of the Vietnam Wa, and enlightened by the ideals of ple
'Civil Rights movement, the ,consumer, rather than the'provider of
higher education sought to use the social action potential' of the.
university to the fullest extent. Students revolted everywhere.
The udivergity.became, once again,'an open forum for the debate of
social issues.

This renaissance in American highef education serves to'
sensitize policy-makers regarding the true interests of the people.
American academia opened its doors to the poor and the needy. We
may call this "the turning point." Th s is when American higher .
education went federal. 4

0
Several factors contributed to this phenomenon. Zii.rst,' both

president Kennedy And President J4hnson'were strong supporters Of

higher education. Their administrations provided considerable,
financial assistance to universities in the forms of direct grants"'
and student Aid programs. It was also the peak-of the cold wsr,
and technological competition with the Soviets was the order of
the day. While the major scientific research contracts in such
areas as defense, space aeronautics, telecommunications; and infor-
mation processing were still awarded to private sector giants such
as IBM, ITT, and TRW, the initial screening ofresearch issues and )

Jr. methodologies in these areas was carried out by.the univers4ties
atA lower cost. It is aldo important to bear in *mind that both

e Kennedy and Johnson administrations were very much involvoed

-/ 6'1
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in dome ic policy as well. They were, therefore, very much
in need of researdhik such areas as health, education, and the
social sciences. These areas, however, being of lesser priority,
'doliot warrant the expenseoof private sector research. Con- --------------__

en4ty, the universities became the recipients of substantial
rch grants to pursue these scientific inquiries. In addition

to ity scholarship., they 'also provided considerable credibility..
Theit. A. t works in thle.study ofillinquistic diversity on a
',So letal sca e Joshda Fishman's Language LOyalty in the United

.
/ es, (1960) and Bilingualism in the Barrio (1971) were both

044,zdUcts o'f the esearch conducted during this 'era.

second factor to consider is the war in Vietnam. For the
*first time in history, the United States was fighting a war with-
out. t.he suppoit of its intellectual elite. In addition, tgwl most
unfortunate victims of the_Vietnip War were-not the Vietnam4e,

:' but young American males of college age Who; in the prime cif`thei
lives, were called upon_ to give up their'opportunity to receive
a college education to fight and die in someone else's war'. Due
to its sensitive nature, the Vietnam War set the stage for an .

-intellectual confrontation between ehe universities and the federal
government -- a confrontation that wduld later develop into a
broadly-based dialogue'on all issues of public interest, from foreign,

;///affairs to social justice.

A third factqr, perhaps the most critical of-all, was the rise
cif the Civil Rights movement. Inspired by the teachings Of'Martin
Luther King, Jr., and further ignited by his martyrdom, tthe plight
for equal opportunity swept, through college campuses from toast
to coast with all the makings of ideological revolution. Ironically
enough, the universities themselves were among the most seriouss
offenders gf social iustice,'showing limited minority enrollments,
and even less-minority .faculty,neglecting to address mingrity
issues.inttheir,program curricula, and failing 'to make available.
their resources to the community at large. Thus, for the university,
preaching social justi e.meant more than a mere articulation,of'
ideas, it also required reat deal of conceptual and structural
self-reform - the kind of self-reform that the university "could no-t.___
affOrd to carry out with its limited fiRancial

0
resources. Federal

assistance, became a necessity. I am not.suggesting that American
higher education was ever terribly eager to serve the needs of
minority groups out of sheer altstism. But if.the university was
to respond.to the needs of the times, there was simply 4o other way
to turn,, Furthermore, the.end of .the college :boom was getting
closer, and the Nixdn administration's'approach to aid for higher

'other
was not institlitionally based, but student oriented. In

other words,...Lhe kind of direct aid to institutions_that characterized,;
the Kennedy and Johnson administratioks, was sharply reduced in
favor of financial aid directly proviRed to the situdenE in the
form of educational opportunit' grants, -scholarships, and loans.
Most of the recipients of this kind of aia, were, °d. course,
economically disadvantaged minority students.; Theiefore, if'the
universities were to daintain operational enrollments, their doors
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' \ ad to be opened to ehese economically,isadvantaged, fedeally
supported clientele. Federafly-sponsored Programs for-t e
Underpriviledclet- Mushroomed' into networks of remedl.al\cur cula;
Student afd bureaucracies, ethnic studi;s programs, nalimellan-
guage.instrt cctionprograms, and other supportive services. The \,,v f...--,-

metaphor of the mushroom applres not4on]/ to.the shape i,n which
they,grew - in-al directors -, but also to the manner in which
they grew - with ver *ttleright. The beginnings Of the univ-n
ersiTt_ :"! self-reform were,,as poor.as,expected. So poor in fact,
that even the'notoriously,insensitive.militar,bureal4rapy, was
able to recognizes the sriousness,of the matte - The Veterans .

Adpinistration imposed a regulation 1,414ch'requ red universities
to account for the number of federall uppor ed stpdehts in each
course,. and banned the use of monies provi d under the G.I. Bill
fdr,registration in courses Where the rerally-aided student en-=
roliMent 'exceeded 85% (Otter, 1977). Thus, although tlfe- federal

. .

government wasowilling to support programs to benefit the dis-
advantaged, it also believed that veterans held to be protected
from these programs. No attempt will be made here to xplain this
double 'standard, but the po]icy impliCations are-cle r: what is

. ,-\

acceptable' for some, is not,good enough for other.

There has beerr much progress in the area oT special programs
for minority studentS at the university ,leyel during the past
decade. Today, there are model programs and even entir insti-
tutions where the special needs of the minority student are ad-
dressed far more adequately th n they, used to be during the-early'
days cfdpen admissions. ?fhe challenge that he university must
face in the quest for Social justice is hot erely by taking ix
and trying to educate ,ome qinority students. This Is onlya
superficial structuralgsolution for what is actually a"4eep sub-,
stantive problem. What the univeradoity needs to addresseis not th'e
disadvantaged students per se,-but 1-1e societal factors that produce

them. This will require two major tasks: (1) substantial research
must be' undertaken .to identify the soc4a1 ailments that promdte
ethnically identifiable, socio"-economic,di6adVantage; 'in order to

assist policypolicy makers'in the development of appropriate-remedies,
And to better aftise the university!s own programmatic developMent:
'(2) training programs that, will produce qualified professionals
to deal with these problems in the oqtside world, need tobe

cdesigned knd implemented: It costs nothing to articulate these
tasks;;-but it will cost billions of dollars to carry them out. Of

course, -the university does not have, theseyfunds. Thus, it turns
'1

to the, federal qbvernmAt for assistance
;

Immediately the concern,Ariees,that if the university is not

going to assume financie responsibility, it wilr-not be the one
foidentify the problemso establish tie priorities, anddelineate
the,paioleeers for action For those of us who are involved in,
Bilingual°11A-,her Education, this represents a very serious°sit-
'uation. We Are tphg to respond to a Major socialneedpioyet the at

e
. bulk_ of the available financial hitcomertsourcess,pwt Strings

attached N .
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In order'tO fully understand how to,sucteed. in' these endeavors,
it is important to comprehend the political process through, which
federal priorities are set and funds allocated; second, to study
.theuniversitey's organizational behavior in an effort to evaluate%
its fitness to participate'in that vrocess, and to meet its Social
action responsibilities; third, analyze the major discrepancies'
between the federal political process., the quest for-"social actton,
and the university's organizational behavior to help4.solate
the major problem a0eas; and .fourth, propose some strateg,ies for
the development of a mutually beneficial relationship between the
federal government and,higher educatidW that wilrsenable them, to
deal with the Special needs of ethnolinqUistically different pop-0
/Illations in a coOperative and constructive manner.

Higher Education and-the Federal' Political Process

In reviewing the'federal political process, we must first
acknowledge, that, no matter how small the federal.contribut4On
to higher education may be, it will always be greater than what -

the federal government is constitutionally obliged to provide.
In fact, by. virtue of the Tenth Amendment, education %ecomes the
sole responsibility of the state. Since education is not an area
of federal-responsfbility, it will:never be considered a national
priority. -Its chances of competing against defense; energy,
foreign policy., transportation, agriculture and economic concerns
are virtually none, ,

o

YPThe federal governor ent's system of policy develppment involves
its three branches. Only Co4gress is vested withthe pow4r of
making new policy and allocating. funds for ikts implementation. The
Executive branch implements thele policies in accordance with the
particular,management style of the administration in power. The
Judiciary, in turn, is responsible for interpreting these policies
and determining the legal appropriateness of-their application.
Ordinarily, whenever we refer to federal policy onBilingual Higher.
Education, we focus the various agencies of :the executive branch
that deal in this ea, i.e., Title VII's Offip of Bilingual_
Education, the. Na io -1 Institute of Education, title IV's-Office
of Equal Educational portunity,..tthe Administration for Childrel,
Youth, and Families, e c. (NABE, 1977). There is a tendency to
ignore, however, the wheelings and dealings of the legislative bpdy
from which these agencies get their mandate. Joshua-Fishman's.re-
vealing expode of the politics of 'Bilingual Education presented
at the 1969 Georgetown Round Table, should have been enough to
alert us in this regard (Fishman, 1970). The legislative process
is complicated. Congressional bills are not drafted by Congress
as a whole. They are initiated by individual members, and then
referred to the appropriate House and Senate Subcommittees that
deal with the legislation's scope of work. These, in turn, judge
.their merits, define their legislative intent, and draft the leg-
islation itself. Both the House and the Senate's Subcomiittees
must agree on every, single, word of the legislation, before it can
be voted on by both houses. ImmediatelthecOncern arises as'to
the extent of the Subcommittee members' Ax artise in the areas in
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which they legislate. This'concern is warranted, since sub-
committee,appointments are not always made on the basis of the ,.

individaal member's ability to understand and work on the issue",
. but on the basis of their seniority and politircal*strength. FuAher-

more, each member of Congress is only accountable to his/he own
individual constituency. Consequently, the special interests of
that individual constituency must, out of 'necessity, become the
ove rriding criteria of all legsisrative decisions. Situations in
which Subcommittee members are called upon to work, on legislation
which is irrelevant to and at times even at odds with their chances
for re-election are not uncommon. And we would be very naive to
believe that there is such a thing as legislative objectivity. 'How
objective can a Senator from Texas or Alaska be when it cove to
legislatiOns that regulate the oil industry? Probably no more
objective than a Senator from'one of the agricultural-heartland'
states when it comes to approving the safe of grain to the Russians,

' or the Chineee, and surely no more objective than a Congressman
from New York City in tnearea of Housing and Urban Development.
Assuming that an edubation-related bill survives the subcommittee.

- stage, it will then go to the floor for'debate. there it willpbe --
subjected to an even closer scrutiny and it will be forced to com-
pete with an even wider range of interests and priorities. It is>
at this-particular stage of the legislative process, that lobbying
becomes critical.' Every vbte in Congress counts, our chances
of obtaining favbrable results will depend directly on the extent
that we can influence those votes. Major league lobbying in
style of Tongsun Park is definitely beyond o4.1r
The best we can hope for is to provide members of Congress with
adequate information, aand perhaps bring on the pressure of-the
available organized-constituencies that share our interests. But
Congressional appTqal .of legislation is not the end of the leg-
islative battle. /ttle approval of a congressional legislation, a4A
the actual appropriation of funds to implement it are two different
processes.. So it is possible for a member of Congress to' serve two, ,

masters. He/She can vote for a legislation in principle, but still
vote against the allocation of funds for its implementation. It

4,s
this second stage that should concern-uf. Having-l#s in the

books only, does not solve our problems. And when it comes to the
actual distribution of the available dollars', that is when,we.shall
face the toughest competition.

lb

Even after legislaticin is pasSed and funded, theproblems,are
""4%.........lyi°141far from resolved. The implementation Of Congressional

policy by the executive branch is not exactlyla smooth and wrinkle-
free process, either. Very often executive mismanagement results
in the total defeat of the legislative intent. Also, the actual
distribution of funds carried'out by the various agencies of t e
executive branch is not free from poli;tical,pressures. The essure '

comes in'two ways. It 'comes directly from the organized c stituencies
.themselves, and indirectly by way of congressional overs ht and.
through the not...always-discreet-Pressure that 1Fdivi 1 members of
Congress continue to exert oh thes agencies on be .lf ofeheir
electoral constituencies. Anyone who has written a pioposaL for

J
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any type of a 'ssistance in the area of Bilingual Education should
be at least familiar with this Rrocess. .-Note, by the way, that'
all of the funds available for' Bilingual'Higher Education are
discretionary, i.e., the institution must apply for them and obtain
them in competition. Perhaps this would'not be'a bad moment fo
take a quick look at t-he books and see who is getting the money,
and how much. ..We will not-get into the area of research or service
programs coming,%outOf Administration of Children, Youth,
and Family; Office of;Equal Educational Opportunity, etc. Of course,
these monies exist, but very few Institutions of14gher education
have .a chante to get them. ,Let us look at-the Title VII monies..
provided.for the training 'of bilingual instructiona.l'personnel at
the universitylevel .(NCBEI 1978)'. In 1978,-a total' of 11,. million .

dollars was distributed among 10.2 Bilingual Higher'Education
training, rojects serving 4,423 trainees% in 29 languages. and in

/ 27 states, The:average grant per 4institution was '$108,823. What
was the actual cash distribution by region? The Northeast took
the biggest slice of the pi°e: $4,431,78Q. This. constitutes the
sum total of grants received in Vermont, Rhode ISland, Pennsylvania,
New York, New JerSey, Massachusetts, and Connecticut. In the West,
between the states of California and Washington alone, there is ,a
total disbursement of $3,670,888. The Southwest, that is Texas,
New Mexico, and Arizona, received a total of $2,290,465. The Mid-
western heartland states, Iowa,,Wisconsin/ Indiana, Illinois, and
Mibhigan, received $1,893,995. The large allocation of funds to
the,Mortheait is justified, we are of course talking abQue seven
.states, all of which. are in'serious need. Notice, however, that
the total appropriation for the' Northeast is only about a million.
dollars more than that of the West Coast, which, for the purposes
of this distributibn, consists of only two.itates. The allotment,
of 'funds for 'the Southwest ivabout_half of what' was receive` by
the Northeast,,but'the $2,29b,465 dollars distribuetd in the South-,
west went to three very scarceli populated states. 'What else do
these figures, tell us? California,-with its highly sophisticated
network of State Colleges and universities, accustomedYto fighting,
for funds at the state level, thoroughly trained in the art Of
grantsmanship, and with the Support of itSmiery cooperative
congressional delegation pulls $3,49-6;468. New York, with. its well
organized and efficient office,of Bilingual Higher Education providing
technical assistance to,institutions of, higher education throughout
the:State, and with its undeniable need, takei a cut of4$3,159,157.
Texas, with its multiple clusters of non-English speaking populations,
and its extensive experience in serving them, gets $1,172,000.
Illinois, the crossroads of American ethnolcriguistib,minorities,
with its formidably funded state biling edubation law, received
$1,012,906. New Jersey, by the 'ray, gota otal of $591,090. The
largest institutional grant;',$236,165, went o.the University of
,New Mexico at Albuquerque which operates degree programs"leading
up td the A.A., BA., and M.A. degrees (no doctoral program), and
serves a opulation composed of Spanish, Navajo, ,Pueblo, and
Apache speakers. , r,
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Finally, to complete this review of the federal political.
process, we should acknowledge the power of the Judiciary. To
this day, we have not tad any major judicial experiences with
Bilingual Higher Education. But from what-we have, already learned
in Laur. Nichols, Serna v. Portales, Aspire v. New York, and
Bakke v. Regents of University ofrCafifornia; we know that the
courts are powerful, and that'any decision,,,no matter how small

-the,issue, and no mOtex how isolated the case, can set a national-
precedent. Let us therefore be 'ready for it when it. happens.

The_University and Government Interaction: A Structural/Behavioral
Problem %.

w that we have a eapsulecf picture ofjthe ,federal political
proce s, let us examine the university.as an organization, and
eval to its fitness to participate in this process and to carry
out ocial action endeavors.- In the interest of fairness, let ,

us provide equal time tothe two leading schools,of,thought'on
university organizational behavior:- those who perceive the uni-
versity in bureaucraticterms, and those who perceive it asa
collegial community of-scholars. Regardless of the university's
institutional capacity, its organizational self - perception is
what will determine its ability to interact politically dnd to
fulfill its designated role in the broader Society.

Looking At the bureaucratic model, we age a university
,organized as a hierarchichal bureaucracy, where tilt. process of
ahange,is of minor concern, and conflicts are viewed as abnormal
manifestations whic must be controlled through bureaucratic
sanctions. Such a u versity, his a unitary view of its social °

structure and is tots y integrated by its formal bureaucracy. Its
basia organizational f undations comeoi:classical formal systems,'

raid its views on deOisi n-making are rationalistic, based on
''formal bureaucratic procedures. In terms of goal setting and
policy, its emphasis is on policy exesution:.

1 -

The collegial university, on.the other hand, presents the
image of a profeisianal community, where the process ok change'
is also of mialor concern. As a matter af fact,. change. processes,

, are viewed as,abnormal, totally cut of place in a communitytof,
saholag who have a unitary view of social structure as weil. Its

basic theoretical iouddhtions are in the human relations approach
with its emphasis on professionalism, It also purports an 'image
of, shared collegial decisi&n-making. We ate not very cleaeo'n its,

0 .goal setting and ,policy 5echanisms, though the-emphasis is pr ably
on policy formulation rather thanon policy execution (Baldri ge,
1971).'

11

Now let us l ook at the discrepancies between both ese
MOdels and the fepral political process and the'unive y's
social _action- role, and identify some of tie problem areas . How-
ever, let us firstactnowledge that, as popular as hoth of these
models may .be, neither one of them Xs a true ,keflection of reality.

167,
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, As I mentioned earlier, it is not so much what we are, but what
we perceive ourselves to be, that mill determine the extent to
which we can.seeure resources to fulfill our social responsibilities.
The bureaucratic modeL'presents a highly formalized conceptualization

' 9f power. 'Ns such it neglects to account for non-formal manifestations
of power, such as mass' movements, illegitimate threats, and academic
expertise. It tells us a great deal about structure, but it says
nothing about the university's dynamipxocesses. This formal-.
structure is limited to the here and now, and it does mot provide
for change over time. It also deals with policies after the fact,
that is, at theixecution stage, instead of Providing a process
for policy formulation (Baldridge, 1971). Such a university is
likely to impress both the government and the society at large with
its apparentinanagerial efficiency. However, its fossilized'structure
will make'it more resistant to char e, and less likely to engage in
its own capacity-building to cope with change. A.,pubstantial amount
of the funds that such an institution receives, mill be used to main.:
tain its bureaucrataic structure. The programs that it develops, will
be expeCted to fit within already -visting structures. There will
be little.or no room for innovation.

The collegial university is almost a metaphysical, myth. Shared
collegial-decision-making simply does not exist at many levels of,
university authority, especially at the higher ones: --It is also
less likely to accommodate.the needfor change, since the dynamics
of collegial consensus fail to.deal with conflict entirely (Baldridge,
1971). Without ,doubt, its image'of-academic professionalism will
be highly.retpected by government authorities ancly

/

the,society as
a whole. But its academic exclusiveness is not necessarily the best
approach to tocial action. Thefunds that such an institution ob-
tains aremore likely to beinvested in building upits own academic
reputation, rather than on external community outreach. Its pro-
grams aremore likely to emphasize theoretical, rather than
practicl concern's.

L Neither of these two types liof institutions is well equipped .

to succeed- in the federal political process nor to maintLn a
high degree of'credibility mith the community it serves. Neither
bureaucracienr, collegia are set up to carry out an aggressive
lobby. Neither bureaucracies nor collegia allow for the kind of °

.change processes required-to accommodate the needs of 'Bilingual' .

Higher Education,hor offet much room for innovation, nor maintain
ap.erational mechanisms.for'the assessment of social needs. Neither
bureaucracies nor collegia have sufficient contitt with the outside

. world.. Since neither one allows for 'the recognition anditreatment
of their°,own internal conflicts, their capacity to understand and
address social problems that atise from conflict, such as 'those
addressed by ,Bilingual higher Education,'is at best negligible.
Wrld as change is simply not expected in either-case, neither the
bureaucracy nort,the collegiuM-have a good reputation for effective

. comprehensive planning. So much for our chances oSssUccess in the
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federal political process or in our quest for social action.

--,7-- From Organizational Myth to'Operatiowal Reality

' The greatest irony of both of these paradigms is'that, not
only are th9y ineffective, but they are also quite unreal. 'Any-
one of us who has worked at an institution of higher education
knows very well that the university is actually a political sys-
t0p, where the processes of change are primary concerns, not
minor ones; where conflict is normal and serves as the key to
policy analysis; where the-social structure not unitary, but
pluralistia, fractured by subcultures and divergent interest
groups both social and academic. We can best understand the,
'theoretical fdundations of the modern American university's organ-
itationa behavior, in terms of conflict theory, interest group

-4, theory, and community power theory. Decision-making at the
4modern university takSs place through. negotiations, bargaining,
threatening, give and take, and political inflUence. And after' ,

the democratization.of the university in the late 60's and early
'70's, there is considerable emphasis. in policy formulation rather
than on pplicy execution.

'My friend and colleague, Aria Villegas from C.W. Post, has ,

shared. with me the work of J. Victor Baldridge (1971) on power
and conflict in the university. Baldridge views the university's
Aornizational structure as.a a poAitical system with AokAtures

such as the ones just describedY fn proposipg some strategies
that will promote a constructive working relatibpship between the
federal government and the institutidns of higher learn.iiityin a
joint effort for social action, I would like, to introduce Baldridge's
political model of university organizational behavior as a.step
toward institutional re-definition. Ifwe iprceive ourselves as
tlie.political system that we are, our chances for more effective
participation in the political process andfor meeting our social
action goals will be greatlyoincreased. A politicafmodpl
first take, into consideration the social context factors, that is,
the social conditions that promote the formation of divergent
vel:uet And interest groups. %Next it will seek to identify the mech-
anisms for interest articulation, that is, how do the 'various interest
groups bring pressUre to bear.

multiple
comes the legislative trans-

fOrmation, the manner in which multiple pressures ire translated in- '

to 'official policy. Theft come the policiei themselvesc6latsis,
the institutions's commitment to certain goals and values. Finally,
we have the actual execution of policies, followed by the new
political conflicts thAt_theimplementation of such policies generate,
and the way in which these provide continuous feedback to the
various componerits of,the paradigm (Baldridge, 1971)g

4

P. . .

jConclusion

This is the university in which we work today. As w I be
noted, the strategies and tactics thSt we need to use areralready
contained wi4hin,- since the university, like it or not, is only a
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evidence of our political knowledge and strength. Each and,every
and of us has bad to fight several political battles in ogir res-
pective campuses. All we need to do now is to band together and
externalize that political drive beyond the ivy - covered, walls.
The quest.for Bilingual Higher Education, and the social reform
ideals we pursue deffend.oit.

O
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microcosm of the broader society. What we need to do now is to
drop the bureaucratic "and collegiate fronts, turn the internal
political structure outwards, and take our place in that broader
political system of which we are part. We have had experience in
identifying the social conditions that promote the formation of
divergent values and interest gropps on our campuses. Let us
apply that experience to the outside community through an on-going_
assessment of social, and educational needs. .We_are thoroughly
familiar with the mechanisMs of interest articulation since we
use them every,4ay. It is not unusual for us to make our views
kriown in faculty meetings and faculty surveys, yet we have very.

114. 'little to say once we leave cardpus. Coalitions with other interest
groups are not Uncommon. We have often allied ourselves with
student torganizationsand ethniC clusters. Why then are we so
resistant to establish external affiliations with groups like
Aspir, the National Task Force de la Raza or The Puerto -Rican
Congkess? We have le4r ed to mobilize, to bargainsandto blObby,
through our faculty u ons. Why-do we fail to do the same on a 1

/ national scale throug professional organizations such as the National
Association of Biling al tducation,'Teachers of English to Speakers
of Other Languages, A erican Council on the eacncing of Foreign

. Languages, Modern La guage Association, Li uistic Society of
America,'Alld the newsy- formed National Associition of Colleges and
Universiti&s with Bilingual Education, which is sotparticularly
suited to our nee.s? We know'how po apply pressure'. We have no
qualms about ap ying pressure on appoiited university officials,
yet we'neglect to apply pressure on those members of COngress who
we o elves eve elected.

14-Legls..1

participate
regdlations,
papets. We
on campus.
When wait th
representa
Bilingual Ed
defending o
them know th
volunteered
hearin

time transformation is not new to us either. We all
in-compittees, draft University by-laws and program
vote In faculty senate elections, and write position
lsd know who defends and who opposes our interests

But how many of us know our Congressman or Congresswoman?
ast time we checked the voting record of Our elected

es'in Washington to see whether or not they favor
cation'legislation? Is the,person'that we elected
opposing Bikingual Higher Education? Have we let
we 1 on these 'issues? When was the last time we .

testimony for a legislative subcommittee

policies in erds of their conception, theRr interpreta4on, and
e are ways analyzing, judging, and criticizing university.

their execut on. Why don't we do the same with-regards to federal
policies which are 'relevant to our social mission? Who could do
itbetter than ourselves? We teach, we advise, we debate, we presen;,
we write; we publith. All of these means can be used at strategies
for conflict articulation and policy feedback.

St:

I 'am confident that the future of Bilingual Higher Education
is in good han4. The fact that we are gathered in this forum is

4
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"THE DYNAMICS OF IDENTITY CONFLICT OF
HISPANICS IN THE PROCESS OR ACCULTURA'1ION

IN AN ASSIMILATIVE CONTEXT" .

Statement of Problem

L

By: Rcsa Maria Cotayo
New-Jersey'Depar>ent of Higher

Education

In the last two decades the theory of "cultural pluralism"
has'gained significance as a heuristic device.to explain socio-cUtl-
tural dynamics in American society. This change from the "melting
pot" and/or "Anglo conformity" theoretical view of ethnic minority
assimilation into American society/culture, is related to various
factors,among which is the breakdown of traditional social'and
cultural norms in American sp104.ety (Gordon, 1964). The disintegra-

4 tion Of theltamily as
of

principal conveyor of soCio-cultural va-
lues, the alienation f the Chu4rch as the provider.df existafftrat-
meaning, the devaluation of the Protestant work ethic, and the lOss

of faith in the highest political leaders and consequently, in the
political system, have given way to the "cult of the pelf". This

"break with the past" and subsequent emphasis on "doing youftown
thing" has created social fragmentation with numerous groups dividing
themselves along interest lines, as for example, the Black rights
movement,.Hispardc rights movement, women!s rights movement, gay
rightt movement.- In addition, it has created many psychological
conflicts centering around ideptity.

With the devaluation of traditional cultural and social _norms,
the individual has lost the points of reference by which she defined
herself in relation to the world and to other people. Consequently,
in contempdrary American society it has become increasingly difficult
for people to answer the question: Wh
It is this problem of identity and its concomitant''character

I? Where do I belong? -
-character disorders

which characterizes the personality of our times.

;0e Within the.above-mentioned context, the plight of the migrating
ethnic group becomes more complex. As opposed to'th past,'the ex-
pression of the group's cultural heritage is tolerated to a greater

extent. Their right to equal opportunities t6 retain their language
and culture is recpgnized, at least to a greater extent than before.
However, as the grolip begins,6 ,integrate into American society, it
adopts ethnic identity as its sbol of unity in order to achieve

. greater access to power. Their ethnicity becomes the' means through
whicii they are identified as an interest group, thug separating and
distinguishing.this group from pthers4 From,this.perspective,
cultur.al and social conflicts between groups tend*t.O.be iewed as
conflic.qs.of interest, with each group struggling to get a greater

a .
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."share of the pie": Thus/ethnicity assumes not only a cultural
function, but also-socio-political-economic functions.

166

While existing conditions in American society appear more
favorable for the integration of ethnic groups, the psychological
conflicts for the ethnic individual inherent in the complex pattern
of interaction should not be overlooked. The Problems associated
{with uprooting and adaptation to a new,ftenvironment, especially the
.identity crisis, have not ameliorated. Instead, it is my contention\
that the problem of identity for individuals of ethnic groups may be
more complex as a result' of conflicting tendencies to,retain
ethnic differences, yet assimilate into the hipst society. Co
'quently, the purpose of this presentation is twofold: (l) to
identify .some of the social and cultural values that haVe the po-
tential to create identity conflict for a 'contemporary United States
ethnic minority group - the Hispanics; and (2) to analyie the nature`
of such conflict. , <

Definition of Concepts

For the purpoSe of clarity throughout the paper, it is necessary
to define some conotepte that are essential in the development of the
theme.

ti
Et.hnid,iminority group refers to a type of groVp contained within

the - nations boundaries of Alltericas and which is defined or set off by
national origin (Gordoni'1964) This designation by national origin
serves to create a sense peoplehood, in this case, Hispanic
identity within.the United States. It is also the manner In which
the general American public recogulzei the identity of a group that
makes up part 1pf its population.

Culture is the ways of behaving and the ways of doing things
which are passed from one generation to the next thitughformal and
informal methods of teaching and modeling. It consists of -"prescribed
norms of conduct, beliefs, values, and skills, along with the behavioral
patterns and uniformities based on these categories."1 In.4essencer

'.culture is the sum total of all the ways'of believing, thinking,
feeling,,and behaving whichmake up a person's way of lifer- ie.is
"tht expression in a variety.of human forms of the meaning that things

'have for a person,'ihe reason she is alive, where she id going, and
how she is going to get ther. 2 Cu'ltur aide in distinguishing -

Hispanics. from other ethnic g ups in t e United States. It'provides
the Hispanic individual a fr' f refe -nce from w 'oh to derive a
sense of self:

The social structure of.a society is efined by "the set of
crystallized' social relationships which its members have with ea
other which places them in groupd, large or sma).1, permanent Or
tempOrary, formally,organli.zed or unorganized, and which relates them
to -the major institutional activities of society/ such as economic
and occupational life, religion, marriage and the family, education,
government, andrecreation."3 Tfie, Aaj'or characteristic of these
"social relationships" is that they show a repetitive pattern and
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subsequently are, to some degree, predictable.

Culture and social structure are closelY related in. that it is
the norms and values of the society which determine the types of
social groupings and the kinds of social relationships which its

members create. Through the interaction of sooia1 groups, cultural
values undergo change and modification (Gordon, 19604.

In the frame*or k of culture and society, as a member of a social
group interacting with others according to commonly accepted norms,
the individual: defines her identity r she knows who she is, where
she belongs, and whlat her-life and actions mean. Through her identity,.
the individual derives a sense of purpose that is manifested in her
social interactions within the larger society.

Assimilation is characterized asq'the adoption by aperson or
group of, the culture of another social group to such a complete extent
that the perspa...er gr,oup po longer has any characteristics identifiing
him with hisifforaer culture and no longer has any particular loyalties

to his former culture." Gordon (1964) further refines this definition
by describing two steps within the process of absimilatioh: a) cultural
assimilation, and b) structural assimilation. Cultural assimilation
refers to the ethnic group's change of cultural patterns to those of

the host society without largescale integration into the social -

institutions. Structural assimilation involves the ethnic group's
integration into, as well as identification with, the host society.
Through Gordon's,typology of assimilatidn it is possible to determine A

the degree to wh,i.ch an ethnic group or ipdividdal has become assimilated
into the host society.

Comparison of American and Hispanic Cultures and Social Sliructures

In order to deterRine which aspects of the American culture and
social structures have the potential to create identity conflicts
for the Hispanic individual, it is important to compare these groups
in'terms of'their cultural values an& social structures., This compar-
ison will be undertaken by using the heuristic device of'ideal-type
models. Ideal-type models are theoretical constructs derived from
observations of the general Patterns of behavior of a group. Con-

sequently, it is understood that; within each group, deviations from
the described aodels exist. Nevertheless, these ideal-type models

e
may 1e used for the purpose of general intergroup comparisons. f

,

In terms of cultural values, I will compare lispanic and .gmerican
culture tin five' categories:

1) the concept of the individual;_
2) religious orientation; ".

3) attitude toward cork;
4) ,philosophy of life;
5) concept of time.

i 75:
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CONCEPT
OF THE
INDIVIDUAL

RErLIGIOUS '
ORIENTA,
TION

ATTITUDE
TOWARD°
WORK

/

PHILOSOPHY
O' LIFE

CONCEPT-0F
TIME

CULTURAL VALUES

HISPANIC -

1. Deterministic view af tl)e
individual where cultul.e and
social structure highly con-
,stroin individual expression:
wprth of the 'individual :is in
direct relation eo his,posi-
tion and personal contributions
tor.. heextended familk.

:2. Catholicism is the pre-'
dominant religious orientation
and its precepts dictate that
life on earth is not important
-lince,the human being's ultimate
reward is ingthe afterlife.

No.

3; The interpersonal aspect of
work provides meaning of work;
the intrinsic Veward of work'is
derived from perAnalisic
dynamics; purpose of work is strongly
tied to the support Or improvement
of the standard of liVing of the
'extended family; informallty is
valued.

4. Idealism; there is also fatalism
in which fate is viewed as having
control over the individual.

5. Past and - present orientation.

tit

/

00/

ANGLO-AMERICAN

Individualistic view of man;
worth of the individual is'related
to his, achievements in' the bcculiational
structure and his attainment of
material goods; independence and'
assertiveness are highly valued
individual cracteristics.

.2. Protestantism ia the predpminant'
religious 2ilriehtation. Individual
accomplishment-on-earth is valtieed
as a means of achieving savatioiq.

0

'

3. Imp pranal efficiency and elfectiveness
are highly valued as means of obtaining
economic rewards; purpose of work is to
provide the individual with socio-economic
mobility; reliability and punctuality
(formality) are highly valued;-LadiyidUal

responsible _for his lot

(
4. Pragmatism; there is alsd
in its*viCw-4Ethe individual
control ove.i her environment.

5. Preen and uture.ortent

177

'Optlinism
as having

A
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In terms of social. structures, I will compare Hispanic and
American social structures .in six categories:

1 L) Family;
2) .CturCh;
3) D,ivisioi of labor; ,

.4) \Institutional organization;
5) tducition;
6) Government.

a

4.
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FAMILY,

_

r

CHURCH

DIVISION
.10FLABOR

INSTITU-
TIONAL
ORGANI-
ZATION

EDUCAT_
Td ON

O

HISPANIC

4

SOCIAL STRUCTURES

1. , The extended family serves as
a socially integratingagencf
which both sukorts the individual
and limits' individual choices; the
family tends to foster the'indi-7
idual's dependency;'break with
family ties is not part of the norm.

2. The Catholic ethic. Individual'
is not held responsible for behavioral-
outcomes; Church determines code of
behavior; 'good _d eds, not accomplish-
ments on earth, determine the individ-
uals fate in t e afterlife% This may
be 8haracteriz d as a passive grienta-
'tion.

3. ,LIW degree of division of'lat)ar;
holistic perspective of ,the role of -

, the individual in relation to hex
'work. L

4. Personalistic' criteria
characterizes the functioning, of
organization; authority is exercised
,on the basis of position.

5. Philosophical orientation; theke's
emphasis on the development of thinking
and on holistic conceptualization;
there's limited access to education'.

GOVERNMENT, 6. Authoritarian forms of government- °

(17

179
4

ANGLO-AMERICAN

I.' The immediate famikly unit tends
to foster achievement motivation in the
individual; assertiveness and_indepen-
dence are reinforced as means.of',
achieving's-uccess.

4

2% The Protestant ethic which promotes
achievement motivation; individual is.'

id responsible far accomplishment on
. ea h that leads.to salvation; individual
is held respoinsibleor behavioral out -
comes; this may be-dharacterized'as.an

(active orientation.

3. High degree of division oClabor;
speOlhlization is rewarded; 'there exists
a compaitmentalized view of the role of
the individual n relatioh.to her work. ,

- t

,

4. Bureaucratic.structure stresses
impersonal efficiency and effectiVeness;
organization is'charasterizedby formal-
iiedprocedures specified,,in rules and
regulations; authority is exercised qn
4the_bgSis of knowledge.

Pragmatic orientation; there's
emphasis on.training for the ocdupational
structureand onAhe development t

.k

'specialized expertise; there's wide- f
spread access to education.

. P 1

1Democratic fprm'of government.

0

V
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In terms of culture, the'Hispanic individual who Migrates to .

. 1 the United States-may encounter value"Conflicts. with American culture
and society in any of:*the areas previously described. 4

For example, the discrepancy between, the American value of
individuaslism and the Hispanic's family-centered concept of the'.
in ikdividUal,may create tension for the Hispan in that she is . s

perceived as driveless and dependent by Americanstandards. As

such she is pressured into adopting Ameridan:values,csuch as inde-,
pendence, assert.iveness, which will ,promote survival, within. the social'
structures of American ;society. Thus, the individual is caught, in
yie'dilemma of assuming behavior patterns consistent with American
values which may disrupt close -knit family tie, from which the

t
individua. derives her sense of self or she arisks becoming socially

..

marginal persoh. , .' - .

-/
). The American occupational structure iapdthe educational and.

governmental institutions,Serve as another example of potential areas
of conflict. These are organized based on culturaa values of srag-. ,

matism, effectiveness, and efficiency,.i As such Chey stress systemmatic,
impersonal relationships that are ongistent with the cultural value
orientation On,the other hand, he Hispanic individual is more

-attuned to value personalism, idealism, and informality in'I.Pstitutional
and interpersonal relations.' This clash in valUes may create conflicts
for the Hispanic ladividualiwho must function within the American 4"1"11

social structure often at the expense of heroself-esteem which stems
from her socio-cultural frame of reference.

.
. . ,

It.is important'to note at this point that the specific setio-
cultural factors that create identity conflicts may differ when one
u es social class as a-variable. . Thus while a number of ethnic

iin ividuals may,experience identity conflict slated to ntercultural,
di ferences, the particular factors that play a rolen such conflict '

ma vary .greatly from one social class to anot r.. ,In this paper, I-

ha attempted to identify some of th'e factors hat need to be further
(

stud ed within the context of sPecific social classes.

As was mentioned' earlier, American adherence to the 'melting
pot" or "Anglo conformity" concept3'of assimilation offered twio\..
choices to thelLethnic individual. She could either bedome-."American-

-ized", that is, adopt the values aviora norms of American
Acultlfre, or remain marginal in th can social structure. The
pressure on the ethnic individual to be greater towardscon-r
formity since it represented-the m viable means for socio-economic
survival. However, the identity conflic inherent in the'asSimilation

,
procesg presented, and still presents,, aTroblem

.

for the ethnic 1

-- individUO., including the. HisPaic. .

, 4

,0. . \

Dynamics of Identity Conflict .
. .

-----

. Prio'r to the change in 'social policy toward a sluralistic . .)

/
conceptio io4ATerican society, Hispanic individuals experienced. an

.

identity gt-iis in the process of cultural assimilation. The answers
--to the q estionS4 Who am-I? Where do I belong? - were cSnflictijf'

identifying rebecause dtiiying with Hispanitiled jedtion'frod the ho
.ce`en

I
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society while dentifying with Americans involved the loss of,a
traditional su portisystemi "Frustrated and not fully accepted by
the broader social world he wished to enter, ambivZlent inkhis attitude
toward the more, restricted social world to which he has ances)ral
rights, and beset by conflicting cultural standards, he develops,
according to the classic conception, perSonality traits ot insecurity,

hypersensitivity, excessive self,consca.ousness, and nerves
,

.' strain". Theie personality traits" are a function Of-an.ambivalent
sself-ide`' tity. ,

,. .
%

.

' ..
. ,

Festinger's theory of cognitive dissonance may be used to
explain the psycholog cal dynamics,of'ambivalence. Cognitive f

dissonance is. the psychological state that results when an individual
has conflicting beliefs which cannot be reconciled. This conflict
is manifeited in inconsistency between d person's beliefs and, her ,

behavior. Since cognitive dissonance creates tension-Tor th4-
individual, she strives to reduce itjpy: a), changing one of her
beliefs in order to attain consistency with her behavio'r, or b)chaeging
her behavior ,in order to attain cotsistency with her strongett belief:
Thusj'the ndividual's goal is 'to reduce tension pirough...4onsistency.

,.
0" ,

.
. . .

'With the shift to a tricial policy of culturaD9pluralism in
American society the dirMigt pressures to acculturate (cultural
assimilatfion) h4ve diftiinshad. consequently, the identfty conflicts4 4

that result for the.Hispanic individual under a strict a1 ssimilationist %
.policy, may be expected to subside. Hpwever, it is-my contention that
this is no the case. ., ..

The cilanges wh4.ch have-takenplace in American eociety in the
. ,

last two decades have fostered greater recognition and acceptdSpe of
individual clural differences. The individual's right to her culOural

ihertage' (including languagesris viewed as her eApression of s, 0.f., as
her manifeitatibn of authenticity.' As' such,.the ethnic indfyival

0.1. ,-- .1
is encouraged to seek 'and reaffirm her identity in ,relation to her

. ,

group. At the same time, the ethnic' group exerts pressure on the . .

individual to assume Positipns'of auttority within the socia-I structurp....,

in oidt'r to promote:t4e wdlfareof the group. ThuS, the ethnic indi-,
visual must both i-etain her group identity kad adopt the culttural!

.

value, and behavioral norms of. the,Americanriystem in orcis4 to.funktign
effectively Vithin'the social structures. -

_

4. 10. 1

. r
,

This "double 'bind" ,situatican may also create an identity
conflict for the ethnic individua4. in that ,two forces I

lg.
re pulling

her in twq.distinctly different dire.ctions." Addition4kly, the' ,

individual is compelled to integrate t6,...94"two irreconcildble 3"
tendencies. For the Hispanic indilidual.the identity co*flict may

,

-' ,

baexPressed as follows: "I. f.eel Hispanic, but I aot American ".
, )

. .
..

.

: ,,-.Under both social policies - "thelting pot' and "cultural
.,:.

(..,pluralism". - the ethnic individual'may experience'identity problelas. 1 -

The essential.differepce lies in the - particular socialfAdtor . , ,,. . ..\''-

that Create the. dynadics of contlictv"-in the first ekaMple,
rejection from. the host sqciety.and tie need' to expand beyond the ! .

ethnic giou play major roles; in `the second, (ressure to: retain' '

ethnic group identity ancriftssimillote into. the American. social . -. I,,

:'!, , i .
; .,

. .

`' :+I 0
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structure are key elements. In both 'cases, conflict helps to bring
about 'change in the individual and in the gr,up.

' NOTES

1. Gordon, Milton, Assimilation iR American'Lif, Oxford
University Press, New York, 1964,-P. 32.
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Meaning of Migration to the Mainrand,Prentice Banc
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THE CULTURAL COMPONENT OF,BILINGUAf TEACHER EDUCATXON PROGRAMS:
THEORIES AND PRACTICES*"

By: Dr. Muriel Saville - Troike
School of Languages and Linguiitics
Georgetown University [

11.
41`

Althdugh those of us who talkand/or listen on occasions such aji
this have academic credentials and positions, put schplarly headings
on our papers, and use audible footnotes to. support our, points, when
the topic is Bilingual Education, none of us are totally objective. khd
some ,of us even get downright,enotional.about.the subject at times, one
way or the6ther.

There are 'a variety of rationales for Bilingual Education, includim.A
some that might appear to be mutually incompatible(althduqh for some
reason proponents dOn't seem to argue much with one another' over these):
some pe le support Bilingual Education believing it provides a more
efficient Fay for chldreh to mastet.the .dominant language and .gain
access to the dominantcultureto assimilate ultimately; some support
it as a boundary- maintaining mechadism that allows children to retain
their linguistic and cultural,'roots', their° ethnic integrity andiden-
tity--to'resist assimilati n;...some believe'in Bilingual Education as
ae n instrument for the main enance'ciff,diverse cultural traditions; some
believe in Bilingual Education primarilis'an'instrument for social
and cultural change; some believe In:EilingualEducation asa civil
right, a requireMent for equal edgcaticin opoortunityz e

%

_ . 4'
111*

We tend'y.,to be mare emotional than objective about these arguments
...

because they are not mere assentIbns (41ich evidence might clearly,
pripve to be true or false, but rather man4festat4ons of beliefs and
values which we accept dr reject at a'muth deeper level.,

, . N
.

. c a`
The-reasons many-lpeople'are strongly oppOsed to BilAgual Eduq tion,...,

and may feel profoundly, threatened' bY.t, are also-tanife tions. o

b

deeply 4411bedded.beliefsand values. Oddly, often these age he sam as' .tti,

those of *the proponents. The same bel fs, in equality of .eduCationa...).--:-
and economic opportunity', for 'instance, leads some to Oppose
'E

.
ducation for fear children in such p ograms will not lefarn as .14

English and will therefore not have equal oppor unity in an English- .
dominant society,or because they feel separate °grams based on

'language differences are. akin -..to the "separate_but equalu4programs-baee4 :

.4.
4 . ,

.
. ...,

*Paper presented at "Bilingual_Educatton: 'Higher EdlIcation.PersRectives16
First Annual.BLivgual"Education Comf rence sponsored bytheAtite %.
ofNew Jerse , Department of. Higher Education;. May 19,.1977,.Trentbd,. .,

New Jersey , - :',., 4. )'
. N
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on racialidiffefences, which are not too far removed in otir political-

. amd- educatiohal history. ,Financial,arguments, whether too little or
tot) much is being spent on Bilingual EdUcationare disagreements on
budget priorities, and are thus manifestationsof relative community
and national values.

We have such 'beliefs, such values, together with.all of[the--)linowl-
o edge and the rules for appl:opriete behavior. whic we ;hare With others

because we are human-these are culture. And We cen,nevervbe entirely .
.

objective about culture. This isthe paradox fof the anthropologist:
one's culture is the lens, and the filter; thr.ough'which one
perceive and interpret the cultures of others;'we thus risk di tortion,
but without this $ssential of'humanneSs, we could not .begin to under-
stand other beliefs, valueS, orsocial behaviors.

4 _
4

As \I think this discussion of erguments'for and against Bilingual
Education illustrates, culture is not-ap(optional component of. Bilingual
Education, whether or not we add the termJ'Bicurturalv to the title of

our programs. Nor is it am optiongirco*ponent of,the programs which'
train bilingual teachers. Whether conscrously iecognized 'or not,, culture.

W
isiia controlling force'inleducation. Our task is to explorehowth 4,
positive arm humanistic aspects of this force can be maximized in B'-

Education, how it can be used to further our goals and,senhanice
th opportunities of 'both teachers and children to develop to their
full Potentials, and how the, potentially' distoring' effect ,42'f culatural

conditioning (which can result in'stereotypifig and in prejudic/e), might°

be minimized through our teachertraining,content 'and procedure-4-i
2

'Ih the summer of 1974, the Center for Applied' Linguistics (CAL)
sporisored 4.conference*which brought together speci6ists from 'a
number of different linguistic and fultural groups t?oi. draw up Guidelines -

for the Preparation and xCertification of Teachers pi Bilingual/Bicultural
Eduation.1 -To date, -these have been quite widellr aodepted by.bOth .

'training institutions and credentiallkng agencies, at least theoretically,
and I woul0 like to make use of several of the st&tementt bf- teacher
competencies which relate specifically to cultureforthe purposes*bf
this discussion. 'In.each case I would like to explain whit I think is ,

meant by the competency statement, how the presence or absence of the -

competency alight be realized in terms' of classroom practices,' and how
I'- think a tdecher.education program might contribute to its presence in '

4
clagsqs. 6 .

-c

In order to place, these culture- related-competencies in the total,
framework of teacher education, and'to show th 'r.'nterAlatiodship,'
I have attached a chart which lists all .of the petencies,Specified .

4 ;by CAL, followed by 'columns lich represent possible components pf:,
lolingual. teacher educition programs: I. General; Culture; ,

eLangUage (A. /Homd L41guage aehd B. SecondkLanguage);'.IV-. Class=

ind4cattes that I feel responsibility for that competency shouffl be:
rodlfa Practices; and V. _Assessment: An 'x' in a,componakt, columns.'

at leaet-'part' ally assumed, by that-part of -the teacher ethication arogra51,--;.

whether fn -fir 'ce or pre-service,. All.of'those .witty in. co/um4

,theKefoN, silo lie addressed in the cultural 'c'ompone'nt of bilingual

. -ta.acher education.

U.

7

.
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.The CA/ Guidelines begin, with.'a list off personal quali-tiet -which4
,,,teachers ,Bilingual/BYeu.lt.ural 1:1ucation should possess,' and then.
follow with more ;specific- guidelines which are deskgned *to,,..Meet.;-flieSe
necessary. -arid describe the various Aadertric; ageals
Sidered essential :in" tepcher ed cation programs . . It Is'nl'y -,O-pinion
that sortie 'of these qualities pro ably cannot be...alght..-'. -S)ife, for

: instance, is ''.A genuine and ..iince e interest in:Eh'e,e_dfiC
.

children 'regardless _of-,their linguistic and:Cu-/'ttrral-fbW9
interest can be stimulated, 1.- can :be enfigiheried-,::it",,iCav
but I don't knoia, how it can be taught.: Another_ §-en,,er:*1.'"

. questian" our.abi.lity to teach.,at least within the tinie
restrictions' of O'ur degree Program's, "is 'A thorough know
proficiency in the child's home lang'uage,' , :In..this c.ase
teacher or candidate probably must 'alrea:d onsid
in the litnguages ,;,of instructiop as a pre eq4iSite, r'
education,. Oiven the -level of- linguistic Rro'ficie i

. ,b,e ) reqfiired to each in a language., _4n:d.'giV-eli"--
reach such a level. But what, about ctiItUren T.

of
k. ound . 1, Such
n, e nurtured- -
q al ity that. I
a d cred-it

dge of .and
I .-t h

a e ficien c1",
in Biling40.1"

Ft Ts' s_hoUrd

1 ierSonal .quality
lt ral_ awareness
reflected

which rs refeivant in the ;CAL 4-lines is stat.
-and sensitivity and thorough :knowledge of the c reS
the two Icenguages involved'

*. ... -.::-
w Clearly ,knowledge about culture in -9-P-neral,.-br .aho_utt.-:ani* t-wo or
. (--- _.. ... . .., .. ......, 1-more Cultures in specific,. can be ,taught by, yarioxis &e-...1 ,dust :a ;S: ^,. "
clearly, knowledge about, a culture dogs nat.insure.,ac-dept4aCe- :04;...pecitile,-, ,-.-.--of students , Who, are Members of that cult:itr-e . ; 9rV__th-e-__Other kiiiia , as- -
rea-6-arc. has shown, the reqiiirement "c4"fie.ii ..i.,,ri a 'fiiiiiii; sr: o other -,totireeS,"
(in'cluding many job descriptions) '-tii:a.'13,ilingual.,e.a.cif'ks_--be.,T..153.764'itifral
does not insure either tlikat teacher-5:--.WiIi. be _S cs:c.e.13.ki nig- : co f ..-s-t-Ta-ii.i.4^^ ' f*arn.,
the same cultural 7.15 aic kgr cund:-tit___theii .afer.,-..-_,;_-163coirj.ng a o If ,,r _-natx Fe Y _

roes not automAticallyc enabl e,,:_prie to .t.e a.cii . or Xo,T^-,b e :t en-si`t i.1.;r:e":. to .it
'in _teahirig.,- - =/..-.---..A-...".".--.::-... . . ,

: . '

The. general hl personal. ri?'"4b-
,

who combirie cultural
.dbes tifis ezreail?4

, ,-, r . - -.;. -,-.-- ; _ --.- _ ", '' ' . ..___ .....1......:-...---,__;._- _-

First a.s, 0.11' uirdexs- -and-a: ng -the --reirati..-ons-kr---h5:t.weenq.,-anguage, ,__

erEd cli..!.:tifi.e ,-.1:te.t...wert b_i. 'ft su a--Y-i- aIns:1-Ji^^4.Arits#7i1. .....5.in-...,-, -.I-, -6 h.e--.._-1-kaill ing
-0 f a native JAn.guager-- th'at., 1 -,.-1;-' J;4611---:.15------*1-"---11:-- 1.-/# %Oil ture
be i",irg a csui. ;ed. in :-.t.......-friOC:ess. a :clr,ri.----1::,',§',11.-ariitltiii.a.i.-1 7- r s alai =
J.i at-ion", _ ifhci '-4. ft r iintZ,_fice4tTi,_'0:. tli v_'- tea 4s.rt i es:i141.0,. o f pi; 4 t_<1..51.1:e-c,ts: of .

-1:kgt: culture 'f r olit'Cile.-..s4 h e.g.-1._ti:All'.. 45:, .1-1.6 -,,:i,q*t.._,_--sucir-^" fi -- :i.tali.-kifr,s:,--:""b'e i 4..e-E,S-1,

and rules faze SOC1.,a.3:.tke4a-"vt-0-r.k.k_Lgf--.:P:04-1cdXli- i'e.11144n -.t7,-Cont'ai: with -116"-:ii
,r- -- . . ' ' ------ ' .- - _. -.... . ........- - - -

native 'c 1.; 1 t uir e ,:_,', ".44 r orca,c---S; -;0.-.I..axi01aVe .*:c4;1,-3.-eif'ty, _eicir.)43.): 4 to ..i.-e,kiicto
expi e_4?"14?11-::51f.*: 41e tr,=,OQri-G.eP:t00-,e.Cr: --.a4:ii-0144.-i :101e*`: 11.0f : iii,Ma4nS "in _"1%.!_h,i-e,p_ . , -

.t hey f uti:o"-i,,scsn; Ad`.',:i.,he'iLOW:-.r-cfiettil,a,t1;Cliri-hipS -Of. ^,6i.fi- titey paticji.pate .
X.44. 0 ?ii.tpjri ,di b. ;P.p'kat..-J.'On4:iiip,,'54..--_l:a?i§4,5a.4` t'd...Cii.3-e. .3 1-4-Aliti.].,,, _as to
9,pe va tel.; at.-Ap. ',.0.....cr:iicio..;i9A.4- .4"...ey,1,;:,f .q.F- pit:5'4i -.-.-i)4pse .-0,...a,is-F-$,:r -f u'it.1.10,Eed 13 y

'4;1;cp'ctif,a,1..1.#?a.'fati::Fro:-e,ti°.t;Wil:4.1:.,,:.17:qtaia:^1,,..-,41,.oc.:4t4tir'i.'; .,4rtd.:, tilt. -'f. 4in i.1 y ,and" peers *

.)..ziii,:te' :th.ar:%:*'4,4":(Aif:4404,i1::::e(-64-it.0"4,tii:s'i. 9-;,":'.:r...*:-": .--V:":;:-;"";;-1...'"' ,::: ' ''''''. ' -- .

Et.A cond. ..1.411giaS:ge,.%,3.itt: countries 4:3,1s:d b as
. itjke-t i gt>i 410".9't .44iti in ant,' 041it4r e and

4., s' ..; ' ,
f ,

4. s ' - '.4 'i?..:*. .-

..,,...-...

. ,.." ,, .00, x- Sy : 111V *. 4.."'
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Where'proficiency_in English is essential for full ed ucational, poli tical,
and economic participation in the larger society, acquiring the langu ge
involves much more than merely learding English phonblogy, syntax, an
vocabulary, fot it must be able to. serve most of the same functions as
English does for the native speaker: medium of instruction, expression
,of,concepts and feelings, Participation in expanding social domains and

'' role-relationships. -.T,hus second-language speakers must be able to
function according to the rules of the English-dominant American sulture.
WhifeOthe native of a culture acquires these rules quite naturallyar4
unconliiouely in the process of enculturWon, the process fop students
acquiring a second culture is acculturitqon,.the addition of -a second
set of rulei for behavior-wh'iLch may coexist beside.the first, replace
them, or .modify them. One possible result of ,thiS acculturation process
is.loss of the native culture or the ierger'of cultuteS until they are

0

indistinguishable, called assimilation, and their society a 'melting pot'.
Perhaps one of the most important contributions of the movenent for
bilingual education) in,theThhited States has been the valuation of
another possible result' of-acculturation: the selective maintenance and
use of both cultural systems, or bicuIturaiism.

. !

The nature and"eXtent of students' cdltura/ compatense is thus
just as important as their linguistic competence for deteimining,
appropriate level and Content for fristructiOd in bilingual/bicultural
education. It is now beginning to_be recognized that student6 who.eproll
in bilingual programs inpthe'dnited States have'varying degrees -of Pro-

t' ficiency in thetwo languages of instruction. Cultural competence will, .1

also vary. There is no reason to assume, for instance, that the Spanksh-
dominant students have acquired the culture of such Spanish-speaking
countries as CUba, Mexico, or Spain in the prOcass'of acquiring Spanish
as their native language., 'hey indeed have acquired a culture, but it
might well be the beliefs, velues, and rules for app opriate behavior
common to the dominant American society; in this ca e, beihe'bicultural'
Would involve learning,abwr their' ancestral cultu 1 hetitage, whict
.is analogous in man.respects to leaihing about the, culture associated
with a forlign language.

Moit prObably, except
efor students wIlohave immigrated directly

frOm Spaqshedominaht,countires, 'Spanish-speaking students in the United
States will have been enculturated into the minority sub-culture of a
bilingual community. It'is important that bilingual educator's recognize
the'validity of these students' culture; comments have been made that
students who hiave not acquired the culture of the dominant American "

...society or the cultgre of the dominant Society of a Spanish7speaking
country have no culture at all. "These comments are often from the
same- people who "feel that students who do not speak a standard variety'
of English or Spanish, or who code-switch between them/ are 'alingual!.
These views are, based on'ignorance and misunderstanding of the nature--
0f:language and culture/ and are potentially as damaging to\students!
self- concept and identity as those which fbrbid the use of-tner native
language at school. .1

,

- -

While recognizing an d accepting the culture which students bring,
to school is important, hOwever, the fact remains that the sakie neas'o4S1.

exist--Eor learning the dominant American culture as for learning Englii/Shiee

. .:, ;. ,

.. . 7 . , " ' 11 6. . 1
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is necessary for full participatiori in the larger American society.
The Comparison with' adding a second - language is a useful analogy to
continue, for_adding'a second culture has manylpf the same implications
for both thory and methodology.

s 'c

First, to understand and facilitate learning, teachere should know
what it is that is being acqUirda,Jand hgvi it 'compares with, their
students' native cultutal system.' Unfortunately, cultural rules have
ofteh.beenlrecognized only intheir breach, and when the consequences -
have been dramatic or traumatic enoughyto the.econd culture learner to

.__be of note - -a kind of error analysis;~ More hUmane, if it can escape
the lists of cultural stereotypes which are presently in circulation
(i.e-, present s future orientation, passive'vs. actil.re coping styles),
would be a contSiast' analysis)to faci4Xatethe identification of
potential cultural co Mots for students and the development of

A instructional means. and materials to teach to these Toints.

.

Having awareness, sensitiO.tyand nowledge about culture ,also
entails being able to recognize cultural influences on oneself 'and
others. All of us know that we hpe culture, too; but seldom da wethat

, -, .
. .

recognize that this culture explains mgch'ok.our own thinking and behavior.'
is precitely because Our culture is so much a part of us that it con- =

trols us at a subconsciouk-level, unle-S wt' ore trained to be conscious,'
of its 'influence.

.:..
r '.'la -/ .

In general, two kinds of training are usually recommended fok both
pre-service and in-service programs, which Iwill discuss in more detail ,'

with regard to specifier competencia%:: These may be labelled:

a. Formal Training v

11'

includes
,.. . a;

Th4s'includes classes, wor}"hpPst, d-sebinars. The type
of courses which may becofi'e're#,' R tides Cultural Anthropology,- . which contributes to notionsot tgral relativity, and the
Zthnography of Compualcation, W4 c teacha,methods'for o

and describing, collmunica events in'different,
cultures, anolcis,very releyant to Oesctibing classroom inter- .

action.
).-

b. Field-Based Training

.' -'.C.. .
.

This includes Observation, communitor Visitation, collecting 4

..

17# the development of awareness and sensitivityjout also wi
and interpreting' data which will pe relevant not only in.

p
.be `applicable to,re/eV:hnt.currkC4111m,develbpmelyand app o- ',

% priate classroom pracViC,es.
t .

)

. .

Cultural sensitivity training does not*
'

an just T-grouping and .

--.,.'m.0.K.,' you're O.K.", but learning to Oserve cultural pattans and
:,:i.orespond'appropriately; it does not Anst deal with attitudelbut.

iptal,'Cres observational training and changes tn unconscious microbehaviors.
-)

f 1
ii

The ultural competency which is stated:as ability to. 'respond
_ positively to the 'diversity of behaviorinvolved in cross-cultural envi-



A.

D' 111.

'

.dt, ,,,..1 .
,ronments' first requires recognition-.of the,Irange of lyiersity ina

,, - _ 4

. class,: and then an understanding af:whith prifterentee-areindiVidI141
in nature. and which diprences'areeiresentedbeca4e1Wdifferences

,

in group membership among _the studentS..:,,T544r6 are tate scie-iits, who
.,--

raise their hands to ask questions40i7VolUnteer,infaAat"i§h, for,' _2- -..

' 'instance, and some who don't.. The teacher must. first rettignfZthel-
Nifferential in this behavior, and then understand whiChlf)'eh.aViOrl'in-
the-class Mayobe attributed to individual personal..4y.;.traitslaitd-which
to the differential values and rUles,pf:apprap4ateress which different
cultures place .on self-assertiveneSs:',. ' i.

_ . ,' \, .'. l'

Mostteachereducationprogram'ekaction .

1
..,

claim
analysis' are deficient with.resp t to, th s co ency.because'the
fall to recogAie that such assumptions' as w at be avior consitu s'a
'positive response' by a teacher "to a student dke themselves culture-
bound and will not be the sarice'for memberS of di±lersecultural. groups.
Direct eye contact with the.studnt4may" et pOSi't'ive:P:but it.amav be

interpreted as aggressive or humiliating; smiI-j.hg,;ylarb-6.positive, but:
it may be derisive; touching,maylbe pbsitive, bUtHimay be- eMbarr d-Sing

or repugnantl Singlihg a student out for attentianOt any kihd wo
not be considered a 'positive teacher response by .a number"of.minorit
groups in the United States, ? . ', 4-

.

, 1..

",The, eteacher dmcation program mustteaCh achers ow tb find out
,

. .

'f
, ° f

what is considered a positive response rom.the ciltural.perepective
of their students; the existing, canned observ. tional Ahe,ck lists for/)

this andoother teacher and student behaviors ee.7themseOfes ethnocentr.i

and often misleading. e skills4to be lear4d'axe thote of sens ti
observation and interpr tation within a7framework WhiCh is m6i.e c turally,,

-

. , Ve , - : -.':

,

relativistic.

r 0

The 'competency which is stated as the abylity tp"developa, ,aware-

ness in the leari?er of thevalue of cultural diversity'tmeans%teaching-
that to be different from the dominant cu4ure oisn't wronVs,.'b.iitaio

has the goal of d reveloping elativistic.fe,pfings about theC16,'Minant
culture, and about other minority groups as well. Talki g about=
differences is of little value here. Teachers 4re cruci las models;
'what they value and respect is usually valued and r ea c t e d by their

( r
's

students-as weal.
''.

The modtAuseful teacher education experience in developing this
competency ii'probably practice in adapting lesson plans to/groups

J.,

with different cultural characteristics and toprovide for culturally
heterogeneous classes. Teachers should be frequently reminded that even
a group which is relatively homogeneous linguistically may have a wide
variance in cultural identificatioh ,and experiences. , ,. ''

The competency stated as ability to 'xacogniie both the.,similarities
nd differences. between'Anglo-Ameridan and other cultures. and both the

Potential conflicts andopportunities,Ahey may create for children'4

includes'the very. real problem of recognizing valid cultural differences.
The-primary hazards in this area a e either that teachers will belieVe

./''.that all peogle aTe the. same (a p rnicious form"ofethnocentrism which
refuseswto be responsive to' cult ral differences, or views their

eiistence..as a threat or eviden e of infetiority) or that stereotypes
will be taught or apparently justified. .

.189
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BilingUAl pograms often incl de Ethnic Studies °
t

courses,. Whichmalepurikrteach about cultural.d Yferences; but these
may not be adequate' fot.everal reasOns; when list of cultural traits

are presented, there: 16y still be,no recognition of h_ and when these
traits iflUenbe,behavior; 'the content of such courses may be concerned
primarily wiimhysur-lace,' culture elements, such_as foods, hOlidays and
national herbesraher than with, the 'deep'aculturi level differences
which areAuloFe.04MportInt fovojearn,ing and teaching; furthermore, the
itmi ant Anglo-American culture, which must form part of the competency

th bilingual,teaeher; is seldofi addressed.. I once taught in a bi-
lingual-teacherc eycation prograM which required -' -urse entitled' .

Cult-ral,,,roUndatiOns of Education, whiCh suppose. y addieSsed itself to -,''

the-.deve4P'ment o-f' fhis competency, but the follk ng list of sterebtyPes`,

w 4 i c h was,taught as characteristics of 'disadvantaged' or'-ether 'cultural-
Oi.fferentchildren_shows that course title alone cannot be, trusted whe.:'
judg'ipT prograj# relevance or adequacy. In tft.is case, these_qch4ra;cter-:''
isti,ds'i:=eie'fi-S"ted in the textbook used in the course: -----.:,' ,-. ...,. -:.,

-t

1. Their parents, are less'likely to belong to or attend,_Ohuich.

2. They do not s-ha e the principele of cleanliness. "yaOr costs
money or effort it must be carried from do outdoor pump."

n3. They do not -under tand the principles of saving.
Th cannot put reason lAfore emotion.

5. The are freer and moresocial in their expressions of sex.
E:".'''Theychave not learned that doing one's duty and living up

to the expectations of others pays off.

,7. They believe'the future is non-exittent.
8: They, believe educatiori is an obstacle'course to be `surmounted

until they,can go to work.

The co vent of courses in this area should include study of the

, pature of s f eieOtyping so.it'vii-11 at least be recognized, azd study of
its effects bn communication and on the self-image4of the group being

typed.4 It is also important to contrast areas there there.are likely
to be real differences (such as in family role-relationships, inven-
tories of valuee'things' in the home environment, andoConcepts of
'disadvantaged' and 'successful') and to discuss the potential conflicts
and opportunities of different cultural perspec,tives in specific situ-

.

ations. ,
,

A
. Ligts of ;'cultural tra' are not to be entirely, avoided, but

lilt
scrutinized for ethnocentr ias. Someexamples of dominAnt American'
cultural influences may be ndliin material prepared for training for
foreign service personnel, and profitably adaped for educational pur-

poses. The lollowing are excerpted frbm material,prepared by the

Human ResourceS Research Organization (HumRRO) ,

_. .

-,

,
, ,

1. Individualidm--.the belief that each, person iis a distinct

entity,'and-ought to asser't and achieve.independence'trom
. others. s

. , 4 ..

'2. The idea t hat there is usually a best way of doing something,
which should be determined' and then followed. .

3. "Reasoning in terms oprobability. , .

4. The tendency tR make'cOMparative judgffients. 5'

19) v/
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-I wou14,like to, repeat at this point,the cultuZal sensitivity
trainingdoe not mian_ just T-grouping and " T O.K., you're4OPK.", e-e
but Levinpg to observe cultural gatterns and to respond appropriately;
--t ix-LA/yds observationil training Ad "change in unconscious micror

;

ehaviora,_\:-'
. -

, ' e
.

...,_

,_.,,,,f-In the area of Instructional Methods, the CAL guidelines state that
1;alingual,teachers should demonstrttean ability to, ,'develop an'aware- %

mess of th\ewaY 111 whicklearner's oulture should permeate significant
areas of the rribulpms. A number of Workshops on 'culture' are

- regularly offs, d by local and state eduaatiOn agencies as part of their
in-service trainin -pro9ramg, and presumably are an attempt to meet'such
a competency rsquireMentas thLS. Such- workshops typically-begin with
a- iolind, althodgh very abstract speea0 on the,importance of oultare,
which emphasizes tiltat culture is values, elie'fs, etc. But this is -often
followed by totally inadequate.samiple lessons which are sugPosd to

..---

illustrate'how to apply cultural'awareness,to classroom practices`: ,

lessOns on heroes of Mexicor'op Making-paracas out of gourds, or cooking
'tacos', Indian fry-bread, or Chinese rice-boats. Even more_frequently.
in workshop scheduling, the abitract speech on culture' is followed by'
a 'cultOral eventli°,a.class from a'loca$ school perfOrming iolk

song Such superficial'and perhaps also,singingc cial'ireatment f

is totally.inadequate for pohtilingual classes and for bili-1b.
b. 4

culture
t el , -'

teacher education because it does not"Develop an awarenegs of tli-e. way
in which learner's culture should permeate significant areas. of the'',
eurricul.ums,., and may in'fact interfere with the acquisitionof:suCh

.

a competenty.
,

, .

While holidays, special foods, 'aria ethnic coStpmes ma'y indeed'
'reflect cultural values and identitie concehtrating on'the= in tea her
education is misleading .in two major 'spects: both,: teachers aka :1 : AL ,

"students May get the idea that this i culture, and feel nR heed torlearnIP
about and, apply the deeper; far more gnifid'aot aspectS of culture;
furthermore, the 'culture' performed in such events, is likely neither. '

part ,of the culture of the'home-nor of the 4oMillant ,sdciety,' but 41' .

.

foreign to both. Such practices do .not-further one of ale- major gbals
of bilingual education, which is to help students dfveldp a more'Pos-

,

itive image of- themse).ves as members oftheir famil,,.community, and
the larger society.;

..
" .---4 I '..

.

,
.

i

Culturally appropriate content mdight indeed include a contrastive '

study of food cbnsumption, for instance,\but of regular patterns :ae
...... . ,

well as special occasions: What ;is eaten? }low often? What rules are
observed during meals regarding,ageand sex roles "within the famaly','-,-
the order,/of ..seving, utensils'used, appropriate verbal formUlas (how,
and if, one niay request, refuse, thenk, etc.)? What values a e associated

. . . .

with food and with eating ritualS? .° '' .., - .

1
-s ,,

To insure,ippropriate-cultural content_ to any areateachers bust
develop skills in'using,community resources', and in tbfiching students
,to collect and report .information from their own environments, in'a
posi,tiite 74ty, ,Cultural content. or bilingual teethe; education should/

ialso nclude'developing sensitivity to whatkahould riot be discpseed in

-'1

)
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school, what.questions should not be asked, and what student behaviors
sho4d not be required. Taboos and restrictions are also culture-

.specific, as is what is considered sacred and what, profane. Developing
and applying such awareness is essential if the culture of the home
is to really be respected by the school. Even unintentional or well
meaning violations can result,at best in student embarrassment or
confusion, and atwOrsi in causing the student to reject the traditions
of his home.

The last competency I would liketo address here is the ability
to 'Utilize effective classroom management techniques, fOr optimal
learning,in specific situations'. When cultural differences in control
and motivation are not understood, learning may be seriously inhibited.
Immigrant students accustomed to"rigid class discipline, for instance,
including those from many Latin American countries, often react to an
American teacher'.s relaxed teaching style as 'an undisciplined situation
and respond by talking excessively or other ,'misbehavior', creating a
sterotype response, from their teacher's that they are 'undisciplined 1.
(This is even reported by college level instructors,) The use of
competition to enhance motivatin does not work with many groups, espe-
cially when.students from tone group are asked to compete among themselves
for an outsider (the teacher); at least one orchestra teacher on the
Navajo reservation,, firm in her motivational technique of challenges
for first chair, is,also firm in her belief that Indian students are
either too lazy to try or don't like music. The choice of a language
for controls and directions is also important in a bilingual program,
with English often perceived by students as milder than their home
language; at.the same time, .students from other backgrounds, interpret
the normal classroom projection level Cf English as a signal of anger,_
even when none,is intended.

Bilingual teacher education programs should teach, or teach
teachers how to find out, how the behavior of children of different
grows is traditionally controlled, to what extent, and in what domains.
Observational skills should be added for finding out what student re-
'actions to various kinds of 4enagement techniques are, but that in 'itself
is not.sufficient. We need,to know why.

Itx_conclusion, I would like to return to a question I posed earlier
in thiVpresentation: to what extent can we teach.Cu,ltural requirements
in4bilingual teacher education? And I would like to raise yet another
quesbion:' what should be the nature and function of the cultural coin-

,' Ponent of bilingual teacher education?'

- IWhile cultural awareness'and sensitivity are very important in
teachers, t y.arenot enough. Teachers require knowledge about
culture.,- out that of the larger society and that of their students--
to, sel t relevant instructional'material, to utilizeppropriate
Clasroom 'procedures, and to maXimize students' opportunities to develop
to their lull potentials. 'Teachers require skills in cross-cultural
interaction, in observation, in collecting cultural information from
.students and'parents, in creating and adapting culturally-relevant
materials. All of this we can and shoUld teach. And we can heighten
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and guide the underlying cultural awareness and sensitivity that a
teacher or teacher candidate brings'tp our program. But I believe
that the underlying persona/ characteristic of'awareness and sensitivity
must be a necessary prerequisite for our training. b.

-If a.person is crassly ethnocentric, is basicilly intolerant
of cultural diversity in 'children, the'n I believe the function of the
teacher education program is properly a-screening one, to withold its
approval and credentials, to prevent that person from teaching in a
bilingual 'program. In those unfortunate cases where such a person
is already a teacher, with the security of tenure, the task_would seem
to be two-fold:

11.' To keep him or her out of the bilingual program, which is
an important reason for having additional requirements for
Bilingual Education.,

2. To guide that teacher into teaching upper grades, where
students are less impressionable and less vulnerable.

The question has been raised from time to time as to how bilingual
education differs, from monolingUal education, apart from the obvious
difference of, the use of two languages. The same question maybe asked
of idilingua,1 teacher.training as well. Again, apart from language-
specific aspects such as initial reading methods, there is,little of

particular difference except in the cultural component. It is interesting
to contemplate that this one component may ultimately have the greatest
impact 'of many portion of the bilingual teacher education program on the
success of bilingual programs in the schools. A'nd beyond that, it can

.offer a model for other areas of teacher training outside Bilingual
'Education.. Properlyodone, it can beconte the most significant contributiork

of Bilingual Education to Amet)ican education generally. Poorly done, it
will AceOf.little value, and Bilingual Education programs will suffer

accordingly. Bilingual Education is inherently bicultural and cross-
cultUral, and its ultimate success or failure may rest to a great degree
on'how well the cultural component in teacher training is taught.
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NOTES

The CAL conference participant's were.GeoTge Blanco, Ruth Bradley, Gustavo.
Gonzalez, Rosa Inclari, Rich4rd Light, Alba; Penn, Carmen Perez, John
Peterson, Anita Pfeiffer, John Romo, Staton Tong, Rudolph.C. Troike,

\-and Sylvia Viera. The publication which lists these g idelines for the
preparation and certification of teecher4 may be ordered from the
Center for Applied'Linguistics, 1611.North Kent St., Arlington, VA 22209.

. :

2The Civil Rights Commission Report on Teachers and Students (March, 1973)
is frequently cited as showing lesstteacher praise'and acceptance of
Mexican American students'than of An410 students in the more than four
hundred classrgoms that were observed.' Less often cited is the additional
finding in this same stuAy that Mexican American teachers were relatively
even more negative toward the-Mexican American,students than were Anglo

teachers.

3The*following discu,ssion has been adapted from my, paper."On Bilingualism
and Biculturalism in Education", to appear in Language Development in a
Bilingual Setting, ed. by Eugene J. Briere (Pomona, CA: Multilingual
Multicultural Materials Development Center).

4 For an excellent discussion of this process, see Ro.010. Abrahams,.
"Stereotyping and Beyond", -in Language and Cultural Diversity in

American Education, ed. by R.D. Abrahams and R.C. Troike (Englewpd
Cliffs, NJ: Prentice,-Hall, Inc., 1972), pp.. 19-29. I.,*

5Alfred J. Kraemer, Workshop in Intercultural Communication: Handbook

for Instructors (Alexandria,"VA: Human Resources Research Organization,
June 1974).
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Components of Teacher Training
Pr4grams

CAL Guidelines for the Preparation and.CertifiCatiOn of
Teachers'of Bilingual/Bicultural Education (1974)

Arlington, Va.: Center for Applied Linguistics
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The.teacIler at bilingual-bicultural education shouldihave the. following

qualifications:
.

1. A thorough knowledge of the philosophy and theory. concerning'bilingual-
bicultural education and its application. -

2. A genuine and sincere..interest in the education of children regardless

of their linguistic and cultural background, and personal qualities
which contribute to success as..a classroom teacher.

c`.- ?

3. A thorough knowledge of and proficiency in the child's home language
.

... ant the ability to teach convent thrOugh it; In understanding of th&
nature,of the language the child brings with him and the ability to
utilize it as 'a positive tool

1..

his teaching.

U. Cultural awarenets and sensitivity and a thorough knowledge of the
cultures reflected in the two languages involved.

5. The proper professional and academic preparation Obtained from al well-

----. .designed teacher training program In bilingual-bicultural education.:

-r. LANGUAGE PROFICIENCY k

0

.
.

x

,
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x

x x
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The teacher should demonstrate'emonstrate the ability to: -... l:

1. Communicate effectively, both in speaking and understanding; in the . x' x

languages and within the cultures of both -,hf tome and school.' The ) L., ':

ability will include adequate control-of prOnunciation, grammar, .%':
, ..../

. vocabulary, and regional, stylistic, and ncliyel-bal variants

appropriate to the communication context. %;\ . . S . .

2. Carry out instruction in all areas of the curriculum using a standard, .

' . -x.` 'x x

variety of, both languages. l''1

../

. - , *,

LINGUISTICS . :

The teacher should demonstrate the ability to: ...,

1. Recognize and accept the language variety ot:Oe hOme and a standard -
e x x

variety as valid systems of communication, eabh'wfih its own legitimate
t

functions. 't
,

2. Understand basic concepts regarding the nat* of language.
e

.x i X.

3. Understand the nature of bilingualism and the; process of beooming .
. . x x -

bilingual. . ,
( $,

..,

ftt 4

4. Understand basic conceptslregarding the natural effects of contacts
e..

,X x :X

. between languages and the implications of th0 I nformation for the ,
4

instructional progfEM. ', i
,

.../.
.
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5. Identify and understand regional, social, and developmental Narieties . , x x
in.the child's ianguage(s) at the phOnological, grammatical, and lexical
levels. ! .

6. Identify and understand structural differetces,between the child's first x x ---.

and second languages,,recognizing'areas of potential ihterfeYenceadd. . ;

positive transfer. 40 b N

41

, t
'

/ 7. Develop curricular activities to deal with areas of interference. - ... x ;x. x,
-.. (6. Understand theories of first and second language learninmdifferences . x x. x

between child and adult language learning, and their implications for
the classroom .r

CULTURE .

-

The teach r shoald demonstrate the 'ability to:
) . ,.

1. Respo d' positively tothe diverslty, of behavior involved in cross-
a

x
cultur" environments. ,

.a

. 2. Develo aware ess in the learner of the value of cultural diversity: / x .
3 Prepar and a sist children to interact successfully in a cross-cultural - k -.., x' x

setts g. .3 ,

.. \,.,

It. Reco ze and accept different patterns of child develo$ent within and -.., x. ,

beiwe n cultures 'iii order to formulate'reaIistic Objectives-1P
5. Assi children to maintain and extend identification with and pride, in ; x .

the ther culture. 47'
6. Unde stand, appreciate and d incorporate into activities, materials and. x 4 x

.-, 4

-4..
Oth r aspects of the instructional environment: ...

...-

\ a. The culture and his'torY.of.the group''s ancestry. " ,

't b. Contributions of group to history'and culture of the United States:: . '-

c Contemporary life style(s) of the group. , . .

- ''
7. Re ognize both the similarities and differences between Anglo -American x

.
d other cAltures and both the potential conflicts And opportunities

t ey may create for children. :" .

8. ow the effects of cultural ,and socio-economic variables on the s.Sudent's x. x
learning styles (Cognitive and affective) and' on the student's,gentl'al .

level of development and socildization.
..._,. i ' 4

9. .6sp current research regarding the education 4 children in theU.S. from . . x

/diverse Yinguistic and cultural backgrounds.. ' ,-

10. Understarid.the effectsof socio-economic and cultural factors on the x
learner and the educational program.

11. .Recognize differences in.social'structure, including familial organizations x,
Iand patterns of authority, and their aignificance for the program.

187,i
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INSTRUCTIONAL METH9E6
The teacher is expected to demonstrate the following competencies:
1. Assist children to maintain and extend command 9f the mother tongue x x , ' x

and the second language in listening, speaking, reading, and writing.

2. Apply teaching strategies appropriate to distinct learning modes and 'x

developMental levels, including preschool, taking into consideration
how differences in culture affect these And other learning variables.

3. Organize, plan, and teach specific lessons in the required curriculum
areas, using the appropriate terminology in the learner's laftguage(s)

and observing the local district curriculum gUidelines. Basic elements
am:ITmethodologies best, suited to theteaching of reading and language

arts4 mathematics, social studies, and science, as a minimum, must be
-

Identified and applied in,the learner' language(s).

4. Utilize innovative techniques effectively and appropriately in the
learner's language(s) in the various content areas, namely:.
a. Formulation of realistic performance objectives and their assessment.

be Ifiquiry/discovery strategies.

c. Individualized instruction.

d. Learning centers.
e. Uses of media and audio-visual materials.
f. Systems approaches to the teaching of reading andmathema,tic skills.

g. Team teaching and cross grouping.
h. Interaction analysis.

5. Develop'an awareness of.the way in which learner's culture should
. permeate s gnificant areas of the curriculum.

6. Utili f rst and /or second -languamtechniques in accordance with the x x

learlier s needs at various stages-Of the learning process.

7. Utilize effecti'e classroom management techniques, fpr optimal learning
in specific situations. 4,

8. Work effectively with paraprofessionals,and other adults.
9. ,Identify and utilize available community resources is and outside the x

classroom. .

CURRICULUM,UTILIZATION'AND ADAPTATION
The teacher should demonstrate the ability to:
1./ Identify -current biasbs and deficiencies in existing curriculum and in x x x x

both' commercial and teacher-prepared materials of'instruction.Materials
should be evaluated in accordance with the following criteria:
a. Suitability to student's language proficiencies and cultural experiences.
b. Provision and. respect for linguistic and cultural diversity.
c. Objectives, scope, and sequence ofthe materials in tetms'of content areas.
d. Student's reaction to materials. I

2. 'aquire, evalUate, adapt, and develop mdterials.appropriate to the bilingual-xxxxxx
bicultural classroom."

1 ,
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ASSESSMENT
General .

OK
The teacher should demonstrate the ability to:

.

1. Recognize potential linguistic and cultural biases of existing assessmbnt
. instruments and procedures When prescribing a program for the learner.
2. ,Utilize continuous assessment as part of the learning,process.

3. Interpret diagnostic data.for the purpose of .prescribing instructional
progrand for the individual. t ,

4. Use assessment, data as bass for priigram plannirig,And implementation. . x

, Language . i

The teacher'should demonstrate the ability to:
J. Determine language dominance of the learner in various domains of language

. .

# use--dral and written. % -. .

2. Use assessment results to determine teaching strategies for each learner.
3. Identify Areas of proficiency Ural and written): vocabulary, syritax,
./

phonology) in the learner's first and second language.
,

.

i '4. Assess maintenance and extension levels of the learner's language(s)..

Content
The teacher should demonstrate the ability to: .
1. Evaluate growth using teachef-prepared as,well as standard instruments, in

cogrive skills and knowledge Of content areas utilizing the language of

the home. .
. .

. .

2. Assess accuracy. and relevance of materials utilized in (the classrOom.
.

3._ Prepare tests, to evaluate achievement of.proposed,objectives of instruction. x
a

Self
The teacher should demonstrate, the ability to identify andapply
the assessment of:
V. Own strengths and weaknesses as a bilingual teacher.
2. Own'value system as it rlatea to the learner, his behavior,

3. The effectivenese of own teaching. strategies.

SCHOOL - COMMUNITY RELATIONS

The teacher should demonstrate thefollowing competencies:
1. Develop basic awareness concerning the importance of_parental and community x

involvemept for facilitating the learner's'successful integration.to his
school envIronment.

2. Acquire skills to facilitate basic.contacts and interaotion between the
learner's family and school personnel.

'3. Demonstrate 'leadership in establishing home/community exchange of socio-

; cultural information which can enrich the learner's instructional activities.

procedures for

.

and his background.
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4. Acquire and develop skills in collecting culturally relevant information
ana.matarials characteristic Of both the historical and current life-
styles of the learner's culture(s).that can serve both for Curriculum
contents and for instructional activities.

5. Acquire a knowledge of the'patterns of child rearing represanted in the
families of the learners so as tobetter underhand the background of the
learners' behaviors in the clasgroom.
To act as facilitator for enhancing the parents' roles, functions arid'
responsibilities in the school and community.

7. Serve as a facilitator for the exchange- of information and views

concerning-the rationale, goals, and procedures for the instructional
program' of the school... k

3. To plan'tfor and provide the direc_participation of the
in the regular instructional programs and activities.

learner's family

I II III IV V

x x

SUPERVISED TEACHING
Because or the great disparity between theory presented in the context of a
college enviropkent and practical teaching realities in.a bilingual-bicultural
classroom setting, it is essential' that a portion of every teacher's training
experience include on-site supervised,tpaching experience in a bilingual-
bicultural program. To the extent possible, relevant competencies should be
demonstrated in the'direct context of such a classroom setting.

cC
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"PLANNING-AND IMPLEMENTING BMINGUAL
POSTSECONDARY PROGRAMS"

By: Adele MacGowan
Atlantic Community College

.

This paper focuses an; (1) how to plan or Successful bilingual
programs and (2) how to prov 'current programs. "Success," fpr
our purposes here, may be defi d in term of the percentages of our
st,udents who persist and attain their particular educational goals.
Most students who, need bi'iingt,Ial higher education seek it..in_the
.open admissions setting. But for'this group of stua-Ents-more than

, for any other, the "open door" policy has bectme a, "revolving deor."
Although less than seven percent of the'limited-English proficiency
population of college age even attempt to get,a higher education,
the attrition rate of this small group is over sixty percent. This

'means that we have to examine the. factors thetcontribute to this
condition in order to make necessary changes if our Students are to
persist in completing their educational goads. Persistence, aftef
all, is the most critical ingredient in studentsi.successfui completion
of their educational goal's*.

Why do some students persist while others drop out? What can
be done-to help students persist? What do successful programs -
i.e., program's w-herein.students do persist -*have in common? Some
compelling findings related to these questions are contained in a
study dOne by,John Roueche and Jerry Snow. .These researchers
analyzed threq:hundred developmental programs across the country to
determine which were more successful and why they were_so. Their
findings, published in Overcoming Learnfng_Problems (Jossey-Baas
Publishers, San Francisco, 1977) reveal eight areas with components.
which were common to successful programs. We will look at their
study of these developmental programs,for two reasons: first, to
offer a bilingual higher edtcation'program iri an open-admissions
setting', without providing adevelopmental stage, is to invite
failure; and second,.the number of students who complete a college
degree program is closely associated with the number who completed
a developmental program.

we'will also look at the Roueche/Snow findings in light of
how we ,may utilize their valuable research in planning, implementing
and/o'r improving the first and most critical stage of a postsecondary
bilingual education program: the developmental stage.

THE, DEVELOPMENTAL STAGE

Sucdessful developmental ptogra s haves the following in, common:

1. ey provide a clear program philosophy and objectives, identifying
4nitive and affective development as primary goals. They _
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ttilize courses and services to develop a strong, positive
student self-conceptT Counselors, for ex-ample, are used.for
teachingaffective development Courses.

2. They use a yariety of recruitment methods to appeal to the
high-risk student and utilize a wide range of tests of cog-
nitive skills along with an affective assessment of student
self-image.

3. They provide multiple. levels of entry into carefully ordered
in4tructional 'sequences.

4. They have either a departmental/divisional unit or specialized
courses within existing academic depdrtments, with an adminis-
trative leadereto coordinate and allocate funds for in-t
struction. -This structure enables the implementing of- systematic
needs assessments and the-promotint9A4pntral thrusts such as
self-concept development. It allowg' fointernally structuring
team ,astfghments and evaluating the results of program efforts.
It also.facilitates implementing innovative instructional and
counseling strategies for specific groups.

4

5. They,use
4,

full-time developmental specialfstS who have the desire
eandlthe training to work with "high risk students, so-
labeled because of their academic skills deficiencies. Their
training, knowledge and, experience should include developmental,
remedial and affective techniques,

8. They have curricula which (a) provides credit, since-offering
credit strongly affects retention, and (b) utilize a systems
approach tolearning incorptiratin% the basic concepts of
Mastery Learning through either individualized, self-paced
or personalized instruction., COntinued'successeS experienced
by students in systems approaches improve their se14-concept
as well as their grade's and thereby affect retention. Research
and experience have demonstrated an inextricable connection
between academic achievement and a strong- self-concept., In a
'systems approach, time is a variable while achievement is kept.
constant. Mastery Learning builds cm success one step at a
time. In particular courses, the primary predictor of students'
level of achievement is the students' initial expectations of
the grades they, will receive. But developing an4icpect@.tion
to'eucceed'is best facilitated by experiencing success. Systems
approaches cultivate this expectation. (Mastery Learning is
discussed in greater depth further on,)

7. They have thtwsupport services of Learning Assistance Centers
(Labs) and p6er tutoring, both with strong ties to academic
departments and the stud.2111 services :area_.

A.
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8 They have a thorough evaluation-process including the
following: ' .:

(a) °Student evaluations based orl their particular
educational goals (degree /certification /specific
skill(s)/courSe(s):/enichmenii./job trhining).

.

(b) Pre- and post-testing tf cognitive skills.

(c) Student attitudinal data/self-assessment or self-
,

concept instruments.

(d) Student evalphtions of teachers, administrators,
counselors and tutors.

, Thus it seems that in the bilingual program's developmental
stage what we teach is only as effective as how and by whom it is
taught. -Let's Look first at what we should teach, for example, in
Spanish/English bilingual developmental. program. After a placement

battery students should be placed at appropriate levels of entry
into ESL, Spanish language arts (reading and writing), and math and
an aEfeCtive course (that includes orientation) in either human
potential, achievement motivation or a similar area. The curriculum
would look something like this: . ir

ESL (Native), Spanish Language Arts Math Affective

-

ES2,,I (6 hrs. wee)c), SpaniSh Reading and Writing Arithmetic Human
(levels 3 to 7)(3 hrs..) (3 hrs.) Potential'

(3 hrs.) 4

Intermediate_ESL
(.6 hrs. week)

Advanced ESL
(6 hrs. week)

Spanish Reading and writing - Geometry/ Achieirement
r (levels 7 to 10)(3 hrs.) Algebra Motivation

(3 h'rs.) (3 hrs.)

Orientation
(5 hrs./
temest.dr)

Language arts instruction should integra.te both cultural
.components, and should stress those language skills a student will
need most to complete*id/her educational goals. These skills may
differ from student fo'student, bpt. We should addreSs each student's
individUal needs.

y

'1-I

. .

In
. general, native language writing skills should include the

following: spelling, accentuation, punctuation, syntax, and paragraph
and compps'ition skills. This should be presented with carefully
planned,'systsmatic-vlocabulary development as well. ,Native language

p
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'reading skills development should include the following' skills:
identifying the main idea and supporting details; finding enumerated .

material; finding definitions, hidden 'meaning, context clues;
, identifying propaganda, persuasion and argumentation; synthesizing,

drawin§ conclusions and making comparisons. In reading skills .

deyelopment, comprehension and vocabulary skills should be developed
through practice with seq.uentially graded reading materials with
high-interest, useful contexts. Graded reading materials should be '
stimulating and varied. Study skills such as textbook reading,
outlining, listening and note-taking, time control, memory training;
using the Library, understanding word parts and test-taking should
be developed in these courses as well.

In ESL, students should master high=frequency grammar and
vocabulary through work in listening, speaking, reading and writing
the.language. Briefly, this component should address: (a) developing
approximately three times,the vocabulary found in virtually any
coMmercially-published sixbook ESL series and (b) strengthening
competency in high-frequency items such as the past tense and the use
of article's and prepositions.

,
.

'In math, students,,should develop skills in arithmetic, plane
geometry and basic algebra. They should also develop knowledge of the
language Of mathematics and understand the utilitarian motives for
learning mathematics.

" In.the affective domain, the program should,provid6 orientation
to college, self-assessment, study management, overcoming anxiety and
mild depression, dealing with'interpersona:1 probleMis,,assertiveness,
career decision-making, etc.

. 4

Not Mentioned thus far,,but also highly useful to the student is
a developmental speech course to prepare students to respond and
express themselves in class..

As to who should teach developmental courses, the program should
JP 40

hire people who are skilled not only in academic areas but in develop-
mental edupation as well. Their training and experience should include
theuse of systems approaches and alternative teaching techniques.
They should have the motivation and ability to work with developmental
students, sensitivity to students' needs and problems, and strong
dediOationto tile development of students' self-concepts. There
should also be a reasonable student-teacher ratio: 15 to 1 is
adequate for this type of instruction. Accordingly, the program
should be staffed by at least 80% full-time faculty.

As for oolg the program should teach, it is important) to locus on
students' cognitive and affective development. The systek.of Personalized
Instruction, based on the concepts of Mastery Learning (self-pacing,
unit perfection requirement, in-class proctors) seems to promote 44'

student success and Its by-product - a-positive self-concept. As such,
it is important to understand the basis'of this approach.
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About 99% of all people, including bilinguals, have the aptitude
(to achieve mastery in most courses. Benjamin Bloom, in his article
"Learning for Mastery," states that people of high levels of aptitude
constitute about 5% of the population and, at the other end of the
scale, about t% have learning problems or disabilities. "In between
are approximately 90 percent of the individuals where we believe
that aptitudes are predictive of rate of learning rather than the
level (or complexity) of learning'that is. possible. Thus, . . .

given sufficient time .(ant appropriate types of help), 95 percent of
students C.an learn a subjeceup to a high level of mastery." The
time spent on .earning is the key to mastery.) According to Dr. Bloom,
"aptitude determines the rate of learning and most, if not all,
students can achieve mastery if they devote the amount of time needed

tto the learning . . . implying that the student must not only devote
the amount of time he needs to the learning task but also that he be
allowed enough, time for the learning to take place. . . . The time a
student, needs to learn the'subject is likely to be affected by the
student's, aptitudes, his verbal ability, the quality of instruction he
receives in class, and the quality of the help he receives in and out
of class." Perienalized Systematic Instruction is an approach which

ve, applies these botcepts to the process of learning.

Bloom further promotes the desirability of utilizing Mastery
Learn'ing for its affective consequences. "We have for the past
centil,py conceived of mastery of 4 subject as being possible, or only
a minority of students. With this assumption we have adjusted our
grading sygtem so as to certify that only a,small percent of students
are awarded a ,inacie of A. If a group of students learns a subject in
a superior way we still persist in awardihg the A (or mastery.) to
only the top 10 pr 15 percent of the' students. We grudgingly recognize
that the majoritY of students have ".gotten by" by awarding them.
grades of C or D.I.FMastery,and recognition of mastery under the
present' relative trading system is unattainable for the majority of
students - but this is the result of the way in which we have "rigged"
the educational syetem. Mastery east be.both a. subjective recognition
by the student of his competence and a pilblic recognition by the
school or society, The public recognition must be in'the form of
appropriate certification by the teacher or by the school. No matter

my* how much,the student has learned, if public recognition is denied him,
he must come to believe that he is inadequate, rather'than the
system of grading or instruction. Subjectivelydthe student must
gain feelings of control over ideas and skills. He must come to
recoghize that he "knows" and can do what the subject requires."

"If the system of formative eval?atiom (diagnostic-progress
. .

tests) and the summative evaluation (achievement examinations) inform
the student of his mastery of the.subject, he will come to believe in
1140 own mastery and competence.) He may be informed by the grading
system as well as by the discovery that he Can adequately cope with
the variety of tasks and problems in the evaluation instruments.
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.When astudent has mAtered a subject andwhen he receives both
'objective and subjective evidence of the mastery, there are profound
ohanges in his -view of himselfandof the outer world. Perhaps the
clearest evidence of affective change is the interest the student $ p'

develops for the shbjeCt he has mastered. He begins to "like" the 7f .7

subject. and to desire more of it. To do well in a subject opens up 1.

further avenues fbr explori;ion orthe subject. Conversely, to do
poorly in a Subjectcloses an area for further study. The student
desires some control Over his environment, and'mastery of asubject
gives.him some_f'eeling of control over a part ofhis environment.
Interest in a subject is both a Cause, of mastery of the subject as
well as a result of mastery. Motivation for further learning is one
of the more importadt consequences of mastery..",

,

"At 'a-deeper level i the student's self-concept. Each person
searches for .positive recognition of his worth and he comes toview
himself as adequate in those areas where he receives assuranceiof
his competence or success. For a student tio view himself in a',
positive way, he mutt be given many opportiSnities to be rewarded,
Mastery. And its publid recognition provide the necessary reassurance
and reinforcement to help the student view 4imself as adequate. It

is the opinion of the writer that one of the more politive aids to
mental health is frequent and objective indications of self-development.
Mastery Learning can be one of the more powerful sources of dental
4etarth. We are convinced that many `of the neurdtic symptoms displayed

Iby high school and college students ar.eexacerbated by painful and
frustrating experiences in school learning. If 95 percent of the
students are given positive indications of adequacy in learning, one
Might expect such student's to need :less and less in the- way of,

emotional therapy and psychological help. Contrariwise, frequent ,.

indications of failure and learning inadequacy must be accompanied by

increased self-doubt on the part of the student' and the search for,'

reassurance and adequacy outside the school."
.

,

. 1Z,

"Finally, modern society requires continual ;earning, throughout
life. If the schools do,Rot promote adequate learning And reassurance
of progress, the student must came to reject learning - both in the

school and rater in life. Mastery Learning can give zest'to,,,school
learning and can develop a lifelong interest in,learning. is

this continual learning which should be the major goal of the educational
system." (pp.. 47-48) '

p_

In'deciding how to teach, it is important to use the best
techniques and technological aids possible. For example, it .was
found that almost 90% of all people are primarily visual learners,
yet the lecture approach continues to be the principal source of

critical information. Another useful: technique' is'suggestology or
suggestopedia% Students can learn up to ten times as much as they usually
do in a class session using this, technique. Other,audio-visual media
like the video disc, also promote -learning. Meth8ds such as roleplay,
Language Experience, Freire's method, and Gattegqio's solutions should

be explOred. -
tw
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IdeAlly the program should have a developmental teat - a
group of teachers, counselors, administrators, tutors and lab
personnel to,work Cm a regular basis on program issues. .

At least 80% of the staff in the program should work on aPfull
time basis. There could never be an elementary or secondary school
staffed mostly by part-time personnel. It would be disastrous because
the'ir curricula is basically developmental and sequential. Again,
in not providing sufficient full-time personnel, we are prograMming
our'students for f ilure.

So far'the de elopmental stage-of bilingual postsecondary eduCation
programs has' been emphaSped for the reasons:previously stated. But
the above suggestions have implications for the degree-requirement,
'Stage of bilingual programs.

'Although there tare degree programs in the fields of ESL and
bilingual teacher training, career programs using a bilingual approach.
have been largely ignored. We must offer vocational and technical
bilingual programs as well. The medical legal, business and
nological fields need bilingual'versonnel. Bilingualism is a valuable
asset, not a liability..

In formulating goa:ls,_fot bilingual postgecondary programs, we
should-not view the programs as remedial or corrective measures,
meant to eliminate one,langhage and culture and replace, it 14,it4 another.:
One of our purposes is" to strive to develop academic and linguistic
skills to a c011ege=level stage of preparedness- Then these skills
should be made;even,more marketable through the added education And
training received "through a bilingual degree or career program.

An effective wax to plan (or re-plan) for a successful bilingual
program has begn outlined by Henry.Lehma.n in hiS article:"The
Systems Approadh to Elation." (Audiovisual In'strifction, 13, Feb. '68).
As developed by-Project Aristotle, the systems approach to education
consists Of eight steps: (1) Need,-'an education/training problem

(2) Objectives -,measurable
-(3) Constraints restricl.ions/liions

.' (4) Alteinatives.- candidate Solutions,:
(5) Selection - choice of th@ best

alternatives
(6) IMplementation - pilot o ation of th

chosen solution
(7) _Evaluation measurement of 'results ob7

tained against originally
4 stated.objectives

(8) Modification - change of the system4to
correct defiCiencies

Briefly, this list can be restated, as: (1) define the real problem you
are trying to solve; (2) examine m:iiny potential solutions and'select one
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which promises to be successful; (3)tmea'sure-resultsvbtained'and
modify the approach for greater effectiveness.

Finally,'in closing let me add that by the year 2,000, one in
four Americans will be speakers'of Spahish;'another 12 percent will
be speakers'.of languages other than English. 'The ,International sit-

. uation presents a compelling arg.ument for the further development of
thee linguisti.0 and cultural resR4rces?' Without doubt it. -is our -.1
responsibilitx.to plan and implement bilingual programs that will
respond to the needs of indiv duals in an increasingly complex soCio-
political environment. We cannot afford to let the challenge go
unmet.
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